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1ntkoduction

PhyAicA Ls the guiding Aubject oi the 1ndu4tkiat Nap Juniok
oak. A mote technieatty tetated Actence than biotogy, phoicA
ai6o4d4 AtudentA the oppoktunity o6 teatiAticatty aetating induA-
ttiat theotty with paacticat wokk expetiendeA. Thete ate ten pko-
jeet4 emanating 6kom the phyAicA cZaAA that ate u.sed 6oa both
independent and coopekative aeAeakch, ganning, and devetopment
ion the AtudentA in the coutAe. The4e. paobtemA ate deAigned toatitize both the Aubject mattek and 6aeiZitte4 126 the coaketating
diAciptineA.

MathematicA and phoicA ate atmoAt diaeetty ketated 6ot moAt o6
the 4choot yeak and both couk4eg.4de4 axe puisented with Aome
detait in the book. EngtiAh and Guidence cottabokate 6ox a 4ek2e4
o6 pkojectA cleating with the individuat and hiA Aociety. The
gutdanee counAetok'A aote tA one oi .supptementing,

thkough gained
pekAonat inAightA, the Atudent'A awaxeneAA o6 himAet6 in ketation
to hiA pekAonat and intetpek4onat behavior..

The methodA o6 imptementing the phitoAophy o6 the phogham
kemain the Aame d4 th04i o6 the Aophomoae yeak. It continueA tobe a coukAe that utitizeA the pkacticat and viAuat matektats o6 ouk
Aociety and devetopA 6tom theAe the abAtxact concept4 that tead to
a comptehen4ive, 4teAtbte educationat backgkound.

BecauAe good wokk attitudeA ake eAAentiat goats o6 the
InduAtkiat Pup ptogtam a 4peei4te

evatuatton Aheet haA been
devetoped. lt'A putpoAe .14 tO keep the Atudent hiA teachekA, and
pakentA awake o6 hJ.. behaviok thkoughout the Achoot yeak. ThiA
in6okmation ids conAideked to be oil pkime impoatance in the guidance
oi the Atudent thkough the cukaicutum and dok job ptacement in the
Achoot'A coopexative paogkam and,a6tea gkaduation.
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Industri'al Prey physics

Physics is being used as the key subject in the Industrial

Prep junior year. It has been selected as the leading area

of study because of its significant contribution to the develop-

ment and operation of the products of our industrial society.

The Industrial Prep Physics course attempts to provide students

with an appreciation of many of the concepts and fundamental

technical principles-utilized in the work world. Material is

structured for the students in the program so that the scientific

understanding from the physics viewpoint on the how and why

of industrial processes become part of their general knowledge.

Besides the importance of assimilating the technical fundamentals

'in the area, students are given experiences in developing an

orderly approach to problem solving. A disciplined method

of thinking is promoted in the youngsters which will enable

them to better organize their methods of researching, analyzing,

and overcoming problems.

The work is being presented in three units; properties

of matter, mechanics, and electricity. With the fundamental

background in the characteristics of matter an Industrial

Prep student should have a more curiosity filled realization

of his wtTld. A condition of asking, "Why are things the

way, they are?", is a prime goal of this unit. The practical

aspects of this study deals with the measurement and utiliza-

tion of various materials.

The mechanics unit is basic to all industrial processes.

From experiences gained in this area a student should be

able to tackle common problems in the use of tools and equipment.



a

An appreciation in design, care, and utilization of this

equipment is also stressed in class in cooperation with the

shop instructors.'

Because eledtricity is a prime energy source for mobt

industrial activities it is presented as a lengthy unit in

the physics class. Instructional material .and lab related

experiences provide a background leading to a safe and

applicable working knowledge of this field of study. The

. presented work concerns itself with the weaving of abstract

concepts into practical approaches in acquiring an understand-

ing of electricity.

Xuch of the instruction in Industrial Prep physics

provides for student discovery rather than offering a formal,

lecture and laboratory presentation. A major portion of

the work is conducted by the students in laboratory sessions

and team projects. There are ten team projects for the

students. They were selected and developed because they

provide problem experiences that students can overcome by

themselves and also, they enable youngsters the opportunity

of being part of a research and development team and thus. .

realize the responsibilities and satisfaction of such

work.
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LESSON 1 - Meanin, and Im ortance of Science

1. What common things which we have today were not available
fifty years ago?

1.1 Fluorescent lights
1.2 Transistor radios
1.3 Televisions
1.4 Automatic transmissions
1.5 Pmer brakes and steering
1 6 Jet aircraft
1.7 Long distance direct dialing

2. Science has made possible the development of these things.
2.1 What is science?

2.11 A way of solving a problem.
2.12 A process of gathering, testing and organizing

knowledge.

2.2 How does science bring about these advancethents?
for example - nylon
2.21 From basic scientific study the idea of a strong

chemically formed fiber was developed.
2.22 Laboratory experimentation was carried on until

a fiber with the desired properties was made.
2.23 A small scale factory was designed and built to

produce the fiber.
2.24 Sample products were made from the fiber and

presented to potential users.
2.25 When the production problems had been solved

and a market for the fiber established then
a full scale plant was built and the material
became generally available.

2.26 Continuous study is made for better production
processes and for additional uses of the product.

3. Assignment -* Cover textbook and become familiar with the
location and content of the general aids in the text:
i.e., glossary, table of contents, index and appendix.

LESSON 2 - Divisions of Science and Scientific Method

1. Quiz on the use of the book.

2. Areas of science
2.1 Very hard to set up rigid lines of division due to

overlap of areas.

3
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2.2 Basic division - living and non-living
2.21 Living - Biologica 1

2.211 Botany - plant life.
2.212 Zoology - animal life.

2.22 Non-living - Physical
2.221 Physics - matter 'and energy.
2.222 Chemistry - composition of matter.
2.223 Astronomy - sun, moon, stars end planets.
7 .224 Meteorology - weather. .
2,225 Geology - earth.
2,.226 Metalkrgy - composition and structure

of metals.

3. Mat is plrisics?
3.1 Situations where principles of physics are used.

3.11 Passengers in a car being thrown to the side
on a curve.

3.12 Using mats on the floor in the gymnasium.
3.13 Using aids to lift heavy loads.
3.14 Grounding electrical tools when used outside.

3.2
3.3

Definition: Physics is the study
energy and their interelationship
Divisions of Physics - based upon
involved.
3.31 Mechanics
3.32 Heat
3.33 Sound
3.34 Light
3.35 Electricity
3.36 Nuclear physics

4. Scientific Method
4.1 An orderly and logical process for soiling a problem.
4.2 Steps involved

4.21 Define problem.
4.22 Gather facts through careful study and ex-

perimenting.
4.23 Set up possible solutions based on gathered

facts.
4.24 Examine each possible solution and test for

validity.
.4.25 Elinimate unworkable solutions and test the

of matter and
type of energy

others again.
4.26 Draw conclusions

Assignment - Select some problem you have encountered
and use the Scientific Method to solve it.

LESSON 3 - Science of Matter

1.. Have several students read their homework assignment and
discuss with the class.

5
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2. What is matter?
2.1 Display a number of objects (book, piece of chalk,

water, pencil, etc.)
2.2 What do alr these objects have in common?

2.21 All tbke up space
2.22 All have weight

2.3 Definition - Matter is anything which occupies space
and has weight.

3. What it the composition bf matter?
3.1 Earliest concept - a piece of matter" could be divided

indefinitely and still retain its characteristics'.
3.2 Democritus suggested a limit to the division of matter.

3.21 Proposed the idea of ultimate particles.
3.22 Four types of particles.

Stone, water, air, and fire.

3.3 Molecule
3.31 Smallest unit into which Matter can be divided

without changing its characteristics.
3.32 Size of molecule

3.321 Very hard to comprehend
3.322 If a drop of water was magnified to the

size of the earth, each mblecule would
be about three feet in 4iameter.

) 3.323 Average diameter 3X10"cm.

3.4 Properties of matter are dependent upon arrange-.. . .
ment of molecules.
3.41 .Molecules of any-one material bre all alike

and arranged in a particular Manner.
3.42 Molebules of different materiars are not alike

and are brranged in different manners.
3.421 May be closer together or farther apart.

. 3.422 May be held tame or less tightly.
(Use styrofoam bUll models of bole-
cules and crystals to illustrate.)

3.5 Physical Chahge
3.51 Any change in matter

thb structure"of the
3.52 Examples - change of

which does not alter the
molecule.
state, bending, molding, !Ace

4. Assignment - Write up definitions for new terms in de-
finition section of notebook. Study definitions.

LESSON 4 - Basic Properties of Matter

1. Develop cohcept of a basic property.
1.1 Display a number of various objects--book, pencil,

piece of chalk bit of metal, glass objects, mer-
cury, water, etc.

6 ,13
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1.2 How are all these objects similar?
1.3 Evolve concept that basic properties are those which

all matter have in common.

2. Basic properties
2.1 Weight - force exerted by gravity on the object.
2.2 Volume"- space otcupied by objedt.
2.3 Inertia - resistance of the object to a change in

mbtion.
2.4 Mass - the meedurement of the quantity of inertia.
2.5 Density - comparison of the object's weight to its

volume.
2.6 Iinpenetrubility - no two objects can occupy the

same space at- the same time.
2.7 Porosity - space exists between particles of matter

into which other matter can penetrate.
2.8 Cohesion - attraction of the same kind of molecules

for each other.'
2.9 Adhesion - attraction of different kinds of molecules

for each other.
2.10 State of matter'
2.T131 Solid state - ha-s adefinite size and shape.
2.T62 Lrquid state - has a definite size but no definite

shape.
2.103 Gaseous state - has no definite size or shape

3. Assignment - Write definitions of terms in definition sec-
tion of notebook. Study definitions.

Go

piwaN 5 - Basic Properties of Solids,

1. Quiz on terms from lesson 3 and 4.

2. What is-a solid? .

2.1 That -State of matter which as a definite size or shape.
. 2.2 General types of solids.

2.21 Crystalline
2.211 Molecules in an-orderly arrangement.
2.212 Metals, ice, diamonds and table salt.

2.22 Amorphous
2.221 No orderly akrantement of molecules.
2.222 Plastics, glass and tar.

3. Properties of solids.
3.1 Dependent upon the amount of cohesive force.
3.2 Hardness - ability to resist -scratching.
3.3 Toughtless - ability to withstand a permanent change.
3.4 Malleability - ability to be hammered or rolled in-to sheets.

7 14
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3.5 Duttility - ability to be drawn through a die.
3.6 Elasticity ability to recover from debrortion.
.3.7 Tenacity - ability to resist pulling apart.
3.8 Machinabilitf - ability to be shbped by cutting tools.
3.9 Fuiibility - ability of a material to be joined

together by malting
3.10 Conductivity - ability of a material to permit the

flow of electrical charge or heat.
4. Assignment - Write up and study definitions of new terms.

LESSON 6 - Properties of SolidsHardness; Toughness, Malle-
ability and Ductility .

1. Review definitions of: Hardness, toughness, malleability
and ductility.

2. Hardness
2.1 Importance

2611 Cutting tools - carbide lathe tools and dia-
maid drills..

2.12 Bearing surfaces - reduce we'ar.
2.13 Abrasive wheels for cutting and polishing.

2.2 Measuring hardness - use pictbre projectuals for
overhead projecter to illustrate
2.21 Vardness points a set of samples with known

hbrdness which can be rubbed against the sur-
face to be tested.

2.22 Rockwell Hardness test
2,221 A hatd betal.point is forced into the

surface under-a predetereined amount
of force.

2,222 The depth of penetration indicates the
hardness of the surace.

as

2.23 Schleroscopa Test ..

2.231 A small hardened metal hammer is dropped
from a fixed height upon the surfate.

2.232 Height to which hamiter bounces is an .
indication of the hardness.

3. Toughness
3.1 Importance

3.11 Supporting members for buildings need to with-
stand heavy loads.

3.12 Crankshaft on an automobile engine is sub-
jected to high strebses.

3.13 Many tools require ability to withstand large
forcewrenches, screwdrivers, hammers, etc.

8 IS



3.2 Producing toughness
3.21. Laminating wooden building.trusses.
3.22 Forging process for making crank shafts and

tools.
Malleability
4.1 Develops very tough materials.

4.11 Rolling structural steel.

4.12 Forging crankshafts and certain tools..

4.2 Can economically produce various forms from a basic
shape.
4.21. "I" beams from rectangular ingots.

4.22 Metal sheets and foils.

4.23 Round and bar stock steel.

5. Ductility
5.1 Drawing

5.11 Process of pulling material through a die.

. 5.12 Making of wire and seamless pipe.

5.2 Extruding
5.21 Process of pushing material through a die.
5.22 Aluminum and steel moldings.

Assignment - For each of the four properties listed in
the lesson find three objects in the home which are de-

pendent upon this property.

LESSON 7 - Properties of Solids - Elasticity

1. Check over with the group some of the lists written for

homework.

2. Definition of elasticity
2.1 The ability to recover from distortion.
2.2 Stressforce producing the distortion.

2.3 Strainthe distortion which results from the stress.

Types of elasticity
3.1 Extension

3.11 Ttia stress causes an incrase in length.
3.12 Examples: spring balance, elastic band.

3.2 Compression
3.21 The stress causes a decrease in length or

volume.
3,22 Exatnples: coil springs in a car, springs in

a mattress.

3.3 Torsion

16



3.31 The stress tends to twist the object.
3.32 Example: Torsion bars on automobiles.

3.4 Flexion
3.41 The stress tends to bend the object.
3.42 Examples': leaf springs in a car, diving

board, watch spring.

4. Elastic limit
4.1 Illustrate by adding increasing athounts of weight

to a spring until it becomes permanently distorted.
4.2 Definition - The smallest amount of stress which

will produce a permanent distortion.

5. Hooke's Law
5.1 Apply weights tb a spring and retord the amount it

stretches for each weight.
5.2 Calculate the ratios of the weights to the amount*

of stretdh.
5.3 Conclusian: Within the elastic limit the ratio of

sttess to strain is constant.
5.4 Examples:

5.41 A force of 6 pounds stretches a spring 18
incheb.

5.42 Haw far will the spring stretch under a force
of 2 pounds.

5.43 Solution:6 lb. . 2 lb.
TRW: TIT:

18 in. X 2 lb.
6 lb.

S = 6 in.
5.44 How much force is needed to stretch it 15 inches?
5.45 Solution:

6 Ib.

F 6 lb. X 15 in.
1 178-1E7'

F 12 5 lb.

6. Assignment - Worksheet on elasticity.

LESSON 8 - Properties of Solids - Tenacity

.
Check over worksheet assignment on elasticity.
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Indutrial Prcm Yenr

P:'cr r 00 c!tt:e.lnts :!.c1 the Yumbel: On^
C.'.; :71 ^1.1.1.un Ch3n!2-e.

7"v:a plst t..:o years in Industrial Prep English has

shown thnt a curriculum that does not.specifically take

into account tho easires and needs of the students for

vlicm it i tL camot be 2ucce:isfu1. It is

evic%11:_ thni: 'tt.iderita in this course learn only when

thz4y thn ivsod ord fe,21 .N desire for learninz.

The Indu2triol Prep 2ngli:;h Curriculum in the Junior

Year otte:ts cttart from thia point and establishes

pro3rnm built around tha t3tudent.

The purpose is not to fit the student into a

desired nold, but rather to enable each boy to develop

his own abilities and intomets es he sees fit within

the brof:d franstlork of an English course. Instead of

attempting to change the boy, the philosophy is to

revise the curriculum and school environment so that

the stufleut m.:7 naturally develop and take his proper

place in the world.

Though doubts may be cast as tothe reality Of

such a ?regrow, a .journey most commence with one step

and thtg En3lish Curricule is that initial step.'

19
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In the preceding yenr it ms cicarly. recogmtzed

vto TInetrial 27,?en boys

V3S cars. B2C6USO of this :!ondness the teaching of any

coIlcepts evcIn an excellent

tencher, rc littia or no conceivable
1:7:7ezfocicn becfma sttnco sie;Dly ad not vioh

Tr 1" "".' "/ `) "'"0. 'n."/ " '"it:s
65 II

ga.t... L. '
0,,a ft re'n

c.u-;atly a cu:=culum vines to be succes,32ul
take this car-mimia into con3i6=ation.
A cignif.:;_cat obn8rved pQint waa that as the.boys

matured thr interest in tha auto=:ile iralustry as a
mem3 of cnrniw? a livir. Amnad, As the boys approachAA
sevent:ls,n rajor intezest in life no lcinzpr wasci thoush their desire for en autolnoile increased.

ccr lios no Ion:7er &sired for itself, but es a
sr.bol of ..!.ndepend*nce, 1)nwers, and sex.,

.Based on theve drives the boya took after school
johG to esirn en=gh money to buy.and support their cars
end this opened any num.1.1,:x of! ancillary fields which
th cm:.riculum p:Uriner took advantage of, i.e. taxation,
installmcnt buy:11;, insurance, future jobs-and laws.

..

intetz!st of the boys vas telavision. This

A 4.

was not the television tlt their teachtws wstchcd ,. but
the rhm7s- that wnty.adults Would tw.m.foolish.. Television
was a favorite paLltime fox thd bays because it was free,
near, cmvenic:nt -and a "ccul mcealm." They Pete:led
it ..1. 1-,o h votivated, etalle4L.cd inspir6d but to

and be...4
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: , th'3 Sric",.0*wWwww 0.1000... Nor. .01.Woo

Zccaw:1 of the pdn..1. observctiens the purpose

of the Indmitriai Prep Engl4r:h prosrao Las not neces-

lazit avm7A purnose

rec=ns to t;:,ach
students how to reed,

urite, spek, listen and think with as Tu.:in discernment

and eascrirAnation a8 plvsible, so that they will be
1 " 4za, e o ...

./..unttion in society,

Uhat if; c-aznr:nd fro..1 lest year is the approach

,0 z vir ch:7:se Oei:;inelly it vas thovatit

that the bro:::d eisht arcas of English, reading, litera-

tm7e, anti etTosition, 23 madia, critical thinking,

speech, li3tening and livzuistics, would appeal to the
r

given an intellipnt, interesting teacher who
chose mon..t'sti. illustTations from each area.

In mdst cases the pr:43rom proved successful. Basical-
; .ly thP boys vere !Ailing to respond if the partiCular

area under discussion Ms one that, they felt filled'a

present actly need, i.e. reading the help wanted. ads

4 evaluating car averti:3cments.

Cr..1equi:mtLy the cwzrent cpproach is to use the

content. of the eight areas as a guide, end to search
for unit toz)ics fc tha students that will:

.

1. t,Stc:n 4nto.consideratima th.r internsts

2. fulfill th:Ar present end future needs

3. be :3uffic..7...ently'prri:natic to them

4.. plvce roc..re ofa physical buzden on the.individual.

5. brooden their horizon3

6. tj C etc.
s.7 a .'..;:u.1.1 :.cr divergent point of view.

A r.:441.:.!-tic:.
4.; ..; .



/ vith th e. rost c)-' the 'Industrial

Prep program

8. kee.1 the philonophy of the Intluatrial Prop proam in

In each of the units; no.me of rhe eight areas of

the 1;.:::car..c:: 3chool English Curriculun ore

ane., in tha comle.;:a Junior Year pron,c'em all

of tha vress are inciuded.

c:,, 0. ."§ tv 64.
4.4 ;44. ',...41.4c4.4.44

The Junior Year is divided into five units which will

pI:ovide iufficiant mteri2l for the academic yr-tar.

Potqntially the cost Ecr reaching uait is ithe

one on Uork Preparation. EtIre the boys will not only

resd about futurn jobs and hoar speeches from the work

field, but they will correspond with people requesting

infcrmation, go outside the school to interview people

and eventusily s:;end one day "on-the-job" in the field

of their choice.

Since the s:edonts spend =eh time with their

td.nvision sotc, L.he unit on Television vrovides for

an analysis of tha medium considering its effects on

people, vicAnz; it for mo.le zaijoymant and understanding

" d n ns,0 f,L 7 tt 7".z
Lor evluatiri shows_

The pzectical part of thif; unit will be the propnration

of a tel.3viAon conNrercial by the students.

Onothe:: unit zn ati:c7:ipt. is taade to correlate

cend Phy04 CZ. 11;!.3,:a uv.ni the Physics Testirg Project.
r -"' , 4.0 unit V.Lil be to i'lzive

'stuck,:Ls plia tiloir 17.170jC2cts vritten and oral wort



-- . ._ ..

and rela;:a th2x actuelly to industry. To do this
..?rie that t;le boys will ta3arch.ior companies that use

.^^ ;: . - ' S. f.tyr Finally
the boys visit c.:mpanies and see the practical
applicatiTa o ftix projnt.

Ecc,....c.;nf.cs unit is an o;:te.ntion of tha curious,
ottenti: studl,nt s. si.-tow in a study of the. Stock

t'r %..
1

%. J....L.

desires to buy cars.

rc.:: the. Junior Year
TevrAves around the boys

This unit will correlate with
the rz;th.:-..s!-..otic:.; class Niriore the computations involved
j'l con.;,-ur.:x CXit will br, taught while the English
teacher presents such -e2.f.mmts as car selecting, and
arrarcp.ng, ft.r nd maintaining paya:ents.

,1'1 fl unit t 1".C1 t t If. (4 fly n e Oa.4 t.he

rent isuas of prejudice will rcund out the year.
Toe boys, tr72ny of -,-;:nom are Nagro, will e:iplore the realistic
situati:m o!I Drejudice th...:curth literature, psychology
an4 ccticaJ. lite classroom will provide
a soup.d:h. tha boys on many of .today I s
re. c :13ues,

Te t.. ttttff...pt to further improve the
for non-college bound students end

e&t...111)15.sh u p. t.cc1 Industrial Prep Curriculum in
licekeroack 11.1:;h School. Just as more insight was
s.p.ined by ate tyractical applicatj.on of thiccurriculum.
Ix; t.he sc: t. i expected thz:t increaoad

gainaL1 as a rezult of applying this
cu::.71.c.:;.11u1,1 to

3

-
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INDUSTRIAL PREP MATHEMATICS II

Industrial Prep Mrattmmatici II has been developed to

extend the student's knowledge of those topics in mathematics

which are fundamental for further technical study. The

/ndustrial Prep Mathematics II course has dropped the lead

role used by the first-year course. During the junior year

Industrial Prep Mathematics II plays a supporting role for

Industrial Prep Physics. It also plays a minor role in sup-

porting the Industrial Prep English Teacher during that

course's study of borrowing money for the purchase of a

car.

lima major topics studied in Industrial Prep Mathematics

II are: Introduction to Algebra, Introduction to Vectors,

Introduction to Simple Machines, and Introduction to Electricity.

In each topic, the teacher stresses those fundamentals

of mathematics which will be used by :the Industrial Prep

Physics teacher. The mathematics in s.tructor also stresses

those types of calculation. end manipulative skills which help

improve the students' capability in,their study of physics.

The approach is much the same.as that used in the

sophomore year. A daily.presentatio nsis accompanied by

tests.

1

25



Introduction to Algebra

Lesson 1

I. Introduction to the slide rule.
A. Each student receives a twelve-inch slide rule.

1. Teacher, using demonstration slide rule:
a. Identifies parts: body, slide, hairline-

indicator.
b. Explains care of slide rule.
c. Purpose of slide rule.

B. Teacher demonstrates scale markings on C and D scales.
1. Use demonstration rule with all scales

covered except for C and D scales.
24 Note that scale markings on C and D scales are

the same.
3. Explain that scale markings represent numbers

from 1 to 10.

C. Demonstrate process of multiplication of integers.
1. Have C and D scale markings covered by mask-

ing tape except for unit and half-unit markings..
a Left end of C scale over first factor

(on scale.)
b. Read scale for second factor on C scale.
c. Read corresponding mark on D scale as the

product.
2. Stress that each setting on slide rule in-

dicates many multiplicathn problems of numbers
having the same digits as the given problem,
but different in size.

D. Demonstrate division using the C and D scale
1. Using a divisor of 2, show that one setting

of slide indicates many division problems as
well as the related multiplication problems.

E. Classwork:
1. Students practice estimation of products and '-

quotients.
2. Students practice reading C and D scales for

all units and half-units.
3. Students try multiplication problems on slide

rule and compare settings with those on dem-

onstration rule.

II. Assignment: Multiplication and division of multiples of
(.5) including numbers other than those
between 1 and 10.



a ...4,..1.0....,1%.0......4...... 1...U.,hA.,...........:.1.........
S at101111 a ad AS signalzat

1. Write your estimate of the size of each product.
20 Practice using the 'slide rule to calulate each product.
30 Write the product.

2.
30

40

6..
7..

so

90

100

2.5 lc 2,:,

Estimate. . Product

105 3: 300

400 .rit 105 f. .

.405 .X 105 .

,600 X 105

f5.5 X 105 . .

300 X 205
.

205 X 305 , :

5.0 X 105

600 X 05

10 Write your fttinaste of the size of esch quotient.
2. Practice using the slide rule to ca1ulate each quotient.
30

3;

4.
so

6.

W&A.I.= uum Nts.4101...utrait.o

9.0 4: 300

alimoza44E31.64 .N.ugmA.Aaua

705 t 205
.

,

5.0 t 205
600 e 105

7.0 t 3.5
800 t 02

,........

9.0 t 105 .

300 t .5

405 St .5

5.0 t 400 .

.

.

.

, .

.

,
.

.

Oft
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INTRODUCTION TO VECTORS

Lesson 1

I. Vectors/direction
A. Review Ray

1. Examples of rays.
2. Definition of rays.
3. Symbol used to designate rays.

4. A-*-- B written as At.

and 13.---7.%' written as BA:
a Stress order of reading.
b. Note: AB BA

Develop concept of a vector.
1. On coordinate axes, draw sets of four rays.

Describe and discuss their positions.900

(a)

-x G.....a..144 180
i A

iD

.y

(1.5 ur tnc uu INT
(b)

IB

21:0

00/360°

270°

° / 3 60 °

(i) Position of OR and Olidetermined by angle.
(ii) Ray OA has the origin as ita endpoint

and is positioned by the 45 aagle.(iii) How is ray 03 determined or described?



Om "

Les:m
Cla'ssilork and Assigncent

Ad; DtKicribe the positioning of the r'ays on each of the follow-ing diagraras

.6

ise

go'

li

'construct each r.ay on coordinate axes
cription
I ea9 endpoint 0 at the mien end

teraned by a 20 engle.
2 CB, endqoint 0 et,the origin and

to:mil:lea by on ar anua.
.30 cz, entINAnt 0 at the origiq aiad

terrain:IA by an Ingle of 3.20c'e
40 OD endwint 0 at the* oin and

terminca by an tmgle of LW.
A OZD endpoint 0 at the origin and

tertninod by an ansle of 30090

fall:ming the des-
:Lts direettsa de-
its dissction de,
itt direction de--.
its dixecticn de-

its 512,Y43.02.4411 de-



Lesson 1 (continued)

C. Classwork: ditto sheet
1. Describe the positioning of the rays on eachof the following diagrams.
2. Construct each ray on coordinate axes followingthe description given.

D. Assignment
I. Complete ditto sheet according to instructions.

(repeat C and D of above.)

*. Lesson 2

I. Review homework: Vectors/direction.
I. Identify each ray by name and direction.

II. Vectors/Magnitude

A. Graph the ordered pairs of numbers: A (0,0) and B (3,4)1. Draw line segment AB..
2. Determine length of line segment AB..

i. Distance formula by the pythagorean theorem.3. Determine angular direction.
i. Apply trigonometric functions.

B. Vectors
1. Quantities requiring both direction and magni-tude.

a. The pictorial (graphic) representation of
a vector is done in two ways:
i. Direction by the direction of the

. arrow.
ii. Magnitude by the length of the arrow.

C. Scaler quantities
1. Quantities requiring only magnitude; examples:a. Length of a table.

b. Mass of an object.

2. Compare scaler quantities to vector quantities.
D. Determine the vector quantity for the given vector:

1.
/'

B
(2,5)

a. Describe vector AB.
b. Find length of AB by forming a right triangle.c. Find angular direction by tangent function.

E. Classwork: Find the vector quantities for the fol-lowing vectors (Ditto Sileet)

F. Assigtment: Complete ditto sheet.
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Int4odttctio.n.

Phy4ic4 .14 the guiding asubject oi the InduAtniat Pnep Junto&

yea.4. A mone technically netated 4c1.ence than biotogy, phy6te.4

4044 4.tudent4 the oppontunity oi xeatiaticatty 4ellat1.ng indu4-
ttiat theony with paacticaZ woniz expeA1.ence4. Then.e a4e ten p40-

ject4 emanating i4om the photez eZa44 that an.e tued gcm. both

independent and coope4at1.ve 4e4eanch, pLanning, and devetopment

ion. the 4tadent4 A the colt/L.5e. The 4e paobtem4 ate de41.gned to

utitize bo.th the 4ubject matten. and tiaatit1.e4 oi the co44e.tat1.ng
di4c1.ptine4.

Mathemat2c.4 and phy461.ed6 ati.e atmo4t diteatty netated ion ino.st oi

the Achoot. yew:. and both coundie g1.cle.4 ate p4e6ented with Aome

de.tait A the book. Engt1.4h and Guidence coUabonpate OIL a 4 e4ie4

oi p4ofect4 cleating with .the individuat and hio 4oc1.ety. The

guidance counae2o4'4 hOte LS One 06 4apptentent2ng, th4ough gained

pe44onat in4ight4, the 4tudent'4 awa4ene44 ot5 hinuseti in /Let-at-ion

to h1.4 pe44onat and intenpetoonat behav1.o4.

The method4 o impLementing the phJ2o4ophy oi the p4ogaam

nemain the Aame a4 tho4e (NS the 4ophotno4e yeax. U cont2nue4 .to

be a COU11.4e .that atit.ize4 .the paac.ticat and vizuat maten2at4 oic ou4

4oe1.ety and devetop4 6/tom .thease the ab4t4act concep.t4 that Lead .to

a comp4ehen41.ve, itexibte educ.ationat baelagaound.

Becaaae good tookk attitude4 arm e44entiat goats oi the
Inciti4tit1.aL Paep pkognam a 4pea26ic evatua.t.ion 4heet ha4 been

devetoped. It'A punpo4e IA to keep the atuden.t hL6 teach:A.4, and

pakent4 acoaae oi 111.4 behata04 th/LOUghout the 4choot yeac Thtis

inioamation 1.4 Conadelted to be oi plata impo4tance A the gaZdance

06 the 4tudent through the culuticutum and 150k job Faacement tn the

4ehoot14 coopehative prlogIcant and aiten, guadua.tion.
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r 1

Industrial Pz....:12.2t_mIsies

Physics is being used as the key subject in the Industrial

Prep jenict. year. It has been selected as the leading area

of study beccusa of its significant contribution to the develop-

ment and operation of the products of our industrial society.

The IndutrilY Prep iiaysica ccu,:se attempts to provide students

with an ardreciation of many of the concepts and fundamental

technical principlc,s utilized in the work world. Material is

structured for the students in the program so that the scientific

underetandin3 from tIle physics viewpoint on the how and why

of industrial prccassc:s become part of their general knowledge.

Besides the importance of assimilating the technical fundamentals

in the area, students are given experiences in developing an

orderly arprosch to problem solving. A diSciplined method

of th1nkin3 is promoted in the youngsters which will enable

thcm to better organize their methods of researching, analyzing,

and overccoging problems.

Thework is being presented in three units; properties

of matter, meachanica, and electricity. With the fundamental

backgroumi in the chz:zncteristics of matter an Industrial

Pre !? stuel.nt should have a more curiosity filled realization

of his world. A condition of asking, "Why are things the

vay they ore?", is a prime goal of this unit. The_practicAl

asp,3cts o this study daals with the mossurement and utiliza-

tion of vrtzious materials.

Th^ r2chunics unit is basic to all industrial proccssea.

From elwen:cs gnined in thl.s area a student should be

CO.?. to tc2kle cor!!-:m problm3 in the use of tools and equipment.

38



An appreciation in design, cvre, and utilization of this

equipment is also stressed in class in cooperation with the

shop :Alstructws.:

Becallse elctitr4.city a prime energy source for most

industrial activities it is presented as a lengthy unit in

the pysics class. Instructional umterial and lab related

e:Teriences provide a background leading to a safe and

appliable %7orkit.g Lmowledge of nis field of study. The

presented work c..oncerns itself with the weaving of abstract

concepts into practical approaches in acquiring an understand-

ing of ele,...tricity.

Mich of the instruction in Industrial Prep physics

provLies for student discovery rather than offering a formal,

lecture and laboratory presentation. A major portion of

the work is conducted by the students in laboratory sessions

and tcam projects. There are ten team projects for the

students. They were selected and developed because they

provide mobleu e:Iperiencus that students can overcome by

themselves and also, they enable youngsters the opportunity

of being part of a research and development team and thus

th; rasromibiliti,es and satisfaction of such

work.
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LESSON 1 - Meanin-4 an-J lmnortance of Science

1. What ccanon things which we have today were not available
fifty years ago?

1.1 1luoz,...3cent lights
1.2 radiot;
1.3 Telcl..ris-Lons
1.4 Autcmatic transmissions
1.5 ?Cot::: bzes and r.tecrins
1.6 Jei:. uirat
1.7 Long distance direct dialing

2. Science has rancle possible the development of these things.
2.1. What is sci:.?nce?

2.11 A way of solving a problem.
2.12 A process of gathering, testing and organizing

knowledge.

2.2 lIerl does science bring about these advancements?
for ex.xiple - nylon
2.21 From basic scientific study the idea of a strong

chemically formed fiber was developed.
2.22 Laboratory experimentation LIa s carried on until

a fiber Igith the desired properties was made.
2.23 A ma11 scale factory was designed and built to

p:.:oduce the fiber.
2.24 Scmple products were made from the fiber and

presented to potential users.
2.25 When the production problems had been solved

aild i mrrke'.: for the fiber established then
a full. 6ca1e plant was built and the material
bectrae generally available.

2.26 Continuous study is made for better production
processes and for additional, uses of the product.

3. Asegnment Cover textbook and become familiar with the
lccvtion aiad content of the general aids in the text:
i.e., glossary, table of contents, index and appendix.

I.F.SSON 2 - Divisions of Science and Scientific Method

1. Quiz on the use of the book.

2. of 1.eice
2.1 Very hard to set up rigid lines of division due to

overLin of arons.

3 41.



Flame Date

Quiz on .took.

Write clovi, the pese rtube;:s t'esae you could find the
f ollovir13 ingo;:Le i: 1 on 0

10 refinition o unre:0113th 10 00000000.

20 Locut:Lon o on irarzred wavea 2. 00000000

36r4.4..cJ -.1itttor cher.ri:ez on Nagnitim.
. 00000000

40 cora.nl.i.11:a tilble3 for 13111;.lisii end MO ire: ic UllitS of
F.-..:e....tsurci. 40 00000000

50 Lac:at:Loft of. 1.7.1f.;:t:tition ebout al.r.bges0 5. 00600
6 rq.i.rpose tine teneaml. information thout the book. 6..0000000
:70 7;cizi.i numbe for torY:-.1,.on on Bapic ptopelnies off

Ginses. 70 000000 00

80 De.f.iwittion oS.: dispinton 8.. 006.00
90 Mysiczil pm:pm:ties .c.f pure mitats0 9. 00.0000

ID. IA:milt:ton of 1..*-t1 l ezver..Iniat on Conven lense90 10; 000000 00

S $

*4
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2.2 Basic division - living vnd non-living
2.21 Living - biological

2.211 Botany - plant life.
2.212 Zoology - animal life.

2.22 Vion-living - Physical
2.221 Physics -.matter.and energy.
2.222 Memistry - composition of matter.
2.223 Astronomy - sun, moon, stars and planets.
7.224 Tinteoroly - weather.
,225 Geol!..,gy - earth.

2.226 Metanurriy - composition and structure
of metals.

3. Tnnt is ph7f7ics?
3.1 Situations here principles of physics are used.

3.11 rr:f;sengers in a cnr being thrown to the side
on a ctwve.

3.12 U31ng mats on the floor in the gymnasium.
3.13 Using aids to lift heavy loads.
3.14 Grounding electrical tools when used outside.

3.2 Definition: Physics is the study of matter and
encrm, and their intercIntionship.

3.3 Div;.sions of Physics - based upon type of energy
invoived.
3.31 NrIchanics
3.32 Heat
3.33 Sound
3.34 Light
3.35 Electricity
3.35 Nuclear physics

4. Scientific Ilthod
4.1 Aa orderly rnd logical procesn for solVing ft problem.
4.2 Steps involved

4.21 Define voblem.
4.22 Gother facts through careful study and ex-

perimenting.
4.23 Set up possible solutions based on gathered

fncts.
4.24 7,,:,:amine each posAble solution and test for

validity.
4.25 Elinimnte umorkable solutions and test the

others ar5.n.
4.26 Drnu conclusions

5. Arsignmerit Selcct some.: rroblem you have encountered
and use the Scientific ethod to solve it.

LFSSOH 3 - Science of Nntter

1. Flvr., r:2vcrol rtmkntn rend tvlir ho:aeuork assignment and
(Ycw,71 witil the cl,!tls.
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2. What is mstter?
2.1 Display a number of objects (book, piece of chalk,

water, pencil, etc.)

2.2 What do all these objects have in common?
2.21 All tbke up space
2.22 All Ilave uei3ht

2.3 Definition - Matter is anything which occupies space

and has we..f.ght.

3. WbrIt the composition bf matter?
3.1 'f.arlinst co..Icent - a piece-of matter could be divided

indefinitely and still retain its characteristics:
3.2 Dmocrituc surr7,ested a limit to the division of matter.

3.21 P.:onoc -.. the idea olj ultimate particles.
3.22 Po= types of particles.

Stone, water, air, and fire.

3.3 nilecule
3.31 S=Ilest unit into which tatter can be divided

without chnnging its characteristics.
3.32 Uze of molecule

3.321 Very hard to comprehend
3.322 If a drop of water was magnified to the

sioe"of the earth, each mblecule would
be about three feet in Oiameter.

3.323 Average diameter 3X10"°cm.

3.4 Properties of matter are dependent upon arrange-
m

_ _
ent of molecules.

.

3.41 Yolctulen of any-one material bre all alike
and a=anf_7,cd in a particular manner.

3.42 Molebuleb a different materialb are not alike
and are brranged in different manners.
3.421 Eby be cioner together or farther apart.
3.422 May be held more or less tightly.

(Use styrofoam b-611 models of htile-

cules and crystals to illustrate.)

3.5 Physical Change
3.51 ;Iny changl in matter

tike L:.:1:uctuI:e-of the

3.52 Excmples - change of

which does not alter the
molecule.
state, bending, molding, etc.

4. Acigr.ment Y.7-4:-.1ta up eafinitions for new terms in de-
fi:Ltiun Lection of notebook. Study definitions.

LESSON 4 - Bssic Pronerties of !litter

1. Dxelop ccacept of a basic prcertr.
1.1 Diz;p.v a numbor of vzira objects--book, pencil,

ric:;e:! Gi chrik bit of rrnal, glass objects, mer-
cury, etc.
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1.2 How crc all tnese-objects similar?

1.3 Evolve concOt that basic properties are those which

all c3tt:r bave in common.

2. L,nsic properties
2.1 Weight - foilce exerted by gravity on the object.

2.2 - space oecupied by object.
2.3 Inertia - resistance of the object to a change in

mötion.
2.4 1:as3 - the meabure=nt of the quantity of inertia.

2.5 Lensity - comparison of the object's meight to 1.':a

volume.
2,6 - no two objects can occupy the

at-the srcle
2.7 Sce otziots between particles of matter

into whleh o;thct: ratter can penetrate.

2,3 Coileric71 - attraction of the DO= kind of molecules

fez c,2ca
2.9 Adhesion - attraction of different kinds of molecules

for each other.
2.70 Stvte of ma,tter"
2.01 Solid state - hab &definite size and shape.

2&12 Li:el.:Aid state - has a definite size but no definite

shnp.
2.103 Gaseous state-has no definite size or shape

3. AzmiDame..at - tb:ite definiticns of terms in definition sec-

tlon of noL:c.boz:k. Study definitions.

e.

LEPSON 5 - rrurrtiins of Solids
7VIIPV / *WI/M.

1. Quiz on terms from lesson 3 and 4.

2, Uhnt il-n solid?
2.1 Vo.3t of NAtter mblch vs
2.2 Genvfal ty0s 02 solids.

2,21 :.:c.%;ta:1.1ine

2.21' 1..Thlules in
2.42 Mbtalo, ice,

a definite size or shape.

en' orderly areangemant.
diamonds and table salt.

2.22 r..rphous

2.221 No-orderly skrangement of molecules.
2.222 Plasticsi glass and tar.

3. 1=roperties of solids.
3.1 Dd.:...at upon the amount of cohesive force.
3.2 Fnrdnorq - ability to resist bcratching..
S.3 Tot.th3s to ulthstand a permanent change.

3.4 - ability to be hammered or roiled in-
to



3,5 Dottilf.ty - ability to be drawn through a die.
3.6 Elasticity - ability to recover from dettortion.
3.7 Tenacity - ability to resist pullinc; apart.
3.8 NichinnhiliLy - ability to be shaped by cutting tools.
3.9 FusThi.izy - a")1.11ty of a material to be joined

together by Ltalting
34 0 Conductivity - ability of a ratbrial to permit the

flov o: electrical. charge or heat.

4, it7rtnnnt Ilrize up rnd study definitions of new terms.

TYSSCN 6 - Prererties of SolidaVardness; Toughnetis,
Gbility and Ductility

Me

1. r.evicy def:*.nitions of: Hardness, toughness, malleability
and ductil:-.ty.

2. 1:ardaess
2.1 Importance

2.11 Cutting tools - carbide lathe tools and dia-
re-ld drills.

2.12 Ec ou.-:faces - reduce wear.
2.13 Xozasive wileols for cutting and polishing.

2.2 Mensrrine hardnnss - use picture projectuals for
oviazhznk: 1,rojecter to illustrate
2.21 Prirdness points a set of samples with known

brdness which can be rubbed agamst the sur-
E!ce to br! tested.

2.22 Rockwell 1;irdness test
2.221 A 1,n-.7d tetn1 point is forced into the

surface under-a predetermined amount
of force.

2.222 Ma depth cE penetr:ltion indicates the
1dr-,ers of Lhe surStme.

2,23 Schle.,!onc7?"6 Test
2,231 A 2:7-11-1 hened mntal bammsr ia dropped

irc-1 fixcri height upcn the suzfate.
2.232 Ileight to v*rach hac-_lar bounces ia an

indication of the hardness.

3. Toughne s
3.1 It0101.3.il

3.12.

3.13

a

tnce
Tortin3 Llar_-13ers for buildinLs need to with-

stnnd hcvy lnnds.
on in nutomobile engine is sub-

jected to 1-1^!1. strnsreg.
,ny rnyaii-c rblity to ulthstnnd large

:.cre-7drivcrs, hnr7r_Ts, etc.
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3.2 Prr,ducin-: to le,hnear
3.21 1.: Innt.,.ng leiel building trusses.
3.22 r.,:ging process for making crank shafts and

l7a11e1.1:ty
4.1 Dcyclopa very tow.,h

4.11. ;:o31.ing stru(ztural sceel.
4.12 Fo.-&-in'; cratAshafts and certain tools.
Cni rrr:duel vnrious fortis from a basic
4.21 "a:" beams from rectrnn.ular ingots.
4.22 17-tn1 s:1--,t3cnd
4.23 c.rir.: 17.-2 Atrle*:

Ductility
5.1 r..!:

5.11 oi r.ul.ir rtal.erial through a die.
5.12 :11-1,3 or uire and seamless pipe.
rxtrud5.r.
5.21 P.:oceA of pvabing rltcrial through a die.
5.22 Alv7.inen End sLeel .:oldings.

6* Assielment ror each of the four properties listed in
the lesson f,A nbjects in the home which are de-
pclidc.nt ur.)n t!rir prepc:ty.

T.Z._f-;011 7 - Pronnties of Solids Elrsticitx

l Crice: oyeAr vith tie voup snme of the lists written for

befinition c elostie.ty
2.'. .47r,:: distortion.
2.2 Stre:In--:-..-;:co pciuccig ti-12. distortion.
2.3 rt;:niu- which rc3ult5 Iron* the stress.

.). .17,-i;ez cf .:1:7:71..1..city
3.1 E::ten::_cn

3.11 stress onuses an increase in length.
3.12 E.!)ring balance, elastic band.

3.2 Corn)rer
3.21 1Jtress caus n dz:crease in length or
3.22 7-::7r71es: coil riprins in a car, springs in

ii4r,i.trecs.

3.3 Tcrsien

9.47



3.31 Me stress tends to twist the object.
3.32 ...;xaivle: To=sion bars on automobiles.

3.4 Fle::ion
3.41. Mr: stress tends to bend the object.
3.42 Ex..--?..es: leaf springs in a car, diving

board, watch spring.

4. r.lastic
4.1. Illustrr.ce by addins increasing amounts of weight

to a r beccr.,.ls permanently distozted.
4.2 L.21.1.;:.C.. - The .s:-.::thost mount of stress which

prcduce a pnrmanent distortion.

5. ?2,c- .:e
5.1 .,:-.-d1:7-;:sifats to n :Trip.", and

for wc:1711t.
5.2 Caluu%sio toe 3:7A tios of the weights to the amount

5.3 Conclu5ion:strei f-o strain is
5.4 txsi ?Ks:

5.41 A force of 6 pounds stretches a spring. 18
Sylc'tc-a.

5.41 I tle spring stretch under a force
og 2 puunds.

5.43 Eoltition:
6 11. 2

b
18 in.e

record the amount it

elastic limit the rntio of
. ascant.

S el 6 in.

3.n.
X 2 lb.

6 lb.

5.4/ Hou much force is needed to stretch it 15 inches?
5.45 Solution:

6 lb.
7 in "137:11.

r 6 lb. X 15 in.011MM.N
N.4.1 ...AA

F 1.2 5 lb.

6. 1",3sigrirr.ant: 17orks1-1:2nt on Onsticity.

I1.7,:":11 8 Prnpe-!tins of Solids - Tenacity

1 rleck workGiieet. Dr,str,nrant on elasticity.
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Date
.7.)?. ay:iics - VcizItche,:t on B/uaticilty

1. A enr Sr 3 3tr:..ttlhet3 6.4 ir.zton -.71inn a frce of. 4,0 lb.
41:72'.:.cr:1_ 171.--..6 7.r.T., i',..r th 42. r.2rillg uill stretch undere.../ch c.:: 1:-..1 io7.10:Z.r.:-; feso.

.1. 1.0 LiJ e 0 ,e1.0030030014 d. 32.0 0cnee3 tee* OOOOO 60.110000

b. 12.0 Lb. eoas0000 e. 8.0 lb. 0
c. 3,0 lb. ...,.... OOOOO . f. 24.0 ounces 110000000
2. .I.;:r1.717, stratalte3 16.0 in-.:...11es uzdcr a force of 8.0 lb.nz.,I., ar.:-.11 fort3 ,A11 be naer.1.2d to produce each of the2o1l*:::::-.3 strotchas?

o. 1.0 un4.ts 60.0 d , 1.5 feet e00
h. 1.0 feat .., e. 3.0 inches
C. C10 Inckes., f 2.5 feet ...
3. When a nass of 1.5 kt, is hum on o spring, the swingstreet:1.-ms 45 cra. Ut. ar will it stretch when the fol-Iowia3 ITe hung on it?
a .f.' 0 0 g. .. OOOOOOO d. 750 g. ..6o
b. 300 C. ..... e. 1.2 kg..
C. 1.0 I. olfellelyeetisOs E 4 900 g..
4. A 50 ft. rzuple of: nylon rape stretches 3 ft. ander afarce of 5C0 lb. Haw far would the following lengtha02 the same rope stretch uader the sams mount ()Y. force?
n
b.
c,

100 ft, metsortemo de 150 ft. . OOOOO ....
75 ft. oittee0.,60 OOOOO SO e. 125 ft. .........m.
23 Re, c R, 60 ft. ....



I. l',.:TUICity
.

.. 2.1 Lafiv!tica - The ability of a material to with-
stand stress.

2.2 Type:-.
2.k1 T-n,,inr.
2.22 Ccinp:o.s.:ion
2.23 Shear

3, Tc.-;sicm3.1 Me eLility o withstond being pulled apart.
3.2 '113

3.21 Ccs suppurtin3 a bridge.
3.22 Tc;; repo.
3.23 T.V. antenna.

3.3 Tansile th
331 rr-:co. ccufrd par unit area to pull apart a

or 73ar
For.vala T.S. goo!

3.311 T.S. Is tensile strength
3.322 F is force required to break- the sample.
3.323 A- is the cross sectional area of the

sarp: 0.
3.33 Units for tensile strength.

lb/ir:, eynes/cm2, newtons/cm2
3.34 2.;

3.341 A 0.025 in.2 in area breaks
under a force of 750 lb. What is
it 's tensile strength?
T.S. 750 lb.

0425 in.2
T.S. ce 30,000 lb./in.2.

3.342 Whit fbrce di1 break a wire 0.015 in.2
in area if the nensile strength is
250,0j0 lb./in.'?
250,030 lb./in.2

-; 0.015 in.2 X 250,C0 lb./in.2
r- 3,750 lb.

3.343 A wire with a tqnsile strength- of
750,000 lb./th.4 breaks under a force
of 1,..-200 lb. What is it's cross sec-
tional Area?

750,C00 lb./in.2

A 5COLlb..
750,030

L.

0.002 in.2
l2

1 500 lb.
A



4. CompresnEcn .

4.1 Thc Clility to withstand crushing.
4.2 Applientflns

1

4.21 A r.teel column in a building.
4.2n Cencrete piers supporting a bridge.
4.23 Legs on a chair.

1
4.3 Meaamli-ig compression

4.11 EKnrcssed as the unit ttress.
1 4.3L. Ratio o2 force applied to the area

i
upon vhich the force is exerted,

4.312 Fo=mula C.S. = F
-A-

,

1

wLc.:e C.S. m comoretsional stress
4 V m force applied

A = area

4.32 Elre-nple:
tlLkn ip the compreesional stress on a column
20 in.2 in area if a load of 96,000 lb. is
applied to the column?

C.S
96.000 lb.

m
20 in.`

C.S. m 4,800 lbain.2

5. Shene
5.1 The ability to withstand separation by sliding

apart.
5.2 Appli-lcUons rivits and bolts holding materials

toL!eti,ez.
5.3 Measuring shearing stress

5.31 Force per unit cross sectional area applied
to the object.

5.32 Formula: S.S. m
A

wbere S.S. m shearihg stress
F m force applied
A m cross sectional.area

5.33 Exzmple:
Mint is the shezring btress on a rivit 1.5 in.2
in arefl if the fry:cc applied is 3,000 lb.?

ses. 3000 lb.

S.S. m 2,000 Ebain.2

Assignment - Work. sheet on tenacity.
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11061,40. thy adore... mi=ra

1.?, :hyzica - Workshteet cn 7enAcy

1/u;!:; foe tensUo. stvcil3th '12 reterials will be found
in the a t:-J1.'1 5n yi7.,A!

10 A c..:111,. 7t to be r.:13.1 v%ich 11.:ve a brue:ing :it4.0113th

of 5,0C1 cciy.11i.b:Ictionalzaeit of thu

cColt; bo Lach 2 ha

at, 4.Eln : JC,OGO. r 3:000Z/1:340 30

b. 0.37-2. nuco:,c *a

c. J.

2. 7s.2 Lb . ti ..=.11d the

*2 ez.eci he?

do AlUrAnUa c,c0,00°0000-00000,0.10030.0

b. Cont:ie 9000000c0 0 0 0o0 00 o0015004100*

c.

3. Pit:a th een.lth of the fo110-.4.:113 temples pi'

a. 0.01 in. - ebooac o..to co oe4oc 0000...;

b, .01 1A1., C01:_:rez.Zez' a.f.tn'intn A.O.304,00000n00000000000

c. 0.24 in0 6-7,=ter .0, 0... &00000a0o ft00000 0

dc, in. o?..r.1111-.11.11 c. o occe esemoo e

4. 150,CZO lb, is ,:r;?.:7.ed d:-:Jrnr..n.d on a con--

CoLuimovLtt stze,zs 14 the
th2 dreasi

1^1

rr.

2

92, 4.

75

q 2

;" c. r

=

3,1 4 'r.

52

YOX.no2

1.13clin.2

dinu2

2lbc.0-n
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1h:ck..-.1v..e.i: on Tjn.-..e.ty - Pi,,rp 2

54. "if steel 11.:4 sile:: strer.s;th of 1,200.00 lb./in.2, uhclt
rz.,:t be tliv rini.run 4rea Oi 41 rivet to vithteinci the fal-

1 1cMirs3 3ti4::C:.A.

a. 650,000 lb. A its 0000000o0on0000u in,2

bo 4.,2 tons A Act ou00000o0.n+Ocoo
in02

c. 6,VO 3..). t..3 = of.4atroOcocc000v in.2

do /.4 tALL.3 A = b000t00000do0000 in.2



LESSO1 9 - 7ret'^.s of Solien--Mschl.nibility, Fusabilitv,
nnd

1. Go over worksheet on tennéity.

2. MachinnbiEty
2,1 Lase with -ohich a material may be shaped with cut-

tng tocls,
2.2 ropands upon how strong the forces are which hold

the molecules of the metal together.
2.21 in f.:1 ifia Larder 'cila material the less

iz's ability to be macilined.
2.22 AlucLnum, vhiCh is spit, is easily machined

awl can b2 more quickly than steel
which is mucli harder.

2.3 Applications
2.31 Latice operPtion - determining speed of feed

for a 0eviven depth of cut.
Exnmple - spied of feed for a 1/8 inch deep
cut.
Aluminum - 1200 ft./min.
Braos - 600 ft./min.
Stuel(soft) 300 ft./min.
Ste:1 (carbon125 ftamin.

2.32 Dzillin3 datormining drill speed for a par-
ticular size hole.
Exrople - drill speed for a kinch hole.
Alt-mir.um -4585 rpm
Brass -4585 rpm
Steel(soft) - 1375 rpm
SteeI(carban) - 764 rpm

3. Fusibility
3.1 Yasn with rhich a material ma) be joined to another

material by malting.
3.2 Applicationn

3.21 Ce:.T.cn

3.211 i.Jateziais to be joined are heated but
do not welt.

3.212 Fuvin; interinl melts - e.g. (Mixture
of 1:a6 and tin.)

3.213 trateials fused - copper, lead, tit,
galvnnied iron, etc.

3.214 Uscd itr simple joining with meditim
9t3.ell6th and for prevention of lenka.

3,22 Sil- lr sb3dc!-.7ing
3.221 Basic p-ocess the same as common soldering.
3.222 Fusinwrnterial--silver.
3.223 Temprn,ure required is higher.

Ucl re re'lter strength is required
and cn cor-1 vii,?re common solder

1 -von t Lune.

54
16



3.23 Brazing
3.231 Basically 011 snme *concept as soldering.
3.232 Fusing matorial-*-brass.
3.233 Wy hiRea temperatures required
3.234 Used fm: ipIterials where soldering will

not hold end there greater strength is
required.

3.24 Upidiug
3.241 Vatrials to be joined and the fusing

untcnial ere both melted.
3.242 Fusing c,:tc=ial is generally the same

as the raterials bein3 joined.
n.243 1.7y are required.
3.24 type oC connec-

tioa between the pieces.

4. Ce-Idu-;tivi-y
4.1 :the whIch a raterial will pass electric

chergl or heat.
4.2 D:per,24s

4.21 The 'amber of easily moved electrons
4.211 Vetala *aro best.

Uoa metals ere generally the poorest.

4.22 The higher the temperature, the poorer the con-
du:lavity.

5. Abagnmbnt - Study for test on general properties of
matter and r:operties of solids.

LESSON 10 - Introduction to Lieuids
_

1. Compare a* liquid to a stlid.
1.1 Lou r:ce they r.miltrz?

1.1i Both h:rve
1.12 Loth rnintain a constant volume.

1./ Fc./ tiey tIA*:ferept?
1.21 Solid can stand by itself.
1.22 Liquid needs a container to hold it.

2. Definition of a liquid - that formiof ratter whicii has

definitc size but: no defkaito shape.

3. Cohcrion c2 liquids
3.1 The ;-,;:operty responstble for holding the liquid

p3rt1.cle5 teL:cther.
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3.2 Illustrate ccheoion of water by:
3.21 Measuring the force needed to pull a flat

glass nlate off the surface of water.
3.22 Wte: hammrr.:

3.221 A senlnd glass tube half full of water
with most of the air removed from the
rest of the tube.

3.222 'gator strikes the bottom of the tube
with a loud, sharp- sound.

3.222 3ineo'n=e is no air to hold it back
tho v.:tez 6:ops as a whole unit thus
the loud noise.

of :::7.:u;ds

4.1 A finsnr n!.cend in vter has some stuck to it when
it ib ~cr-oved.

4.2 :111 attrc:ttion betnl-n molecules ofwater and those
of th., :any= is g.7e.lter than the water molecules
for each oti.ler.

4.3 Process is called wetting."
4.4 7.ret,uertly the dcgree of wetting needs to be in-.

creased.
4.41 G:ease and'oil are not wetted by water.'
4,42 A u-..tting at such as detergent br soap

when added to the water will increase its
wetting ability.

5. eurf:ef.1

5.1 liloat a razor blade on water.
5.2 Pr-aLle ti1 chap. of droplets of water and tercury.
5.3 Celenf.ve fcrcns rare trying to pull the surface mole-

cules into the liquid.
5.4 Causes the surface to act like a stretched elastic

film.
Extrt. force is r,aquired to break through
thn surface.

5.42 Cau7,ei fr.?_e liquids to assume spherical shape
as the spiture has the largest volume with the
Emnllest surface area.

6. Cinillt-ry Ccton
6.1 i'ke a cppillary tube by hosting the middle of a

Cacrt of gla:,3 tubin!: until soft then pul-
e.:t into a len; th:.n tube.

6.2 in...-ret a 1-)it..ce ok thu tube into colored water.and
observe tile height to which water rises.

6.3 Inr;ert a pie= cf gloss tubing into mercury and
61serve tn1 deTr..eision of th ,.! liquid level.

6.4 Evolve definition of calillay action - the eleva-
tioA or depescion of! liquids in small diameter
tubes.
6.41 Elevation occurs when liquid wets the tube.
6.42 Dc2ression whcn liquid does not wet

6.43 smaller thn diawntc,.r the greater the eleva-
tion or dr:rze:.sien.

13 56



.
. 6.5 ApplicatioAs

6.51 Blotting paper "and towels.
6.52 Dravirg blood snmples for blood tests.
6.53 WItering hbure plahts fromi the bottom.
54 14;.cko in wx;ping Lanterns and stoves.

7. Assicnment Wri_te up definitions for new terms in note
bool:. Study tha c:efinitions.

1rssf)1 - v1.-.:01:2_111mla.1
1. Quiz on terms developed in Lesson 10.

2. Vlsc'Isii:v
2.1 Vo= out int.a beakers different liquids,

2.11 watcr, oil, glycerin
2.12 compara rate az which each flows

2.2 DI:Dp small rix.el balls into each liquid and compare
O lf 2,A.1 in ('ach.

2.3 Evolve conce7t that viscosity is a measure of the
opposition or a liquid to flawing.

2.4 A-A'xit4tri g-i-ading of oils.
2,41 MO cf.1 is light and flows easily.
2.42 030 oil is heavier and flows less easily.

3. Buoynn-y
3.1 Illustrate* buoyancy

3.11 With a spring balance with a piece of metal
3,12 Weir.;h it again vhen the metal is submerged in

water.
3.13 Record the difference in the two weights.
3,14 llepint 1.ith objects of other sizes and weights.
3.15 Conclu,lon to be drawn is that water exerts a

force on an object which is dependent not on
the eiT;ht of the object but on its size.

3.2 Archfredcs'n:inciple
3.21 Uoiy::4 overflow can and catch bucket deter-

vvinht of the water displaced.
3.22 Con.2n-e tMs wQight with the weight loss of the

object in thu water.
3.23 Repc,nt tile work using a liquid of different

density (alcehnl; carbon tetrachloride)
3.24 Evolve Archimeocsl Principle - the buoyant

force e-4erted 137 a liquid on an object submerged
in Ur liquid is cqual to the weight of the
liquid displaccd.

3.3 173...nzilig

3.:J1 i tho flam.3ity of the object is less than that uf
the tho v;,-2t of a volume of Liquid

i (0 ve":.ure of Cojcct is greater than
object..
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3.32 The object will float and the amount of liquid
displazrld will equal the weight of the object,not izs volume.

4. Assignment - WerksIteet on buoyancy.

LESSON 12 - Cravitz

1. 11.-yvic7a the wv:Itshc at olt buoyancy.
2. Ways or: c::assin3 donsity.2.1 dcnvitysic&, s1u7s/gt.32.2 Uel.sht dynes/cm.3, nt./m3
3. Problem arises for listing the3.1 To set Lit) tables for each

prove too cunber acme.3.2 No one unit of expressionthln another,

densities.
way of expression would

is necessarily better

4. A relative type density expression has been developed.4.1 All dercitios are expressed as a multiple of a standard.4.11 Vo l. solids and liquids standard is water.4.12 For gasas the standard is air.
6.2 Called Speciac Gy!avity - the ratio of the density ofan cbject to* tha density of a standard.4.21 Formula: Sp. Gr. cs Do

Di";

%/here Sp. Gr. specific gravity.
Do ct density of the object.
Ds tm density of the standard.

4.22 To W or k with this concept the various densitiesof the stcndard- rwist bo knt-ron.
For water they,are: 1 g/cm-4,10190 ic/m3.
1.95 slugs/ft.." 4,980 dynes/ cm', 9,800 .nt./m3and 6244 lb./ft.a

4.23 Examples:
4.231 What is the specific gravity of an gb-

ject whose density is 380.4 lb./ft.a?
S Gr 380 4 lb /ft 3p. to

tic.%p

Sp. Gr. to 6
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Nci it10

=1.

Date
LM

ll'orkshoet on Buoyancy.

Density of ater - 62.4 71/30,,980 dynes/ern3, 9300 nt/r43

10 Complete the fl/lowing table.
0 , IIRVINomdift

ilef4.ght of Object

-----...----.......,=:.:.---. i

011~WwINoMeal. 4.11~..../OWOOMMIIM...wv

Volume of Object

7:.... ! r=11==.

Buoydnt
force of
water

...C...1...........4.4.7X11.4a.X:r/

......... wpm.

t1eight of
Obj. in Water

MU, r vvai.cr.noraisimamcA.-clr,

I I~IMO 01~141 IIIMI 1l24.8 lb.
1.Z.-......=.......a.=. a

1.53t'
I

0

IS000 egyn:.:s.

39 230 -'t) - tali*

500.0 lb.

I
:WO. cra3

-

2 raj
116~%

.....A.,................

arsonse.........,

oaft..............sweermwomewo

2 ft3
,ifts.......r

15 car)

.

....-......284-00 dynos.

53800 nt. 2.5 ra

Pzablems - 10 all liuzt: on a separate sheet of paper in e
test and ordarly manner.

2 1fi 30 cal3 Hock has a density of! 2.000 dynes/cm30 'if
is plmced in alcohul which hIls a density of 700 dynes/ce
how much will it weiSh in slc9hol?

3. A 3.0 ft3 object flc,ats ith 0.5 ft3 aboye the water. now
ouch dueu tlw object weigh?

A 1.0.0 ft3 object weighs 499.2 lb. Will it sink or float?
If it floats ho much of the object will be under miter,
it' it emits what it weigh in water?
Alcohol. is only Oa aa dome us %I a t lin object weigh-
ins L00 lb0 fkai:rts in wdtur if the volume of the object
is 2.0 gt3 will it siat or float in akthol? 13-Rptain your
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4.232 The sp(ecifIc gravity of aluminum is 2.7.
What 1.3 its density in dynes/carn.
2.7 es 980 dynes/cmi

Do " 2.7 x 930 dyngs/cm3
Do s= 2646 dynes/cm'

Note: To find density, knowing specific
gravity multiply the specific

tirces the density of the
standard in the system of units
desired.

5 IIaLv pciflc grz;7ity.
5.1 Develop constant voluine and constant weight express.

s:Loas a:or s:deciae gravity.
5.11 Sp. Gr. gm Do

WSDs and Do

where: Wo weilv,ht of object,
Vo rz volume of object,
Ws Irs weight of standard
Vs C. volume of standard

5.12 Substitutin3 for Do and Ds
Igo

Vo
Sp. Gr. asg-s---

7E7

Sp. Gr.
VO Ws

5.13 If- V0

grnvity

woter.
5.14 If Wo

WoVs then Sp. Cr. vs
Wo

equals the weichtof
by tho eight of and

VWs then Sp. Gr. "
Vo

or specific

the object
equal volume of

or specific

gravity equals the volume" of the standard
divided by the volume of an equal weight of
the objects.

5.2 For solids
5.21 0.1n use expression in 5.13.
5.22 W iU equal the buoyant force exerted by

water on the object.
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Dar:sit.:5h::; of vatcr 62.4 lbaft.3 1.95 slurp-M.3

980 dyne:Joy.? 9,800 nt/m3

nivities of the following mate-eisls.

mator
4 17;It

illu=lnum

C. Glass

do Lead

L. Cold

Copper

b.

2. FInd the

Snaci fic

2.5

b. 11.3

c. 7.8 .

d, 4.2

ec. 0.95

I gicra3

1000 hglm3

density specific gravity
1078 dyws/cm3 0000.060

188.5 1.b0i2t03

2503 kg/r13

10.6 ecr.13

73400 nt/m3

1204 1b.ift.3 00000000

8093 g/cro.3

13.600 kgbu3

0000bdoo

000000,00.

000000.00

poobji)oocit

00000000

oocloir000

densities of the ft/loving in the requested

Esravity Density Specl.fic gravity

.0000::/be0;

f. 214
g. 3.8

00000 .

000000nt/m3 h.. 0.17

00J000dynes/cm3 i. 1.3

.0'000 .kg/m4 30 5.7

3 Data:mine the

Weight :in air.

a. /5 lb.
b. 750 dynes

c. 23 oz.

9000

12C 3.b.,E.10

sNcific gravity of each
Weight in water

8 lb.
225 dynes

5

6.45 nt.

Density

.1baft.3
0g/c2
.slug's/ft.-3
odyne..s/ctn3

..kg/EA3

0000 0

00000

00000

00000

00000

of the following.'
specific gravity

00000000

00000000

00000 000

00006060

o0000000



Page 2

4. A e41 :::Tn!..:4 2,10 inches ln veiter. Find Lhe specific gravity
of the fo:;.lotling f7:oni ithe depth the rod sinks in
the 1iciuld.,

Depth I:oc1 sirs ecific gravity.
jo 6)0 :tn. 000.0.

b. 3.0 :In;

.c.
006 in.

k21 o 0013 in. 000060

50 li sl..ntv:n: we.ighs 24.0 oz. in 1.131* and 16.0 oz . in water°
ifinJ the opL:cific sravity of the foaming liquids.
lluoyilnt Fuzee

:tn IlJtor
Weight in

liqcid
Buoyant Force

of livid
Specific
gravity

a. 000 .0 . 22.0 oz0 000000 000000

b. 0.0.0. 1200 oz0 0000.0 000.00

c o 000000 1500 ozo 00.000 00000

do 000000 20.0 oz0 000000 00.000

e. 00000 1800 oz. 0,00000 000000
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,
5.23 LI: object floats a sinker must be used tb

cLu:.:e the object to sink in order to obtain the
buoyant force.

5.3 For 3.iquid3.
5.33. Usin; exlrezsion in 5.13

5.311 BOttle or pycnometer method.
5.312 Bulb or sinker method.

5.32 Ucinz exzession in 5.14
5.321 Called hyd..:cater mbthod:
5.322 bst widely used practical method for li-

quids.
5:3221 bntto.ry acid.
5.7222 0.c!:irr; antiaAeeze.
5.3223 TIcnnu:citig suyr concentration--

BY:7.x sonle.
5.3224 I4easuring richness of milk--

Lactometer.

6. Assignment - Worksheet on specific gravity.

LESSON 13 - Introductl.ontorzaa

1. Revi.ew worksheet on Specific Gravity.

2. Demonstrate some characteristicb of gases.
21 Gas fills its container" small amount of brbminb

gas roleas,..:d into en evacuated flask will spread ra-
pidly througLout the flask.

2.2 Rapid difffision of gas- open the gas cock for a
trome3t nad sLortly the odor can be detected through-
obt the room.

2.3 Gn's exerts ptessure u partially inflate a balloon and
place' undar a* bell. jar on b vacuum pump plate. As
the j'or is evacuated the balloon expands.

2.4 Gas-has wei-ght - weigh the weight of air globe, then
exhaur,i: it and Weigh again. It will have slightly
lt s eight-.

2,5 Gas exerts h bboyant force.
2.51 Fill a balloon- with illuminating gas and it

wilr flont in air,
2.52 Nuoyahcy of air apparatus - a large hollow'

ball and a small -solid cylinder are in balance
on- a small' equal nrin balance.' When they are
placed in a bell ja.z and the air removed' from
the bell jar the ball becomes heavier than
the cylinder.
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3. From ae prece3ing demonstrations evolve the general con-
cept of a gas.
3.1 A form of matter with no.definite size%or shape.

3.2 Cowposed of small particles which are constantly
uovima at a yely rnpid rate.

4. Pressute exerted by a gas.
4.1 Caused by the collision of the rapidly moving particles

with the sides bf the contbiner.
4.2 He.ltirg Ins cauces the particles to move faster.

4.21 CollLda more frequently with the sides of the

container.
4.22 The greater number of collisions result in a

highel: pressure.

4.3 Adding mbre gas raises prebsute.
4.31 Examplebloing up a bnlloon.
4.32 Mwe moleculos present to eollide with wells.

4.33 More collistens with the walls so the pres-
sure is greater.

4.4 Volume effect.
4.41 12 the space occupied by-the gas is teduCed

the molecules will not have to MDVO as far to
collide with the walls.

4.42 A higher rate of collision results so the pres-
sure will rise.

4.43 The reverse will occur when the space is in-
creased.

5. Assignment - Study for test on liquids.

LESSON 14 - Gases--Boyie's Lbw, Measumkg_standards for gases,
buoyancy and atmosp4mlic:11gggre.

1. Boyle's Lbw
1.1 Run a simple ptessure-volume experiment recording

the pressures and volumes.
1.2 Compute cach pressure-volume product.
1.3 Graph volume as a function of pretsure.
1.4 From the results evolve Boyle's Law - the volume of

a dry gas is inversely proportional to the pressure
exerted upon it providing the temperature remains
constant.
1.41 Formula: P1 V1 = P2 V2

where P1 = original pressure, Vi=original volume,

P2 = new pressure, V2=new volume.



1.42 Exemnles
1.421 What prgssure mIll be needed to reduce

100 ft.' of air at a gressure of 15 1112./in.2

to a volume of 25 ft.4?

15 x 100 ft.3 = P x 25ft.3

p2 a 151.124/3.111)&100 ft.3
it...)

P2. = 60 lba1n2

1.422 Mat-will be the volume of 6 liteIs of
air at a pressure of 900 dynes/cm' when,
the pressure is lowered to 600 dynes/ce?

900 dynes/cm2 x 6 liters = 600 dynes/cm2 xV2

v2 . 900 d-nes/cm2 x 6 liters
60-65EFFTE2

V2 a 9 liters

2. Measur.j.ng stvndnres for gases.
2.1 Volume of a gas is dependent upon both pressure

exerted on it and the temperature of the gas.
2.2 -Equal volum3s of the same gas at different tempera-

tures or messures will have different weights.
2.3 A standard temperature and pressure are needed for

m3king 8:13 masurements.
2,31 Called SIT.P. (Standard Temperature and Pressure)
2.32 Staadard Temperature - 00 Centigrade
2.33 Standard Pressure - 760 mm of mercury.

3. Buoyancy of geoes.
3.1 Review demonstrat:ton of the ball and cylinder of

equal Imight.
32 Like liquids, gasea ex-ert a buoyant force'.

3.21 Force is much smaller due to the smaller den-
sity of gases.

3.22 Buoyant forc3 of air at sea level is 1.3 oz./ft.
3

3.3 Lifting farce of a gas.
3.31 Hydro32n has a density of 0.1 oz*./ft.

3

3.32 On avary cul;ic foot ok hydrogen air exerts
a buoyant force of 1.3 bz.

3.33 There is thus a het upward force .of 1.2 ozaft.
3

exerted on the gas.
3.331 This difference is called the lifting

fbrce of the gas.
3.332 Can be used to detetmihe the amount of

gas needed to lift a balloon.

4. Atmospheric pres'sUre
4.1 Illustrate atmospheric pressure with an open bell jar

with a place of rubbcri: shectaxter thetopenxig.As the
air is rcoved from the bell jar the atmosphere pushes
the rubb:x sheet dcwnward.until it breaks.
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4.2 Th3 avcrrgl pressure exerted by the atmosphere is
15-lbain."

4.3 Measuring atmospheric pressure.
4.1 Discuss structure and operation of mercurial

taromlte):.
4.32 Discuss structure and operation of aneroid

barometer.

4.4 Appliations of atmospheric pressure.
4.41 Drinking soda with a straw.
4.42 'if:: pu123.
4.43 Siphons

5. As:,ignpant Woi:ks1Leez on Boyle's Law and atmospheric
pressure.

.LESr:ON 15 - .f`'..t.inpe of State.

1. Review work sheet on Boyle's Law and atmospheric pressure.

2. Change of state - the change in form from solid to liquid,
liquid to gas, solid to gas or the reverse of any of these.

3. Solid to liquid.
3.1 Called melting or fusion.
3.2 Melting point -'the temperature at whibh melting occurs.

3.21 For-crystalline solids there is a definite tem-
perature.

3.22 For'amrphous solids there is no definite tem-
perature - the object starts to soften before
it flows freely.
ENamples: butter, glass tar.

4. Liquid to solid.
4.1 Called freezing or solidification.
4.2 Freezing point - the temperature at which freezing

occurs.
4.21 For most crystalline materials it is the same

as the milting point..
4.22 For amorphous materials again there is no

specific temperature.

5. Liquid'to gas.
5.1 'Called vaporization or evaporation.
5.2 Volatile liquids.

5.21 Liquids which evaporate easily.
5.22 Alcohol; gasoline, paint solvents.
5.23 In* thb vapor state these materials can be highly

nem:able and Consequently should be kept
in closed container.
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5.3 Boiliug point.
5.31 Temperature nt which rapid evaporation occurs

with the liquid being violently disturbed.
5.32 Temperature is dependent upon the pressure

exerted on the liquid.
5.321 Higher pressure--higher boiling point.

Examples: pressure cookers, pressurized
cooling systems in automobiles.

5.322 Lower pressureslower boiling points.
Examples: concentrating fruit juices.

6. Gas to aqui&
6.1 Calied condensation.
6.2 Can be caused by lowering the temperature of the gas

below 1.ts btiVng point.
6.3 Iln; also bn accocaplished by increasing the pressure

upon the gas.
6.31 Critical temperaturethe highest temperature

at which a gas may be liquified by increasing
pressure.

6.32 Applications
6.321 Natural gas for rural home use.
6.322 Liquid carbon dioxide fire extinguishes.

7. Distillation
7.1 PI:ocessvhere a liquid is evaporated and then condensed.
7.2 Used to separate and purify liquids.

7.21 Demonstrate ater distillation with a solution
of colored water.

7.22 Used in industry to produce alcohol, gasoline,
turpentine, etc.

8. Sublimation
8.1 The changing of a solid directly to a gas without

going through the liquid state.
8.2 Examples

8.21 Dry ice
8.22 Iodine crystals
8.23 Moth balls.

9. Assignment - Study for test on gases and change of state.



TESSON 1 - Intrdticntonuement

1. Mat is mensurerneht?
1.1 Ack group xIhnt they do when they-measure something.
1.2 :,:volve oefinition - The determination of the size

or e::tcnt of something by comparison with a standard.

2. Uhy mature?
2.1 Ee.eded to c3oscribe an object.
2.2 Necessary 3:or standardization of parts for produc-

mneiumes,
2.3 Ll.c.,dcd no a basis for buying and selling goods.

3. Mat i3 masure.d?
3 .1 ;lux- Jam:at:21 coner.p'zs

3.11 Crtes Ithich must be defined.
3.12 LerGth, weight or mass, and time.

3.2 Derived units.
3.21 Ones 1,/hich are developed from combining the

funticalerital concepts.
3.22 Area, volume, speed, and density.

4. Need for standards of measurement.
4.1 Problem of buying and ceiling goods.
4.2 Ilanufactuing component parts in different parts

of the world and having them fit together properly.

5. SysLcms of measurement.
5.1 r,Lish system.

:).11 A *system of independently developed units of
mlesure.

5.12 Multiples of units are not uniformly related
Examples:

length liquid volume
12 inches gtt 1 foot 16 ounces Ns 1 pint
3 fect-u, 1 yard 2 pihts m 1 qubrt

1760 yards go 1 mile 4 quarts = 1 gallon

note: length-multiples are 12 - 3 1760
tohich are not uniform br related and
are not even the same as liquid volume.

5.2 Metric system
5.21 A complete system of measure which Was logically

Cet
5.22 Has a uniform series of multiples based upon

1-,owrs of 10.
5 23 A .c..:cries of prefixes were established to identify

these multiples.



5.24 Ex:nap le

Prefix Multiples Sibol
1)ecitr21 fraction

ten
giga
mega
kilo
hecto
deka
deci
centi
milli
mLa:o
nano
pico

1,00 ,000,000,000
,000,000,000

1,000,000
1,000

100
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

.1

.01

.001

.000001

.030000001

.000000000001

Power of 10

1012
109
106
103
10
101
101
10"
10"3
10666

1816-72

'T

da

5.25 Isltrin syatqm is the official system of measure
in most countries of the world.

6. Me.asuring
6.1 Metric System.

6.11 Bisic *unit the reter.
6.12 0i7igina13.y defined as- 1/10,000,000 of the

distance from' the equator to the North Pole.
6.13 Present standard is ta multiple of the wave-

length of a particular wavelength of light in
the spectrum of Krypton.

6.2 Enr;lish system
6.21 Basic unit - the foot.
6.22 Multiples: inch, yard, mile.

6.3 Inte:relationshios
6.31 1 in. 234 cm.
6.32 1. m. ta 39.37 in.

7. Assignment - Worksheet on metric prefixes and length
units .

7ESM1 2 - Ile.:asurement--Si nificont Fi urea

le Review V; orksheet on metric prefixes and length units.

2. Significant digits
2.1 Limits of a measuring instrument.

20.3. Ask group if they can measure the thickness
of a picce of paper with an ordinary ruler..

2.12 Develop concept that the smallness of measure-
ment is limitnd to the subriivislon on the mea-
slrvir..; inntrurncnt nnd that the smallest division
recorded is only an approximation.
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2.2 Sir;nificnnt agits bre those digits in a measurement

which we are reasonably sure ore correct.

2.3 Determining which digits are significant in a measure-

ment.
2.31 All nomre d1git3 are significant.

2.32 Zero digita are significant when they are:

2.321 Between nonzero digits
(108 cm, 1.05 m)

2.322 To the left of an expressed decimal

roint (10. in., 250,000. miles)

2.323 To tIle riz7,111; of the decimal point and

to the right of a nonzero digit

(1.50 ft. 23.0 in.)

2.33 Ze:7o ditl,its are not significant when they are:

2.331 To the leit of an im2lied decimal point

and to the right of a nonzero digit

(20 It. 3,1= mi.)
2.332 To the right of a decimal point but to

the left of a nonzero digit.

(0.015 in., 0.0003 cm.)

3. Accurncy of a mersurement.
3.1 trik tho class which is a more accurate measurement:

3 in. or 275 ft.
3.2 275 ft. is the more 'accurate measurement.

3.3 Acemacy an indication of the number of significant

dirclte in a measuremant.
3.31 2.03 in. is 3 digit bccuracy.

3.32 127.32 tt..ia 5.:digit,:accuracy.

4. Precision of a Meesurement.
4.1 Ask the class which is a more precise measurement.

0.0O2 in. or 21.4 in.
4.2 0.002 in, is the more precise measurement.

4.3 Prbesion is an Indication of the smallness of the

smallest unit measured.

5. Computation with measurements.
5.1 Special rules arb needed to assbre that the result's

do not izdicate a greater accurahq or precision than

the criginil maourements.
5.2 Adedtion and subtraction.

5.21 Rnund off all measurement to the precision of

the lenst precise measurement before adding

ot subtracting.
5.22 Example's

5.221 add: 21.8 in., 3.47 in. and 128 in.

5 least precise measurement is 128 in.

so: 21.8 in. rounds to 22 in.

3.47 in. rounds to 3 in.

128 in. remnins 128 in.

answer -arlaT7



5.222 Subtract: 3.614 ih. from 14.8 in.
14.8 in. is the least precise.
so: 14.8 in. remains 14.8 in.

3.614 in. roundt to 3.6 in.
answer 11772-7N7

5.3 Multiplication and division.
5.51 Round ogf the answer to the accuracy of the

leaL;t accurate measurement used in the multiply-
ing cr dividing.

5.32 Eliples
5.321 Multiply 3.40 in. times 10. in. times 21.3in.

product is 724.2 in.3
/east acaurate meastirement3is 10. in.
so: the answer is UP ;1).

5.322 Divide 5376.71 in.2 by 24.1 in.
quotimv: is 223.1
least accurate measunement is 24.1, in.
so: the answer is 223 in.

5.4 Note: in addition end subtrtction the rounding occurs
Infigre tha arithmetical operation, whille in multip].i-

at2. ard division the rounding occurs after the
op=ations.

6. Assignment - Worksheet on significant figures.

LESSON a -Measurement--Units of Measure,

1. Revie.-J worksheet on significant figures.

2. Length measurements - review concepts developed in the
first lesson.

3. Units derived from length measure.
3.1 Area

3.11
3.12

A' measure of tho extent of a surface.
Basic unit is a square whose sides are a
unit length in dimension.
3.121 Metric syttem

3.1211 Basic unit is the square meter(m2)
3.1212 Other units: square gentimeter(cm4)

square millimeter (me)

system
Basic unit is the square foot(ft.

2
)

Other units: square inch (in.2)
square yard (0.2)

3.122 English
3.1221
3.1222
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3.2 Volume
3.21 A-measure of the space occupied by an* object.

3.22 Basic unit is a 'cube whose sides are a unit

1en3th in dimension.
3.221 Metric system

3.2211 Basic unit is the cubic meter(m
3),

3.2212 Other units: cubic centimeter(cma)
cubic millimeter (mm3)

3.2213 The liter is a convenient praCtical
volume unit Which is between a

cubic centimeter and a cubic meter.
1000 cm3 m 1 1ite5
1000 liters = 1 m

3.222 English
3.2221
3.2222

3.2223

4. Mass wacurnments
4.1 Mass is cobmonly considered the amount of matter con-

tained in-an object but would be better to consider

it the measure of an object's inertia.

4.2 Metric tystem
4.21 Basic unit is the-kilogram (kg) which has

been established as the Amount of mass con--

tained in one liter of water at the tamers-
ture where 'Water is most dense (about 4vC)

and weighs about 2.2 lb.

4.22 Other convenient units: gram(g) and

gram Ong)

4.3 English system
4.31 Generally mass is conSidered as a derived unit

based upon other fundamental concepts.

4.32 Basic unit is-the slug.

4.33 The slug has a weight of about 32 pounds.

system
Basic unit is the cubic foot(ft.3)

Other units: cvbic inch (in.3)

cubic yard (yd.a)
The quart is a convenient practical

vblume unit which is nearly the

same as the liter (1 literm1.06 qt.)

5. Force or weight measurements
5.1 Gcrerally force is that which produces or prevents

motioa or has the tendency to do so.

5,2 Metric units.
5.21 Like English mass measurements these are derived

units.
5.22 Basic metric unit is the newton (nt.)

5.23 Another unit is the dyne.

5.24 A kilogram weighs about 9.8 nt. and a gram

weighs about 980 dynes.

5.3 English units
5.31 The force Unit it defined-from the Wight at

a particulrx location of a pnrticular frac-

tion of Lhu basic r4stric ki?.ogram.

5.32 The basic unit in the pound.

5.33 Another convenient unit is the ounce.

37 75



6. Time
6.1 This is the only uni

systeths of mnastire.
6.2 Tho, banic mit: is the
6.3 Other units are the min

Irso..

t which is the same for all

secontl (see.)
ute and hour.

7. Chart of measurellent
7.1 Pass obi: blank unit chart
7.2 These cre to benotre int

bcok.
7.3 Illustrate how they are to

pleted chartY
7.4 Ac ne,i units cre cievcIloped th

the chart.

S.egral part of the note-
fi.11ed in. (see cora-

ey are to be added to-

8. Acsk - Complete uni.t. chart and
o m72aL;uro.

38
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Wor::shoet on Units of tieesure.

Conrp1tne the fonooing metric to.English conmzsions..

in 0 100 ra 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 Z.: 0 e. 16.2 liters ........qts.

b. 4.0 litars = ........qt. f. 98 nt. = ........1b.

c. 5.4 kg. migh = 00000tb0 g. 1960 dynes = ......../b.

J. 25.4 Cia = ........in. h. 1.5 km = on0000t.oMio

2. Ccmplete zhP Eol1.cm7.ng Faislish to matrix coavarsicns.

a. 15 lb0 is the might of........kg. e. 100 yd.

b. 23 in. = ........cm. f. .3 11)0 = 00000000dynes

c. 4 qt. = 00.000.0 litors g. 2 gAl. = .0.0.00011t(a

CoTrplete the following conversions.

a a, 225 g. ul4gh oo.v0000000dynes

bo 4 stugs

00 18 iç g. welzh

d. 2,500 cr ..........liters

00 54 oz. =

20 0075 liters = troo'oc0000peMP

g. 96 lb is the might of

h. 10 nt. is the imight of

40

h. I slug .c. OUOdOOoAkg



Name__ Date submitted

Experiment #1 - MEASUREMENT OF LENGTH WITH A METER STICK

Purs= of eyne-Amel!t
1. To develOp the. relationships between English and Metric

units of length.
2. To develop technique in mcasuring lengths with a meter

stick and performing calculations with these measurements.

hsorltus
MEF stick, English inch divided into tenths, wood block,

metal block (1" maximum dimension),. metal cylinder (1" maximum

dimension).

Procedure

Ptirt 1 Relationshl,p between English and Eatric Units of length.
leng'ch of the table is measured with the English side ef

the mstbr atick starting with the left end of the table. The top

edges of-the table are rounded off, therefor to locate the edge

of the table place the otoT block against the edge of the' table

and using the edge of the block as the reference point statt tha

measuring '. since tin met-er stick is not longer than the table,
it will Inve to be mo7ed and the wood block will be used to mark

the end of the meter on the table. The length is recorded to the

nearest tenth of an inch, since .the inch on the meter stick is

divided into common fraction's use the paper scale which is divided

into tehths for the final measurement. The measurement will then
be repeated starting from the opposite end of the table. If the
two theasuzemant are different, a third trial will be made and the

average length calculated.

In a Similar manner the length of the table will be measured
te the nearest tenth of a centimeter.

From this data the length of an inch in centimeters andthe
length of a meter in inches will now be determined and compared
with the accepted values.

Part 2 Waisuring the volume of solids.

The length, width, and thickness of the metal blobk will be
meabured to the nenrest tenth of a centiMeter. At least two
trialv of each meacurement will be made and from the average
values of each dimension the volume of the block will be calculted.

-In a similar fashion the volume of the cylinder will be cal-

culated.
. .

Data
,

Part 1 Trial Length of table
(inches)

78

I

2 04.

10 I . ..

.Mi
41

011,

Length of table
(centimeters)

Ilmn*.
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1

.1

Experiment #1 - Page 2

1 inch equals cm. Accepted value 1 in. equals 2.54 cm. error cm

1 meter equals in. Accepted value 1 m equals 39.4 in. error in.

2

Trial

Block#
Cylinder#

Length

I
(cr.1)

Width
(cm)

Thickness
(cm)

Volu m
(cmi)

Length
(cm)

Diameter
(cm)

Volume
(cm3)

1

2

_
.

3
......mo.m.

Averogo
.

,

Questjons .4

1. Why-start nt the opposite end of the table when making a se-

cond measurement?

MPOI111 ,mapimml.11w
2. What is the basic unit of length in the English System?

Uhat is the basic unit of length in the Metric System?

3. How do the basic units of length in the Metric and English

Systems compnre?

4. Whnt may be some of the reasons that your values for the

length of the inch in centimeters and length of the meter in

inches were different from the accepted values?

Inwwftib.m*1ftoMmoftw=m=wirmw-
1~1.11 .,..~...011111.

oomoowwa.oio

110==.110111MNINS=

==10

Vals

7942%
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Partner

Table

Instructor a Approval

Date

ExPERrun 1.ASUR1? T OF LENGTH WITH A PETER STICK ORIGINAL DATA siErr

Part. 1
Trial Length of table

(inches)
length of table
(centiamters)

1

IIIOIIIII
3

.
era imour

.

.. r No 44, k. I .. , .... ..--,........,..

Average

1 inch equalse....cat. Accepted valuts. 1 in;, equals 2054 cm error 00ocin

1 meter equals....., inc; Accepted value 1 m equals 396.11 in. error....lin

Part 2
,71171.1

Trial

Block#
411111110,0111MO411

Cylinder #

Length Indth Thickness Volt= Lemth= (cm) (v.13) (cm) (cm3) .(cm) .

a. .1.0.1., M.. ay ...A 0.10.

1

2

3

Average
.5.11ZG

p*.

Diameter
(cm)

Volum
(cm")

1111111wm



Name Date submitted

Experiment #2 - MEASURMIENTS WITH THE VERNIER CALIPER

?urpose of Emeriment
1. To aeva3FilEler standing and experience in measuring

with a vernier caliper.
2 To compare the accuracy of measurements made with the

vel:nier caliper and the meter stick.
Annarritus

Vernier cnliper, metal block and cylinder used in Experi-
ment in, wood block with cylindrical hole in one end.
Procedure

Part 1 The dimensions of the metal block and cylinder win be
maasurea to the nearbs t. hundr7fdth of a centimeter. At least
tWo trials will be made for each diceneiOn. The Volume of
each object will be calculated from the average values of its
dimensions.

Pert 2 The overall volume of the wood block will be determined
in inches in the same manner as part 1. The volume of the hole
will be calculated by finding the diameter and depth of the
hole in inches with the appropriate parts of the vernier caliper.

The volume of the wood in the block can then' be found by
subtracting the volume of the hole from the overall volume of
the block.
Data

Part 1
Block # 'Cylinder #

Trial Length
(cm)

Wid th
(cm)

Thickness
(cm)

Voluigd
(cm-))

!Length
I (cm)

Diameter
(cm)

VoluTe
(cm")-8//

1

p
2 OP`
3 PF-

Averagel

Average
from
Exp.. 01

1

44 81
IINIr



Part 2

Experiment f2 - Page 2

Block #

_

nrial Block Hole

1

Length
(1n)

To75;dth

(in)
Thickness

(an)

Voluge
(in")

Length
(in)

Diameter
(1n)

Volutpe
(in')

1

2

3
.

_.

.

Averaget

Volume of wood in the block in3

glxmtions

1. How does the accuracy of the vernier caliper measurements

compare with the same measurements made with a meter stick?

2. What would be three uses that you could make of a vernier

caliper in the shop course that you are taking?

a.

b.

C.

41111111111101.0.

3. Examine the scales on the .barometer in the laboratory.

How do they compare with the scales on the vlmnier caliper?

4.=0.www.......0.0...m.110011=1Mall1111.1011011.0.1
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Name
Date submitted

Experiment #3 - MEASUREMENTS vnurR THE MICROMETER CALIPER

lirapse of ext
1. T3-Tevolop understanding and experience in measuring

with a micrometer caliper.
2. Toeco=pare accuracy of-measurements of the micrometer

cliper, vernier caliper, and meter stick.

Appnratus
Nicrwieter caliper, English and Metric scales, the metal

block and cylinder used in the two previous experiments, set

of four samples of wire of different gauges.

Precedure

Part 1
The dimensions of the metal block and cylinder will be

measured to the nearest thousandth of a centimeter. At

least two trials of each will be made. The volume of each

object will be calculated from the average values of each

dimension.

Part 2
The diameter of each wire will be measure in mils. Several

trials should be made at different places along the wire and

the average value recorded and compared with the accepted

value for each gauge number.

Data

Part 1

Trial
. Wags

Width
(cm)

,

y lnAer

Length
(cm)

a Thickness
(cm)

Volume
cm3

Length
(cm)

Diameter
(cm)

Vol me
(cm

1
-

11011

2
,

-

11110

3
111001111°"
PIP'

, -

Average
from
Exp. #2

1

.

rr '

1

i

Exp. #1
1

Part 2

Gone Number Measured Diameter
(mils)

Accepted Diameter
Onils)

Difference
(mils)

........._

84
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Questions

1. How does the accuracy of the micrometer measurements com-

pare with the same measurements made with the vernier caliper

and the meter stick?

2. What would be three uses that you could make of a micro-
meter caliper in the shop course that you are taking?

a.

b.

c

3. Mby should you use the ratchet thimble when closing the
spindle of the caliper?

=..111..m.,11
4. How do the diameters of the wires compare with their gauge

numbers?

48 85
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Date submitted

Experiment #4 - MASS DENSITY OF SOLIDS

Purpose
1.

2,
3.

of expa%.irlmt
To devEboe understanding flnd experience in measuring
with a trip balance.
To determine MOSS density of regular solids.
To determine the volume of irregular solids and compute
their mass densities,

Azairl'qy
Tr.glo beam balance, metal block, metal cylinder, verniercaliper, .100 ml graduated cylinder, four irregularly shaped metalsolids

Procndu-:e

Part 1 - Density of regular nolids.
The dimensions of tha metal block and cylinder will be measuredwith tha vernier caliper to the nearest hundredth of a centimeter.From this data the volume of each will be calculated. The mass willbe measured on the trip balance to the nearest tenth of a gram andthe mess density calculated from the information obtained.

Part 2 - Density of irregular solids.
The mass of each irregular solid will be measured on the tripbalanoe before the volume is measured.
The volume of each irregular solid will be measured by plac-ing enough water in the graduate to cover the solid. The volumeof the water will be recorded and then the solid will be carefully

placed in the cylinder. The new volume will then be recorded andthe difference between this new volume and the original one willbe the volume of the solid. This volume will be used along withthe mess of the solid to calculate the moss density of each solid.

Part 3
The mass densities calculated in parts 1 & 2 will then be com-

pared with the accepted MSS densities.

Data11.00110

Part 1

pbject Material Length Width Thickness Diameter Volume
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm3)

BloCk

Cylinder

50 87
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Object Material Mass
(g)

Voluipe
(cm')

Density
(g/cm3)

Block

Cylinder II

Part 2

Mnterial 'Volume of
watpr
(cmr3)

Volume of
water &
solid(cmJ)

Volume of
solid
(cm3)

Mass of
solid
CO

Mass Density
of solid
(g/cm-1)

Part 3

Object Material

.

Calculated,Density
(g/cmi)

Accepted Density
(g/cm3)

Error.,
(g/ce)

Block
A

,

Cylinder.
Irregular
solids

.

1

4

.
.

,

,
7

_

Questions

1. What is an advantage to finding volume by the water dis-

placement method?

51 88
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2. Which is more accurate, dirct meaSurement or the dis-

placement method?

1.. .mommilmlftsm

3. :Mat limitations are there to the displacement method of

measuring volume?

,fwmoo.....J....J........iowmINod.+..O...M.NIP.,ONNIO.IMW

4. Could another liquid, gasoline or oil, be used in the dis-

placement method? Explain

0.1

89
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Name Date submitted

Experiment #5 - MASS DENSITY OF LIQUIDS

Puusse of experiment
1. fo aever5aderstanding and experience in measuring

volumes of liquids with a buret.
2. To wasure the mass density of liquids.

Apparatus
Triple beam balance, 50 ml buret, buret rod, buret clamp,

2-100 ml beakers, 2our liquids of different densities.

Procr2dure
Since a liquid has no definite shape it presents a problem

in measuring. The volume cannot be measured by putting it on
the table end measuring its length, width, and thickness. Its
IllASS cannot be readily measured by pouring it on the pan of
the balance. The liquid mist be held in a container. In this
experiment a known volume will be placed in A beaker and the
combined mass of the liquid end beaker measured. If the mass
of the beaker is known, then the mass of the liquid can be ob-
tained.

The volume of the liquid is found by filling the buret with
the liquid and then allowing the liquid to be drawn off into the
beaker. The level of the liquid in the buret is recorded before
and after the sample is drawn out. The volume of the liquid
taken from the buret is found from the difference in the two
levels.

Four trials will be made using a different liquid for each trial.
The density for each liquid will be calculated and compared with
the accepted values.

Data

Trial Liquid Used Initial Final Volume Mass of Mass of Mass of
buret buret of beaker beaker liquid

Reading Reading Liquid &liquid
(m1) (m1) (ml) (g) (g)

1.

2
.

3

1

5491

;
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Trial Experimental Mass Density
of Liquid
(g/01)

Accepted Mass Demsity
of Liquid
(g/ral)

Error

(g/ml)

1
..

2
I

3

4

Questim.s

1. vnv is the buret graduated with the zero at the top instead

of the bottom?

=m
2. Wry must you be sure to have the tip of the buret filled

with liquid before drnwing off the measured volume?

wamilImg.E.0..40a..1M

.1=1.1.=1110=0

3. IA/11Ft effect might temperature have on the density of the liquid?

..=worougla
4. Mat may be some reasons for error in your results?
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Name Date submitted

Experiment #6 - BUOYANCY or A LIQUID

Purpose of expèrimT.rt
To study the =ors effecting the buoyant force of a liquid

upon a solid placed in the liquid.

Apparatus
Triple beam balance, buret rod, overflow can, catch bucket,

250 ml beaker, four solid objects, alcohol, string.
Procedure

Part 1 - Water used as the liquid.
A piece of st.in;) is fastened to each solid and by means of

this string the Coject is hung under the balance which has been
elevated on the btlret rod. The mass of the object is measured
to the nearest tenth" of a gram. The mass of it in water is
found by piacin,-; the beaker of water under the balance and sub-
merging the solid in the water. Care should be taken to be sure
that the object is completely submerged.

After the mass of the objects in air and in water has been
measured then the weight of the water displaced is found. This
is done by using the overflow can and catch bucket. First the
mass of the catch bucket is measured. The overflow can is filled
with water until the level is above the spout in the side of the
can. The excess water is allowed to flow out of the spout. Care
should be taken not to disturb the overflow can while this is
happening, the water should be allowed to stop without any out-
side disturbance. The object will be placed carefully into the
overflow can and the water which overflows will be caught in the
catch bucket. The catch bucket and the liquid is then placed on
the balance and the mass determined. From this data the mass of
the water displaced by the object can be found.

The process will be repeated for all four objects.
Part 2. - Alcohol used as the liquid.

Thea rucedure is the sant) as in part 1 except that alcohol
is uoed in place oi: the water.

Ono alnlIhrs

Part 1
Tr IA .1, I.:nos o:c

clIj?.ct:
in ix

(3)

Mass of
object
in water

CO

DuoyontI

force of
water

(g)

Mass o:ii:
catch

bucket
&water.

(s)

Mass of
catch.

bucket

(g)

Mass of Emprmimental
water

displaced

(g)

.z:rr or

(g)
1

2 1

3

...___

. 57
94 .
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Experiment #6 - Page 2

Part 2

Trial Mass of
object
in air

(g)

Mass of
object

in
alcohol

(g)

Buoyant
force of
alcohol

(g)

Mass of
catch

bucket

(g)

Mass of
catch

bucket
Si alcohol

(g)

Mass of
alcohol

1

displaced

(g)

Experimental
error

(g)

1

2

3

4.

queltions

1. How does the buoyant force of the water on the submerged block
compare with the mess of the water displaced?

2. How does the buoyant force of alcohol on the submerged block com-
pare with the mass of the alcohol displaced?

3. Alcohol is less dense than water. If the liquid used had been
more dense than water, how would the buoyant force of this liquid
compare with the buoyant force of water on the same object?

4. If the object is less dense than water what will haPpen when it
is placed in water?

1110.11.111111

5. What reasons may account for the difference between the buoyant
force that you measured and the mass of the liquid which was displaced?
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Name Date submitted

Experiment #7 - SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF SOLIDS

gaella_of experiment

1. To determine the specific gravity of solids denser than water.
2. To determine the specific gravity, of solids less dense than

wnter.

Apperatus
1:ciple beam balonee, buret Lod, battery jar, 3 solids more dense

than water, 2 solids less dense than water, string.

Procr2th.lre

Pozt I - Solids more dense than water.
The mass of each object is measured first in air and then when

submarged in water. From this informntion the buoyant force of water
is *determined. The specific gravity of each object can then be cal-
culsted by dividing the mass of the object in air by the buoyant
force of the water.

Part 2 - Solids less dense'thanwater.
The mass of the object in air is measured in the same way as in

part 1. To determine the buoyant force, the object will need to be
submarged. The lead object froa part I will be used as the sinker.
The sinker is tied to the object and the combined mass of the two
objects when submerged is measured. The buoyant force on the ob-
ject alom is calculated by subtracting the mass of both in water
from the sum of the miss of the object in air and the sinker in
water,. The spedific-gravitris then calculated in the same man-
ner as in part 1.

Data

Part 1 - Solids more dense than water,

Trial Material

L
Mass in
air
(g)

N3SS in
water

(8)

Buoyant force

CO

Specific Gravity

_____

1

2

3

Part 2 - Solids less dense than water.

Trial Material Mass in
air

(g)

Mass of
sinker
in water

(g)

MIss of
solid in
air and
sinker

in water
(g)

Mass of
both in
water

(g)

Buoyant
force

.

(g)

SpeCific
Gravity

1

2

......_

60



Experiment #7 - page 2

Questions

1. What definition of specific gravity Oas used in this experiment?

2. Show two ways that specific gravity can be used in the shop
course that you are taking.

1111
What may be some sources of error in this experiment?

OMOI1

mmE011101r

61 98
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Name Date submitted

Experiment #8 - ELAVITCTTY AND ELASTIC MODULUS

Purpose of experiment
1. To=a7TER7effacts of tension on a spring.
2. To calculate the elastic modulus for a spring.

Apparatus
Brass spring, weight hanger, slotted weights, meter stick, caliper

jaw for meter sock, instrument rod and collar hook.

Procedure
1177pring is hung from the collar hook on the instrument rod.

The height of the lower end of the spring is measured with the meter
stick to which has been attached the caliper jaw to aid in locating
the position of the spring. Weights are added to the spring in 50
gram units end the total amount of stretch for each trial is recorded.

The-elastic moduius-for each trial is calculated by dividing
the total stretch of the spring by the amount of weight plated bn
the spring. Lfter the individual values are calculated the average
modulus is determined.

A gtap'h is then constructed using the-values of stretch for the
raxis and the weights applied for the x-axis.

Data

Trial klass applied

(8)

Weight applied

(oz.)

Height above
table
(cm)

Stretch
of spring

(cm)

Elastic
Mbdulus
(cm/oz.)

1 I

0

2 50

3 1 100

4 1 150

5 I 200

6 250

7 300

,

8 350

9 400

10 450 . .

Average value for elastic modulus cm/oz.

63
cto



Experiment #8 - Page 2

Questions

1. How do the individual values for the elastic modulus compare?

2. :What is the Shape of the graph?

3. From your answers to questions #1 and #2, whet can be said

about the relationship betweenstretch and the force applied?

4. Where might it be desirable to use a material with a low elas-

tic modulus?

Explain

5. Where might it be desirable to use a material with a high elas-

tic modulus?

Explain
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Name Table Date
04~114.111100011.11.110 .1114~011110111. 11111MMOORIPMPAPDGIIVONS

Partner Instructoros Approval

Vaperiment #8 . ELA:ITGITY AND ELCTIC,YODULUS ORIGINAL. DATA SHM

WV.an

Trial

Mom.

Mass applied

t

(c)

Wm

Weight applied

Oz.)
-actrerracAztLy-xtv

......

Height above
table

(cm)
zrzAttynzAvtrrawszcar.n

Stretch
of spring

(cm)

......w.a...

Elastic
Modulus 1

(cm o z,.)1

-I
. 1

a

1 0
........._

i 2

13 i.

N

1 50

100

4 150
.......____

5
.......-i........._

6

1 200

J 250
...... arwm Mit 1 1 MOOMIMMIIMIOMMI

7 300

8 350
..

9 0 400

1.0

.......1%
450

Average value for elastic moduluv cm oz,

1.02
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LESSON I - Nature and Kinds of Porces

1. Nature of a force.
1.1 Ask the group what a force can do.

1.11 Cawle an object to move.
1.12 Cause 'an object to stop moving.
1.13 Cause a moving object to change direction.
1.14 ft:1.d en objcct in place.

1.2 Evolve dethiition of a force - that which produces
prov:4nts motTora or has the tendency to do so.

1.3 HOW is a force applied?
1.31 Ask the group how.they would exert a force upon

cnot.:r rsi.rscrt.
1.32 Evo.-..VO eine:apt that to exert a force physical

contact must occur.
1.33 There are three possible exceptions.

1.331 Thbre 'forces uhich set tin 'force' fields.
1.31;2 Gravitational, electrical and magnetic

forces..
2. Kiwis of force

2.1 Tension force - atteitpts to stretch the object.
2.2 Compression force - attempts to squeeze or shorten

the cbjbet.
2,3 Torbional force --attempts to twist the bbject.
2.4 Shearing force - attempts to cause the material to

slip ots
2.5 Applications-of these kinds of force.

2.51 Hand saw-cutting wobd.
2.511 Wand exerts a compression force on the

sew.
2.512 Teeth experience 'a tehsion force on

the cutting face and a bompression
force on the oppobite face.

2.513 Teeth exert a shearing force on the wood.

2.52 Wrench tightening a bolt.

Compressical
by hand

Compression

7° Tension

Torsion

3, Assignment - Draw a sketch of a- hatemer driving a nail and
a pair of tin rnips cutting Metal and label the regions
where the diffare.it types of rorcea are acting.

604



Effort and Resistvnce Forces and Torques

Jane and discuss sketches made for homework.

.01:t force.
Force which is applied to a machine.
syrabo7.ically reresenf.:ed by FE.

;thtance fel:ce.
Force which a machine is able to apply as a result
c
;;ym3o1ic11y rep::ccented by FR.

:EllueLrinte coucept of torque with a meter stick and
one of n kilogram, one of 500 grams.

4.11 Have a student hold the meter stink horizontal-
ly by one end,

4.12 Place the kilogram mass near the hand and
start moving it out noting the increased dif-
fl.culty in holdinp; the meter stick.

4.13 HLITe the studow: Lote if there is any apparent
differehce in effect 'when the-kilogram bless
is replaced by the 500 tram mass but placed
twice us far 1:2:10II the hand.

Definition of torque - The effectiveness of a force
in prod:aL:ing rotation.
Fantcrs effecting the magnitude of a torque.
4.31 Size-of the force.
4.32 DistanCe the force is applied from the point

of rotation (pivot).
4.33 Direction of the force in respect to the dis-

tance from the pivot.

. Expressing the torque.
4.41 Flagnitude of the torque equals the product of

the force times the distance to the pivot
(provided force is at right angles to the dis-
tance' line)

4.42 Formula
L Fnl

where L is the torque
F is the force applied
1 is the distance to the pivot

4.43 Units for torque.
15.-ft., lb.-in., cm-dyne, m-nt.

4.44 Examples4.441 A force of 5 lb. is applicd on the end
of a trrench 5 in. long. How much torque
will be applied to the nut which is be-
ing tightoned?

L 5 lb, 6 in.
L in 30 lb.-in,

67105



4.442 How far from the pivot will a force of
25 lb. have to be applied to produce a
torque of 350 lb.-ft.?

350 lb.-ft. 25 lb.xl.
1 =1350 lb.-ft.

= 14 ft.
4.45 Direction of a torque.

4.451 Based upon the direction in which the
obj ect will" rotate .

taken from the movement of
the clock - i.e. clockwise or counter-
clock-stise.

4.453 Example

pivot
Forces A and D produce counterclockwise
torque.
Forces B and C produce clockwise torques.

4.5 Equilitrrium of torquba.
4.51 An object is said to be in equilibrium or balance

when the clockwise torque equals the counter-
clockwiae torque.

4.52 Applications
4.521 Two people of different weights bal-

ancing on a see-saw.
4.522 The balances used in the laboratory.

4.53 Symbolic representation
4.531 Fele en Feelec
where Fe is the clockwise producing force

lc is the distance of the clockwise
force to the pivot

F is the counterclockwise producingcc force
I. is the distance of the counterclock-cc wise force to the pivot.

4.532 Example:
A 50. lb. boy sits on one end of a six
foot plank vhich is pivoted in the mid-
dle. How far from the middle on the
other aide must a 60 lb: boy sit in
order to balance the plank?

68 106



dinrem

pivot

50,lb. 60 lb.

50 lb. x 3 ft. = 60 lb. x 1
1 = 50 lb. x 3 ft.

1 = 2.5 ft.

5. Assignment - Worksheet on torques.

LESSON 3 - Mechanical Advantage and Work

1. Review worksheet on torque.

2. Mechanical /advantage.
2.1 What is the purpose of a machine?

2.11 Increases farce
2.12 Increases speed or distance
2.13 Changes direction

2.2 The nurnbcm**of times "a machine increases the force or
speed id callod machanical advantage.

2.3 Medhanical advantage of force.
2.31 The number of times the machine increases the

effort force.
2.32 Measured by tho ratio of the resistance force

to the effo!t force.
3.321 Formula: -RMAF -

rE

where: tIAF is the mechanical advantage of
force.

FR is the resistance force. .

FE is the effort force.
3.322 Exarolos:

3.3221 What is the mechanical advantage of
force of a machine where a farce of
25 lb. applied to the machine results
in the machine exerting a force of
225 Lb.?

225 lb.
MAF
MI = 9

69 107
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tort:Lue, is ye/ad:aced by each of the above forces?

5 lb. force .000000000

7 lb. force ..........
8 lb. force 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 lb. force 00 000.00.0

Date

2 lb. 1:rce ..........
2, I3.tya fzu: from the pivot must the following forces be

applied to produce a Unglue of 840 tu-nte?

a) 420 nt. ........ d) 140 nt. ........
b) 23.0 nt. ........ e) 280 nt. ........
c) 120 at. ........ f) 168 nt. 00000000

30 sow much forco (1T1ust be k ; pplied at the fa/awing distance
to pzoduce a torque o2 I.0140 Ib.-ft.

a) 2 ft.
b) 6 a()
010 ft.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

70
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d) 3 ft.
e)18

f) 9 ft.

0 0 0 0 0 0 o o
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2.3222 A machine has an MAF of 6.5;
How much effort force Will have
to be applied to lift a weight
of 175.5 lb.?

6.5 = 175.5 lb.

FE
175 5 lb

FE ga

FE = 27 lb.

2.4 Mechanicnt ndvantaRe of speed.
2.41 Thc szumber of times the machine increases the

spe:'2:1 or distance.
2.42 Neas12:ed by the ratio of the distance the re-

sict=ca force moves to the distance the ef-
fmt force mo;,res. SR
2.421 Formula: MAs = ---

SE
411 SOS

where: MAs is the mechanical advantage
of speed.
SR is the distance the resistance
force moves.
SE is the distance the effort
force moves.

2.422 Examples:
2.4221 What is the MAs of a machine wbtre

the effort force moves 6 inches
while the resistance force moves
33 inches?

33 in.

MAs = 5.5

2.4222 A"machine has an MS of 6.3. Haw
tar will the resistance move when
the effort moves 8 in.?

. SR

8 in.
SR = 8 in. x 6.3

SR = 50.4 in.

3. Work
3.1 intrauce idea bf work by having one boy lift a box

and hand it to another boy who is told to stand and
hold the box.



3.11 Ask if the boy who is holding thd box was to
hold it for two hours who would have done more
work, the boy who lifted the box or the one
holdin3 the box?

3.12 Evbive the concept that work involves more
than just exerting a force but that the force
has to move over a distance.

3.2 Measuring work:
3.21 Work equals the product of the force applied

ond the distance the force moves.
3,22 Formula: W fas FxS

where: W is the amount of work done.
F i3 the fo.k:ce applied.
S is the distance the force moves.

3.23 Units of work. joule (nt-rn), erg (dyne-cm)
3.24 Examples:

3.241 How much work is done in lifting a 24 lb.
box from the floor to a shelf 5 ft. high?
W = 24 lb. x 5 ft.
W 1ga 120 ft.-lb-,

3.242 How far would a force of 12 nt. have to
be exerted in order to do 18 joules of
work?
18 joules sza 12 nt. x S

18 loules= nt.
S 1.5

4. assignment - Worksheet on mechanical advantage and work.

LESSON 4 - Power and Efficiency

1.. Check over worksheet on mechanical advantage and work.

2. Power
2.1 Introduce power with the example of digging a ditch.

Two men take iout days digging by hand while a back
hoe can do the same job in a few hours.
2.11 Who &Id the most useful work? (heither as

is

the anfount of material removed was the same.)
2.12 What was different? (The time which it took.)

2.2 Power is a tiLaastite Of the rate at which work is done.
2.21 ENpresncd as a ratio of the work done to the

time required to do the work.
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Worksheet on V:echanical Advantage and Work.

Complete the following table.
..mar.a.mmosnow

Vi. r?
Le,..44onsousiuNumenommanewimauTairamys.umax..youhutoancrenc

011111.1110, W.F....W.0MM

r . . tertE
0

I ::,: .1 13
cOraltelratiC=Mn. '

MOIIIM.O.M01...Marall....044.,

.. 1.31

,6/410/4inUOMOV

............
1141,...

..1
tetsOIROSOliN ' '

.00.11MVIMIIIMINOMMOW*

72 n.I.,,_lg._ . III cm. 48 cm.
............ ---1.............1

.

10 dynosi 40 dyneul 5 cm.
,___............................_........

I 60 1:b. 2 'Ito 7.0 ft.
(1...

.6
.

12 nto no vit. 4 :a
...........

10

2,, Del:el:am hw much work is done viten the follovine, foices
aro exerted ever the given distances°

Force llistande Work done

12 lb. 6 ft.
b. 65 nt0 2.5 In.

c. 900 dynes 48 cm.

d. 285 Th. 18 in.

e. .75 nt. 6 m.

30 How fdr would the following forces hove to be exerted to do
208 joi.0.4.ts e*if mrt.t?

a . 2.2 nt-. 00000.00

b. 4 TAP,

Co 00000000

d. 72.nt.
e0 32 nt.
f. 238 nt.

O 0000000

00000000

O 0000000

40 nor:, much force uould !lava to be ezerted over the following
diztkIncus to do 576 ft0 lb. of 11(4:Ito

12 ft. 00000000 d0 10 ft. 00.00000

bo V ft. .00.0000 e. 24 ft. .0000000

Iice 24 in. 000000.0 f. 6 00000000

112
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2.22 Equation: P = 1!

whtre: P is the power
W is the work done
T is the time required

2.23 Units
2.231 rt.-lb./sec., watt (joule/sec.),

erg/ ssc .

2.232 Horseoower
2.2321 Pbwer unit developed by James

Watt to sell his steam engines.
2.2322 One horsepower is equal to

550' ft.-1b./sec.
2.2323 Equation: Hp = P/550 ft.-lb./sec.

but P =

so: Hp TM--r-----r--r--550ft-.1..b,/sec.

where: Hp is horsepoer
W is work done
T is time required

2.24 Examples:
2.241 What' power it required to lift 500 lb.

of material a height of 20 ft. in 25

seconds?
LI

Pt-my butW=FxS
F x S

so: P =

500 lb. x 20 ft.p _

P t2 400 ft.-lb./sec.

2.242 What horsepower engine will be needed
to lift 6,000 lb. of ore from a mine
600 ft. deep in 300 seconds?

6,000 lb. x 600 ft.
HP = -30--FeE:-.3117350-TT:737777ggi77'

Hp = 21.8

3, Efficiency
3.1 To operate any machine force has to be us-ed to over-

cbme friction between parts and to lift parts of the

machine'..
3.2 This means that some of the work done on the machine

is not gotten out of the machine as useful work.

3.3 Efficiency is the percentage of the work put into
The machine that is gotten out as useful work .
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3.4 Calculating efficiency
3.41 Formula: Eff. =

w
out x 100%

Win

where: Eff. is efficiency
W 'out is output work

Win is input work

3.42 Exnmple: What is the efficiency of a machine
which will produce 375 ft.-lb. of.work when
400 ft.-lb. of work are put into it?

375 ft.-lb.
Eff. x 100%

Eff. = 93.8%

4. Ideal and Actual Mechanical Advantages
4.1 If there was no-need to overcome friction and exert

force to tove machine parts then the work output
would equal the utrk input.
i.e. Wout = W in

but W = FS
so FxS =FxSR R E. E

where FR l.'s the resistance force, SR is-the resis-
tance distance, FE is the effort force and SE is the

effort distance.

then by algebra: FR SE
FE SR

4.2 Since force is required tb operate the machine the
ratio FR/ FE does not equal the ratio SE/SR but is

..

less.
4.21 The-ratio FR/Fp is balled the actual mechanical

advantage (41AI because it represents the actual
amount by which the force is increased.

4.22 The-ratio SqSp is Called the ideal mechanical
advantage CLNA$ because it reprebents the
amount the force should be increased if there
were no losses.

5. Assignment - Worksheet on Mechanical Advantages, rawer

and Efficiency.
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LESSON 5 - 13alame aniEguilikrism

1. &vim- wort:shler. on mechanical advantages, power and
efficiency.

2
The s:.tuation where there are no unbalanced forces
acting on the object.

2.2 Undo.: t.tera conditions the object may:
:6121 Rorniin at rest.
2.22 Continue to czve in a straight line at a

spced,

3. Torsional or vocational balance.
3.1 St2.tic l'n1cnco

3.11 The elockwis torques are equal to the counter-
claz!toice torquas.

3.12 The object remains in position.
3.13 ArplIcatiens

3.131 Weighing an object with a laboratory
balance.

3.132 Balancing on a see-saw.

3.2 Dynamic balance
.

3.21 A stl.tically balanced object may vibrate if
it is rotated.

3.22 Thin vibration will cause wear and uneven mei*
tian.

3.23 Me vibration t,L1l vary with- the sphed.
3.24 la gixeral rotating objects are balanced at

the speed where they are moat often operated.
3.25 Ercoles:

3.253. Rotbrs on turbitlea and motors.
3.'252 Dynamic wheel balancing on a car.

4. Ceptc,, of
4.1 Illuttrate corcept of center of 'gravity by balanc-

ing a meter stick on one finger and ask:
4.11 W?.!t enn be elid about the torques operating

on the vtick? (Clockwise ones must be equal to
countercloclwise ones.)

4.12 I:o.1 math force must be exerted by the finger?
(uw weight of the stick.)

4.2 Evolve the concept of center of gravity.
4.21 21-,at point uheve an object may be statically

balnrced- renirdless of the position in which
it is placed.

4.22 Or: That point where the weight of the object
way be consiacred to be concentrated.

4.3 Center of ixavity in ton uniform objects.
Veint: a tr.r.Itcl. stick at one end and locate
the point oi briLenoe.
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4.32 Hava scvcral reeled flat cardboard boxes which
are weighted so their center of gravity is lo-
cated in a ccrner, middle of the side, etc.
Th :se can en be stacked in rather odd manners.

4.33 Doos the cc'te o ravity have to be within
the material of the object? Illustrate with
a hollev cylineier or ring.

5. Sttbility5.1 An icLc of the. flity of an object to return
to- oriral poitLon zfter being tipped.

5.2 Stable ecNilibrium
5,21 ..aus.os the center of gravity

ta -2
5.22 2::z_:-)1.c.3:

5.221 A boo!: lying flat on a table.
5.222, A chair. -

5.3 Unstable equilibrium
5.31 Tinning the object causes the center of gravity

to be lonred,
5.32 Exam:at:a:

5.32). A pencil ba3.anced on its point.
5.322 A man on a tiz,ht rope.

5.4 Neutral es:tar...brim
5.41 Ti-,.piag the objezt causes no change in the

height of the center of gravity.
5.42 Example: a ball.

5.5 Incrwrinr: Ltability
5.51 Incibeasing the tares' of thb base.

5.511 Legs- of a chair slant outward.
5.512 SprerdLig legs when standing in a bus

ot scibviay.
5.513 Large bases on lamps.

5.52 Lowering the center of gravity.
5.521 Wiip:ating the base of a lamP.
5.522 E:,.1.1.1-.r dl.g.rimeter wheels on automobiles.
5.523 rootball crouching in positions.

6. Assi3rmant - Study for tort on forces and their effects.

ressor 6 - Vector Coneflptof n Fr.-!ce

1, Develop realinntion of the need for the vector expression
0. a fol-ce.
1.1 Place a box on thrt roble and ask what will happen when

a oi 20 lb, i a!lr.1i7.3 to the box.
1.2 qunstacri cannot he fully atInwered uuless the direction

of Lhc, ..,--:crec is :.-.3oun.
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2. Scalar and vector quantities.
2.1 Briefly review concept bf scalar and vector quantities

d'evelo5ed in rath class.
2.2 Scalar qurntities

2.21 Require only magnitude to be fully expressed.
2.22 Examples: volume, area, mass, speed, and den-

sity.
2.3 Vector quantities

Aerui:o n directioa as well as magnitudo.
2.32 Examples: displacement, velocity and force.

3. Drawing force vcr.Z.or;
3.1 A voctc:f is i:n arrcv which is a graphic representa-

tion o;:* a veccor quznt:Lty.
3.11 124nitude of tha fcrce is represented by the

1.r.nr.,th of the =ma.
3.111 i11 aeel a scale to reate length to

force size.
3.112 A centimeter scale is t.Ct useful

it is d:Arided in tua.:its.
3.113 Exam71.10: Usins a scale of 2 cm for

every pound (2 (-A t= 1 lb.) determine
the length of the arrow for each of
the following forces.
F le 2.5 lb.
x 2 cm

't.5 lb:- ram.
2.5 lb. x 2 cmx I lb.

0 0

x as 5.0 cm

F 5.2 lb.
2 cm

3:12-17.
_x 2 cm

X 1-15

x st, 10.4 cra

3.72 DiTection of the force is-represented by the
dircction the arrow is drnwn from the point
of rpplication.
3.121 Alwns represented as a pull on the

poliit of application.



3.122 Direction is expressed in angular measure-
ment based on the four points of the com-
pass.

Example:

direction E 300 N
E is the starting or reference direction.
3JJ is tiae ,ItrIount O. rotation from the

otortiiI; direction.
N is the- da.rection of the rothtion.
iZeite: may also be e::pressed es N 600 E.

4. Assignmeni: Worksheet on drawing force vectors.

LESFON 7, The Resultnnt Vector

1. Review worksheet on drawing of force vectors.

2. Conccpt of a resultant three.
2.I. Have wo boys pull ht right angles on a chair in

which a third is seated.
2.2 In ir di:cc:ion does the seated boy move?

(Sorra.-..h1re lat.twe(n the direction of the two forces.)
2.3 Show thit the same effect could be produced by one

boy pu1lin3 in the direction of the movement of the
seated- bay.2.4 R ulcnFcrcc ;; that single force which produces
the same eUeet as two or more forces.

Determinin7, the rccultant force.(Considerable work in
Lath c3::7.;.-1 on ioii ith vcctors r.:ocedes this work.)
3.1 P:c; nnti-7 :ix% the r-Iml direction.

3.11 eriu.:-.1. to the sum of the tub forces.
3.12 DirecLion of tne resultant is the same as the

two forces.

3.2 Pierces netirr, in oppoaite directions.
3.21 Resultant is Equal to the algebraic sum of the

vectors.
3.22 Directioh of the resultant is the same as that

of the larLest vcctor.
3.3 Forcea acting at right angles.
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Worksheet on Drawing Force Fectors.

le Cn the gIrsn point P construct the following vectors.
Use a scale of 1 lb. ex 1 cm.

a) 8 lb. N a) 3.0 /126 II 400E

b) 2.4 lb. E f) 7.2 lb. if 35°N

c) 6.8 lb. 1,7 g) 5.8 lb. E 75°S

d) 4.3 lb. S b) 6.3 lb. S 15°if

:t20



&lam Date

2, Construct the foltouiuz, vcetior in order with the first
dringn frora point ta and using the head of each vector

03 the startinf3 yoint for the nent one. Use a scale
of 8 lb. ea 1
u) 40 lb. E d) 20 lb. S 300 E

b) 20 Lb. S 60°0 a) 40 lb. if
c) 14 lb. S f) 34 lb. N

A.

83 121



3.31 Resultant is greater than either of the forces
but less than the sum of the forces.

3.32 Direction of the resultant is somewhere between
the two forces.

3.33 GzaphIc solution of vectors.
3.331 Vectors, like geometric figures, may

be moved abnut as long as the direc-
tion is not changed.

3.332 Vectors are added by placing the tail
of the second bn the head of the first
and thorosultent is drawn from the
tail of the first to the head of the
second.

Ie.md the resultant of two
forces one 4 lb. acting E
and the other 3 Ib. acting
17 on point A.

(1) Draw vectors using scale (2) Add the 3 lb. to the 4 lb.
of 1 cm al 1 lb. vector.

(3) Draw resultant (R)

A

A 4 L
4 )-

0) Measure length of resultt
R In 5 cm therefore is equal

to 5 lb.
Meabure angle between R and

Eabterly force.(with pro-
tractor)

angle equals 34.5°

The resultant therefore is 5 113. E 34.5° N

The rml recult ray bn obtnined by adding the two vectors in

the opposite order.

(1) Drlw th:Iv3etora.

:IL

g. C;

(2) Add the 4 lb. to the 3 1b.
vector.

P4 122



(3) Draw resultant (R) (4) Measure length of resultaht
R 12 5 cm therefore is equal

1 to 5 lb.
I

Measure angle between R and
Northerly Force.

angle equals 55.50

The reoultztnt thclrefore is 5 lb. N 55.5° E
Note from,,Lesson 6 part 3.122 we see that E 3450 N is equivalent
to 14

3.333 Show the group that by putting the two
p:!aced:Lng colutions together that 'a para.-
lnlor.::::rn in formed and that the diagonal
dram iron the point of application is
the resultant .

3.34 Solution of vector's by comptitation.
3.341 From the dnlgrams drawn* in 3.332 it can

ba scan th: the resultont is the hypot-
enuse of a right triangle whose sides
are the original forces.

3.342 'to deLerminl the magnitude of the resul-
ta It the Pythagorean Theorem is used.
i.e. R2 se FE2 FN2

vhere R is the rebultant
FE is the Easterly force
FN is the Northerly force

so: RZ ei (4 lb.12 4. (3 lb.)2
It' 13 25 lb.4
R ell 5 lb.

3.343 To detcrniue the direction of the resul-
teat the tI:ir,nomstrie function of the
tangent wilebe used.

Tan. 0

Tan 0 m 0.75
8 1.2 34.5'

so the resultspt can be expressed as
5 Ib. E 34.5° N.

4. Assigruarat - Worksheet on resultant vectors.

-.
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Worksheet on ne uLtnt Wet:firs*

For each vector set find the resultant by seale discrani
nd mco,Airing the resratint, then solva it matbetriticanyovm

AIIIIIIMMINNOONORINI4101mMIMNINIMI.N.NOMINIVE.

(i.) 5 lb.11 z:nd 12 1b0 E. 0 (2) 10 1bUS pc1 16 lb 0W0

1

(3) 15 lb.S 3Gc)If tInd 25 1b0116V6 (4) 12 DX 150N and 16 117.S.130B

P,6
1124



LESSON 8, - Resultant of Forces at other than Right Angles

1. Review worksheet on resultant forces.

2. Renultant nf forces acting at other than right angles.

2.1 Grcohic solution.
2.11 A prrallelogran is constructed using the force

vectors as tho biciv.s of the parallelogram.

2.12 The diagonal dreiwn 2rom the point of applica-

tion of the forces is then the resultant force.

2.13 E:mr:plo: A fce2 Of 5 lb. acts rest upon point
A and a iorce of 6 lb. acts E 600 N
upon the same point. Find the resul-
tant.

(1) Mfew the vectors using a (2) Using a compass lay off

scale 1 cm = 1 lb. length of 5 lb. vector at
end of the 6 lb. one and
lay offlength of 6 lb.
vector at end of 5 lb. one.
Connect the intersection of
these distances with dotted
line to the ends of each
vector.

(3) DL:aw Re:Ailtant (F.)

be 11:-.

1-1

Thn zersultcw.: 9.5 n n 33° ".

(4)

Ti

Measure Resultant
R = 9.5 cm which is equal to

9.5 lb.
Measure angle between East-

erly component and R.
angle equals 330



2,2 Solutio.1 by cbmputation.
2.21 A diagram is drawn similar in manner to those

in Leseon 7 part 3.332.

A

ar

0

2,22 1m3.tude of R is calculated using the Law of
Cosines.

R
2

cm F1
2

4.112
2

- 2F1F200s

where: R is the resultant
F1 is ono of the forces
F2 is theftother force

0 is the angle between the forces

so: R2 = (5 lb.)2 (6 lb.)2 - 2(5 lb.)x(6 lb.)
x cos. 120°

2
R
2

= 25 lb.2 + 36 tb.
2 60 lb.

2 (-0.500)

R2 = 91 1b.
R = 9.5 lb.

2.23 Direction of the resultant is calculated by
using the Law of Sines.

R 6 lb.
SIn 0 = UTNT

sin 0 . 0.866 x 6 lb.
g7-11).

Sin 0 = 0.5458
0 m 33.1°

Resultant is 9.5 lb. n 33.1° N.

3. Pcss nut wor%she-Its on corposition of forces and spend re-

rininZ worH.ng on thene. The sheet is to be com-
pleted for homework.

811 22
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Worksheet on composition of Forces.

!..:o?.ve each u2 the 1'0/1min3 by nuking a vector diagrem and

then solve awn mithemarica4y0

1. Yn fcLf; ct n z.x.itnt .1 One Is 13 tbalo the other Is

20 LibuS Mat Is the resultant?

20 The guy vires on a television antenna form sn angle of
600 uith each other. and each is under a temion of 50 Lb .

ge.m wuch Er,rce is pwhing the antenna down?

30 The titre supporting a pictuce forms on angle of 1200 at
the nail erivc_n imlf) th al1 f the tension in the wire

is 24 1h0 him much forcC: IS cinertt2d &taunt on tha

891z7



LESSOU 9 - The Ecluilibrant Force and Resolutions of Forces

1. Review workshtiet on composition of forces.

2 e rquilibrnnt Fotce 1

2.1. Review example from Lesson 7 section 2 of two boys
pulling on a- third boy who is seated in a cher.

2.2 Vuat" would happen if tht ona boy who stepped in to
replace i:he one,: two had exerted his forte in the
opposite direction and the original two had still
beca (`!a motion would occur.)

2.3 r:volve crpi of art equilibrent force.
2.31 A inrce equal in manitude but opposite in direc-

tinn to the resultant force.
2,32 Tha equi15.brant produces the situation of equil-

ibrium.

3. Resolution oR Forces
3.1 The sephrstion of a .single force into

forces acting in-Specific directions,
right arles to each other.

3.2 Applionticim
3.21 Many times it is not convenient to apply the

force in the direction desired so it will, be
applied at an angle.

3.22 Pulling a slid or wagon.
3.23 Pushing ki lawn mower.
3.24 Closing a window with a window pole.

3.3 Determining the size of the component forces.
3.33. The easiest solution is through the-use of the

trignometric functions of "sine and cosine.'
3.32 Example: A boy pulls a lbaded wagon with a

force of 50 lb. If the handle forms en angle
of 400 idth the horizontal, what are the hori-
zontal and vertical components of his force?

MO' comptnent
usually at

(1) Diagram the forces involved.

Fv 6 ./
t;

(2) From the diagram it can be seen that:

sin 40° e2.._..2.F and cos 400 in FH
50 lb. 50 lb.

where rv is the vertical component
horizontal component .
(3) Solutions

Fv .3 50
Fy =3 50

:= 32

lb. x Sin 400
lb. x 0,643
lb.

90 128
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H

is the

FH to 50 lb. x ccs 400
FH tzi 50 lb. x 0.766
FH fa 38 lb.



3.2 Reolvinfr the force of gravitythe incline.
3.21 If an object is plated on an incline, the

met;ht ray be separated into tv.o forbes.
3.211 One actinl parallel to the plane.
3,242 Tile other acting perpendicular to

the plane. (The normal forte.)
3.213 A box T.7eighing 30 lb. is placed on

a 200 incline. Determine the compon--
ents of the weight acting dawn the plane
and into tha plane.

(1)

44 1

where: W is the weight of thc box,-N the
component force perpen U1ar to
the surface of the plet and F
the coitponent force parallel to
the plane.

note: From the geometry Of the diagram
it can be shown 'that the angle of
intline 'and the angle formed by
N and W are equal.

(2) Solution
sin 20° ts F cos 20° 111

F W sin 200
P go 30 lb. x 0.342
F t2 10 lb.

Nen W cOS 200
N1=30 lb.x0.940
Nam 28 lb.

3.22 An interesting illustration is the following:
J.221 A cant used for inclined plane experi-

ments (I-Iall's carriage) is loaded so
that its mass is 1 kg.

3.222 The cart is to be placed on a 300 in-
cline.

3,223 Calculate in the manner of 3.213 the
components of the kg. weight.
P to 500 g., N 866 g.

3.224 Apply neve calounts of force to the cart
in the opposite* direction to which the
components are acting. (Strings bttached
tc the cart 4,-,nd run over pulleys attached
to instrument supports. The forces are
developed by using laboratory weights
hung on the strings.)
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3.225 Since the two applied
del the components of
cart, there should' be
cline. Revove it and
in position.

4. Assignment - 'Joe:sheet on resolution of forces.

forces exactly can-
the weights of the
no need for the in-
the cart remains

or^o^, '10 " r"r! or 1.7"-41t "r"ons

1. Go over in detail the worksheet on Resolution of Forces.

2. As ndditional a:;.d and review have the students present se-
lected* e-zeroices from the clo:oksheets for lessons A a 9 to
the class.

3. Assit,nment - Study for test on forces.

LESSON 11 - fkvla 14athl.ne3 - The Lever

1. Review basic machine concepts as developed in Lessons 3
and 4.
1.1 Purposes of a machine.

1.11 Inernse force.
1.12 Inretlse speed or distance.
1.13 Change direction.

A ma-chine cnnnbt increase the amoulit of work done.
Mechanical Advantage - Ideal, Actual, Methods of
determining, etc.

lever";
Characterimtics-
2.11 A rigid bar which is free to rotate about a

fixed point.
2 .12 Parts of a lever.

20.21 Fulcrum - point about which the bar rotates.
2.122 Effort arm - distance from point of ap-

plication of the effort force to the ful-
crum.

2.123 Resistance arm - distance from point of
application of the resistance force to
the fulcrum.

1.2
1.3

2. The
2.1

.
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Worh.sIleet on P.csolution of Forces.

For each problem make a nate disvan and solve mathematically.
1. A boy puns :a wagon with a force 'of 15 7.b0 If the handle

forms an an37.0 o.2 200 with the ground find the horizontal
and vertical conponeni;s of his force.

2. A force of 30 lb. is 07.ened on a window pole to close
the window. 3:2 the pole fozws xn :ng1e of 15D with the
window it)w much forCe is closing the window and how
much :Ls trying to push the indow out?

3 0 A force of 236 nt acts tI 60°E0 What aro the N end E
cmponents of this force.

4 I 500 lb. box rests oh an itmline which forms an angle of
181' with the ground. What ere the components of the
bog's weight paralle1 and perpendicular to the plane?

5. Row much force ro7111. be needed to hold a 600 lb0 safe on
an inclin hose angle is 12 degrees?



2.124 Diagram

,..C i t ow- .OMI. 1/17: a mow.. /gI

I

r E

where l, is the resistance arm and 1E is
the effart arm.

2.2 Mechanical advantage of a lever.2.21 *.r.f the leve:: is considered weightless and with-
out friction a simple torque analyses can becpplied.
i.e. FR x 1R me FE x. lE

2.22 by algebraic manipulation:

PR

FE 1R

2.23 F:com section 1 it can be seen that the ratio
FR/FE. is the actual mechanical advantage.

2.24 In Factice the two ratios in 2.22 are not
equlvalent but 1S1T, win be larger and' is
referred to as tHe idea1 mechanical advantage.

2,3 C1arscs of lever.
2.33. Fir st class lever..

2.311 The fulcrubi is between the effort and
the resistance.

2.312 Can be used to increase force.
2.3121 When effort' arm is longer then

resistance arm.
2.3122 Examples - ClaV hammer pulling

out-a nail
A pair of tin snips

2,313 Can be used to increabe speed or distance.
2.3131 Where effort arm is shorter than

resistance arm.
2.3132 Example - pair of paper shears.

2.32 Second class lever.
2.321 The resistance is between. the effort

and the fulcrum.
2.322 Used only to multiply force as the ef-

fort arm is always longer than the re-
sibtance arm,

2.323 Examples: wheelbarrow and nutcracker..
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2.33 Third class levar.
2.331 The effort is between the resistance

and the fulcrum.
2.332 Used only to milltiply-speed or distance

as the effbrt atm is always less than
the resistance arm.

2.333 Examples: tweezers and ice tongs.

3. Assigment - Worksheet on levers.

LESSON 12 -

1. Review worksheet on levers.

2. A pulley is a wheel tahich is free to turn about an axle
which is mounted in a frame.

3. Fixed pulley.
3.1 The pulley does not move up or down as the load is

aldVed.
3.2 Diagram

wheel ax le
frame

v:

3.3 Mechanital advantage of the pulley.
3.31 Can ba likened to a lever.

. 3.311 Fulcrum is the axle.
3.312 Since the rope is over the edge Of the

wheel* the effort and reSistance stabs

pre radii of the wheel and nre equal.

3.32 The mechanical advantage'is thus one.

3.33 The 1?til1ey Wined to change direction of the
force but ideally does not change the size of

the force.

4. MOvablo pulley.
4.1 The pulley moves up and dam with the lead. Ohe end

the rope is fixed in place and the load is at-
tached to the frame..
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4.2 Diagram

//1

f5

I*

4.3 Mechsnibal-edvantage of the pulley.
4.31 Can again be likened to a lever.

4.311 The fulcrum is now the point of contact
mdth the fixed rope.

4.312 Effort arm will be the dtameter of the
pulley, while the resistance arm is the
radius Of the pulley.-

4.313 The ideal mechanical advantage is there-
fore two.
4.3131 In order to move the resistance

up a unit distance the effort
force muSt move twice as far.

4.3132 A simple way of determining the
Ia4.A. is by counting the num-
bet.' of ropes supporting the
movable pulley.

5. Pulley combinations.
5.1 Frequoncly refcred to as a block and tackle.
5.2 Consists of several wheels on a common axle in a

single frame.
5.21 Two sets nre used, one fixed and the other

movable.'
5.22 Individual wheels are called sheaves.

5.3 Ideal mechanical advantage is determined by the num-
b& of ropes supporting the movable set.



5.4 ExnmPles: \\\\\\\\\\\

6. Assignment -Worksheet on pulleys.

LESSON 13 - Km2.1eMnch5.nes - Wheel rn& Axle

I. Review worksheet on the pulley.

2. Wheel and axle,
2.1 A'wheel or "crank
2.2 may be conSidered
2.3 Diagram

FR Fv,

d

rigidly" attnched to 'an axle.
n lever with unequal arms.

where: rs is radius of the small
wEeel or axle.
tit is radius of the large
%/Heel or crank.
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(1)

!lame Date

Worksheet Pulley

Betermim for each pulley system the XLAO Resistance
DiotanceD Inputp ilork output and efficiency.

(2)

Sa.

7i1;Cei

Ca: 0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1.1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

g4..)::4-' 000000

(3)

V
20 a ROI)

sicra sez2.0

t4)

V 50 650 lb
. 70 fit

INA u : '.. 0... urso 0 IPA 0000000 DA0 rag 00000 00

sa m ,00l.o.o000 SR m 000.000 SR gm 00.00c,
. ,

Will w., 0 000000 WIN =. 0009,000 V'IN 0,0 00.0 0 0

%UV 00000 W07JT = 0000000 111(11jV 0 0.0 0 00 0

Eff.ra Elf.=0' la 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 Ef.;!0". 0 0.00 000. .

; ;

5. The ram:3.mum effan force that a men can exert is MO lb.
For 01: the gollim:tiag resiatences dzam pull:7 system

c:otad lift that resistance vhout exceedi1i3 the
v-Vort

A) 450 /b.
d) 700 no

b) 900 lb.

e) 500 lb.

99
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c) 300 lb..%



2.4 In one turn of the wheel:
2.41 FE will move down a distance equal to the circum-

ferenco of the large wheel (2firT.)
2.42 FR will move up a distance equal to the cir-

cumference of the moll wheel (217rs)

2.5 Ideal machanical advantage of wheel and axle.
2.51 From general. definition .

IMA fai

2,52 S equals circumference of the latge wheel and
SR equals drcumference of the small wheel.

2.53 So: MA =I 2 rL
2 Tr rs

2.54 Simplifying: IMA es rt
rs

2.6 Applications
2.61 For: gaining force. .

2,611 Steering wheel on a car.
2.612 Crank on lifting device o f a tow truck.
2.613 Vise handles.

2.62 For gaining speed.
2.621 Step-cone pulleys on drill press's.
2.622 Adjusttible diaineter pulley on fan motor

for air circulating system.
2.7 Sample problems.

2.71 What is the ideal mechanical advantage of a
winch which has a handle 30 in. long attached
to a drum 3 in. in diameter?

rLIMA IS where r ay 30 in. and

3 in.rs --2--- (3 in. is the diameter and diametermar)

30 in.so: IMA

INA 12 20

2.72 Two step-cone pulleys are to be used to provide
variable speeds for-a machine tool. Both pul-
leys sets are the same size. The diameters of
the pulleys are 2 in":, 3 in. and 4 in. For
ebch possible combination determine the speed
ratio of driven pulley to the dviving pulley.



.

(1) Possible combinations.
Driving Pulley

2 in.
2 in.
2 in.
3 in.
3 in.
3 in.
4 in.
4 in.

Driven Pulley
2 in.
3 in.
4 in.
2 in.
3 in.
4 in.
3 in.
2 in.

It is obvious that when both diameters are
the same, there is no speed change.

i.e. speed ratio L2 1.

(2) Speed ratio wil1 equal the ratio of the cir-
cumfevence. of the driving pulley to that of
the driven pulley.

C2
i.e. S.R. is

Ci

where: S.R. is the speed ratio, C1 is the
circumference of the driven pulley
and C2 is the circumference of the
driving pulley.

but: C1 ts rdi and C, Trd2 where d is
tlie diameter of the pulley.

so: s.R, d2

di
(3) Solution

Driving Pulley
02).2 in.

2 in.
3 in.
3 in.
4 in.
4 in.

Driven Pulley SA.
(d2)

3 in.
4 in.
2 in.
4 in.
2 in.
3 in.

Obtained by formula.
d2

S&L.n. -
d

°c/1 S °E.
S.R. 12 0.67

3. The differiential pulley.
3.1 A combination of the wheel and axle and a movable pulley.

0.67
0.50
1.50
0.75
2.00
1.33



3.3 For one turn of the large wheel FE Will move a distance
equal to the circumference of the large wheel or
SE t2r 27Tria

3.4 Rope section A will be pulled up an equal distance
(2m:0

3.5 Rope section B will be increasbd by a distance equal
to the circumference of the small wheel (2nt's)

3.6 The rope supporting the movable pulley C will thlis be
shortened by the difference in the two length changes.
(211r7, anrs)

3.7 FR will thus' move up a distance equal to half the
length decreased or SR t:2 1.(211rs)

3.8 Ideal mechanical advantage will equal the ratio of
these two distances.
or IMA

Virt

" 21Trs)

simplifying
IMA " 2rt

rS

4. Assignment - Worksheet on wheel and axle.
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LESSON 14 - Simple Machines - Inclined Plane

IP

I. Check over worksheet on wheel and axle.

2. Ths
2 .1

2.2
2.3

inclihed
A flat surface one end of
other.
USA to lift objects from
Diagram

which is higher than the

one level to another.

/

3 is the length of the plbne
h is the height of the plane
b is the base of the plane
19 is the angle of the incline

2.4 In lesson 9 Lection 3.2 the basic principles of the
inclined plane were deVeloped.
2.41 By Mbving the load through a distance 1 it can

be raibed to a height h.
2.42 The plane supports part of the weight so the ef-

fort needed is ohly that' tb overcome the com-

ponent which is acting parbllel to 1.
2.43 It wi3s shown in lesson* 9 part 3.2 that the force

down the plane was equal to the weight times
the sin 9.

2.44 The sin 9 is equal to the ratio of h to 1.
2.45 So: F = W x h

or: Fx ItaWxh

2.5 The purpose bf the inclined plane is thus to lift a
Oeight-W to a height h by exerting a force r through
a distance 1.

2.6 F:44:1m 2.45 the following can be evolved:

W 1
2.61 TE, re

J: J.%

2.62 In ac.019l experibnce' these two ratios will not
be evunl as the actua1 value for F will include
thm .i.carce' necessary to overnome frlction.'

2.63 T1...6 l/h ratio will provide the ideal mechanical
advantage.
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3, Sample problem.
3.1 A 500 lb. safe is rolled up s plank 15 ft. long' to a

pl.lt-.7.17rn 3 ft, h-3.0 Want in tile IMA of the p1.-Ine?

15
3 ft.

.ioo us. oloolos..... So 6.

Os o

= 5

3.2 Neglectini; friction, how much force would be needed?
if thore is no friction INA ti AMA

1,7
(Ind = 1MA

500 lb.so: --17-"= a
500 Ib.

F

F =A 100 110.

3.3 If the force necessary was actually 125 lb., what is
the AMA of the plane?

500 lb.
AMA ' 123'167

AMA as 4
Os

3.4 How much work was put into the machine?
Win ms FE x SE which for the inclined plane becomes:

WintsFx 1
. so: Win fts 125 lb. x 15 ft.

... Win

3.5 What is the
Wout t= FR

so: Wout =

3.6 What
EU.

Eff,
Eff. 1E2 80%

1875 ft.-lb.
work output?
sit which for the inclined plane becomes

Wout W x11

500 lb. x 3 ft.

Os

Wout ts 1500 ft.-lb.
O.

is the efficiency of this machine?
W t
w2:

1500
1875

x 100%

ft.-11). x 100%

4. Assignment Worksheet on inclined plane.
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Date

T.?. 'Physics Worksheet - Itnc1:41ed Plane

VA!

.

Factxt:s iti .......elationship to seneral teraw.

7:11 LT,

Con:2101;e f.7-).:t up Thts rzd s*lve oil a zeparate
O. - place killsmrs l ,sp2ropriate syaces.

a . .......4 .aarso ..

il 1 h
a
i, 2 ft.Ii.1 ..... t. 4,

!re....1110110WIWPWafteSIBIO.L., noMMIkapbt

Iwo. es.. . . m.ram.x. ...

V
4,.

...v.... :-.1. ,..v.,...,mure .:=.

125 lb.
yoUffm./Wfallailftra.8.6111.1171M101.0*

.. 4.....r. a ai ..a

-ori3

r...w.7:4t.rx.x.alamms,

50 Th.
Mr SVILAW

.....s.. .....

Ea
-+NSEMSitriteiVar.40"SillinilftlEMEREMNIMAllird

An.. os

l:DIA

.....AMM a ^alb

Work
al al

11w:it
"

E.,...41ficientss'
waterdumeaka. -

.

il 8 gt. I 2. it.
:

1

.....aamor~wl:armiw.a.800.111111111. .........r.ftamPLOOMPAISA4

ill 1.0 gt 0 1 2 :gt. 300 1b.
...1.104Thrtrorgboar.,..efr v Arra.1..101.1~1,10A,

i 70 lb.
as/NanaglaIell.a./

11101.111111111

1
MINIIMINIIIIMIIIII0111111111

...117MMIMI.Ped...0.0e1W, .041.111.04

A
.,., ot ....

1 5 L.1.0 360 lb.
..01...........mirrea SWolNIMIGUINIODARIMmereselMe444111.111M011.nellii

12 f.t. F.50 M.
r.ose.4.11/024-taar javel.sei.....esIMAINOMI. !..1.1..01.~.1.1.

.SISIMS11111

90 tb.

75 lb o

10101101

5
.1.

3
411

AMISIORMIMOK

On a seEn.ntate sheet o2 paper set up a diagram of each probleza
and solve it :In a neat and ortierLy manner.

10 A 250 14b0 Narrel is rolleti up a plank 8 ft0 long into a
f:3:tack 4 ft. Mgh. Row much or2fort is required if friction is
neglect:ad?.

20 A roam can mixt a gerce of 100 lb0 and has to load a 300 lb.
wel,ght :thto a =Lie% 3 gt. high. Bow lpng a plank will' he need
if' the :kr:Lotion ainitated by using rollers?

3. A yacht relehing 2 tons :1..s to be lóaded into a truck 4 ft0 high
by moans of planIts 20 It. long. Beglecting 'friction() uhat force
roust be mortad parallol to the planks in oiedor to move the yacht?

4.; An Inclined pl3ne 15 ft0 long is needed to raise a 1000 lb0
veight onto a platform uith an effoTt a 200 lb0 neglecting
trictienv how high is the platform? t

5. Assuraing no griction, how heavy 'a safe can be leaded into a
tillcit 5 high by un effort of 500 lb0 if a set of planks 20
ft. long ae used?

.;
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LES= 15 - Simple Machines - The Wedge and Screw.

Ins

1. Review wrksheet on inclined plane.

2. The Wedge
2.1 An npplicntion of the* inclined plane.

2.11 The inclined plane generally is a fixed machine.
2.12 The wedge is a movable inclined plane.

2.2 EZfo;:t force is applied to the vertical edge of the
wedge.

2.3 Ef .j2c:et. dIztance fiesccm:.,s the length of the base.
2.4 Rosistanca fovea and resistance distance are still

the-same,
2.5 Iden1 mechanical advantage of the wedge is the ratio

of the bare 1%) the height.
i.e. INA = 0

2.6 The efficiency of the wedge is generally low as there
is a considerable amount of friction involved.

2.7 Applications of a wedge.
2.71 As a separating device.

2.711 Splitting logs.
2.712 Tteth on saw blade.
2.713 An axe.

2.72 As a holding device.
2.721 Simnie door stop.
2.722 Quoines for holding printing type in

the frame.
2.723 Taper pins for holding wheels on shafts.

3. Screw
3.1 Basically an inclined plane which has been wound

around a cylinder.
3.2 Pitch of a screw.

3.21 The dintance between the threads.
3.22 The distance the screw will move in one com-

plete turn.

3.3 Mechanical advantage of a screw.
3.31 Resistance distance will be the pitch of the

screw.
3.32 Effart dist-ance will be the circumference of

the circle around which the effort farce will
move

3.33 Example: 'A lack screw has a pitch of 0.25 in. .

and the' handle is 18 in. long. What is the ntA?

1.46
108



(1) Diagram

(2) SE 21718 in.
SR ta 0.25 in.

SE(3) fl1A =
SR
27718 in.
15723"-iri7

IMA el 450

3.4 Efficier,cy of a screw.
3.41 There is a lot of friction involved due to the

amount of surface in contact and the large re-
sistance force.

3.42 Thu efficiency is generally low but is offset
by the high mechanical advantage.

3.5 Uses of a screw.
3.51 Transmitting motion.

3.511 Can change circular motion to linear
motion.

3.512 For every turn of the screw a linear
motion equal to the pitch is produced.

3.513 Used as lead and feed screw machine
tools.

3.52 Making adjustments and measurements.
a 3.521 Since the large turning radius can pro-

duce a small linear motion the screw is
useful in mnking fine adjustments.

3.522 Screws are used for leveling instruments,
adjusting maasuring devices, etc.

3.523 If a graduated collar is attached to the
screw it can be used for fine measurements.

3.524 Screws are used in this manner in micro-
meters and various other measuring de-
vices on mnchine tools.

1.47
109



3.53 As faotening devibes
3.531 Screw thread can act as a wedge and thus

provide a high degree of holding power.
3.532 Wood screws-provide-much* greater holding

power than an brdinary nail.
3.533 Machine bolts are widely used for many

holding jobs.
..

3.54 Trans!aitting force with a screw.'
3.541 The jackscrew in 3.33 is an explanation

of this uco:
3.542 Jackocrews nre used in many areas.

3.5421 Certain types of automotive jacks.
3.5422 Innvy duty jacks for lifting

large loads such as buildings.

4. Assignment -Worksheet on the wedge and screw.

1111

LESSON 16 - Gears nnd Gear Trains

1, Review worksheet on wedge and screw.

2. Whit are gears?
2.1 Rotating cylinders on cones with projecting teeth

that me6h with one another so that there is a posi-
tive drive.

2.2 Types of gears.
2.21 Spur

2.211 Cylinders with teeth on their surfaces.
2.212 Used to drive shafts in parallel.

2.22 Bevel gears.
2.221 Cones with teeth' on their sbrfaces.
2.222 Used to drive shafts at an angle to

each other, generally at right angles.

2.23 Helical gears.
2.231 Similat to spur-gears.
2.232 Teeth bre not parallel with the shaft.
2.233 Teeth are in the form of a helix across

the surface'.
2.234 May be operated at any angle to each other.

2.24 Worm gear.
.

.

2.241 A screw gear meshed with a larger cylin-
drical type-gear.

2.242 The shafts are at right angles.
2.243 There is a tremendous spec& reduction

and consequently high increase in force.

1
110
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ar.e../.1111.0110..ftelMIN.
Date

Wozkshe:ot TJedge and $crect

logs is 8 in: long end ooe inch
chica t:to cfLi.car.ocy ges 40% lar...0 ralch lozce Emit be applied

fo..cc:a GR 200 I',30?

2u VTA: cun be e=7eted by a Irate 7 in, long and 1.5
n5:ft x.c.,:.ce a:SO Xbu Is uppltGd kmd the

c..:jaclet.2nc.y ZO'4?

7:11.7i: egfmt ut the end of kin, 6.1=24 in.-Long is
nry.ec!,,%a Ibv '14.4%ht bymedna.oi: jiack

a lAtch x.4. 45 j1 ictinn viestecteca

4, m vich L. Mita by an efEart 5 lb. applied
:ifiete 01.1d : he..incilu 18 in. /mg tho pitch of

the Se.i.76:1, threw) L. :,50 J1.10 nd the eat is 60%

50 Erx.7 hul aOXt needed to lift one comer of a
veighina 5 tons by caelns of a jackscreact with a 025

;.A.3 efforit 4:): 50 lb is careened and the efficiency

6. Mtat In the pitch a jackecrew vhich can lift a 2 ten
ulth Lin eav.7t e 7.97 lb0 applied at the end of a

d 20 in. lima? NITIO.ency is 30X0
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3. Purposes of gears.
3.1 Transmit rotary motion. .

3.11 Pulleys and belts can accomplish
purpose.

3.12 Gear is better because the teeth

3.2 Change directicn of rotary motion.
3,21 With tt10 gears in mesh the driven gear rotates

in the opposite directibn to the driver.

a similar
prevent slipping.

-...... iilt:-.
if

Driver Driven
\-......X \-........-"r

3,22 An intermediate gear placed between the tho will
result in driven gear now moving in the same
direction as the driver.

Driver . k ) Driven

Inter-
mediate

3.23 A second intermediate gear-placed in the line
will result in the driven again running Op-
posite to the driver.

%-% A -..,15%
1 N,

. 1% )VDriver a )
.4ip.

Intermodiates

Driven

3.24 In general
3.241 Odd number of intermediate gebrs--

driver and driven rotate in same direc-
tion.

3.242 Even number of intermediate gears--
driven rotates in the opposite direc-
tion to the driver.

3.3 Change speed
3.31 If" the nuMber of teeth in the two gears are

not the same, the speed of the two gears will
be different.
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3.311 More teeth in driver than driven, the
driven gear will move faster.
example:

Driver /
36 Teeth 1

\\t--

Driven
12 Teeth

Th one turn there are 36 teeth to con-
tact with the driven gear, and" therefore
36 contacts with the driven gear must
also be rSade. For this to happens the
driven gear must turn thtee times so it
will rotate three times as fast.

3.312 Morc teeth in the driven than the driver
gear.
example:

Driver
12 Teeth.h,

)Driven
36 Teeth

One turn of the drives causes a contact
of 12 teeth with the driven. The driven
gear will only turn one-third of a turn
so the speed of the driver is reduced by
a third .

3.32 S eed ratio of a gear set.
3,321 The speed of the driven gear is directly

dependent upon the tooth ratio of the
driver to driven gear.

3.322 Formula

V.R. 1 tD - =

V2 t2
where VR is the speed ratio, V1 is
the speed of the driver, V2 the speed
of the driven, t1 the number of teeth
in the driver, t2 the number of teeth
in the driven.
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ZI 3.323 Examples
3.3231 What is the speed ratio of a 58

toOth gear driving a 24 tooth
gear?

58
V .12 . a -2-4

= 2.5

3.3232 What is the speed ratio of a 36
tooth gear driving a 90 tooth
gear?

36
V .R . =

V.R. = 0.4.

3.324 For a gear train (more than two gears
in mesh) the total speed ratio equals
the product of the individual gear
ratios.
Example: Four gears axe in mash, the

driver ha's 36 teeth, the first
intermediate has 18 teeth, the
second' intermediate has 24
teeth and the driven gear has
413 teeth. What is the speed
ratio?

V.R. between driven and first
36

intermediate

V.R. between first and second

18=
intermediate =

V.R. between second intermediate

and driven =

36 x 18 24
Total VA. =

x

V.R. 0.75

3.325 The speed ratio of a gear set is also
known as the mechanical advantage of
speed.

3.4 Change Force
3.41 If the driven gear has-more teeth than the

driver the mechanical advantage of speed is
less than one.

.

3.42 If this is true then-the methanical advantage
of force muat be greater than one.

114
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3.43 Formula: MA
t2=

F t1
where MAF is the mechanical advantage of force
t2 is the number of teeth in the driven gear and
ti is the number of teeth in the driver.

3.44 Example: A driver gear has 18 teeth while the
driven gear has 45 teeth, what is the MAE?

45
MAF 378.

MA F Mi 2.5

4. Applications - Use wall charts of an automobile transmission
and differential to identify types of gears and their purposes.

5. Assignmnt - Worksheet on gears and gear trains.

JESSON 17 - Compcardyachines and Review of all Simple Machines

1. Review worksheet on gears.

2. Compound machines
2.1 Most machines are a combination of one or more simple

machines.
2.2 The combination will result in an even higher mechani-

cal advantage.
2.3 Enmple: A winch in the front of a truck bed may be

used to move a heavy load up a plank into the truck.
The winch is a wheel and axle; while the plank is
an inclined plane.

Mechanical advantage of a compound machine.
3.1 The total mechanical advantage equals the product of

the individual mechanical advantages of the simple
machines which make up the compound machine.

3.2 If the machine combination in 2.3 had an MAF for the
inclined plane of 3 and for the winch 8 then the total
MA

F =:= 3 x 8 or 24.

4. Pass out and discuds summary sheets for simple machines.
5. Assignment - Study summary sheet and complete worksheet on

compound machines.

LESSON 18 - Friction

1. Review worksheet on compound machines.
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Name.
Date

Worksheet - Compound' lIachines

lazge zafe teighl.ng 2400 lb0 is pulled up an incline
1,

1.2 ft-. long and evee ft. 1-41.173. by ceans of a b4oca.z-ld tc
If: dm ef.Zo::::Z gouce cf WO lb0 is used and friction is

rieglectcri uhat is the combEted :LA of.. the machine? What is
the i-ZA cf- th e. bled: arid tackle? EVike a sk(atch of tho set
up.
2. A 1200 Th4 boat ts loaded into a traile by too feet high
b7 mezno elffht foet 1on3 mad a thittuch whose drum is
3 la. :tn clzci the hondle 1..s 16 in0 long. n the system.
is CO% ea:I-v.:tint how much egi7cre force is.required? Hake a
.4:etch og the

(b)

s

eadh diagc4.Nm determine the requested values.

asamiaz-warsaismsanommawass

1800 lb,

Rev: 3 em.

181

SE si 32 ft.
00.00000 000

111.57

TIT a3

Effte:

0,000000 000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TM so 00 0 000 000

.60 f41:0 0 0

SE ga g000b00000

0 o. 00000000

WOW' o 0 00000

0 0000 0 410 0



2. Introduce concept of friction.
2.1 Use the low friction air puck distributed by Edmund

Scientific,
2.2 Try sliding it across the table before inflating

balloon (will nbt move very far)
2.3 Inflate balloon and then try pushing It. (Ittain

move very easily, not stopping until it runs into
something or reaches the end of the table.)

2.4 Other situations where little or no friction is ex-
perienced.
2.41 Ice on sidewalks and roads.
2.42 Holding a bar of wet soap.
2.43 Highly waxed floors.

3. Definition of friction - The opposition to the movement of
one object over another.

4. Causes-of friction.
4.1 Cause is not fully understood but there are several

theoties.
4.2 Surface irregulautus. .

4.21 Uneven surfaces uhen rubbed together'have a
tendency to interlock, resulting in an opposi-
tion to the rubbing.

4.22 Very highly polished surfabes experience an
increase rather than decrease in friction.

4.3 Other factors.-
4.31 Electrical forces .

4.32 Adhesion between the molecules of the two materials.

5. Importance of friction.
5.1 Friction is beneficial.

5.11 For movement .

5.111 Between tires on an automobile and the
road.

5.112 Between the foot and the sidewalk.

5.12 For maintaining position.
5.121 Screws and nail's in wood.
5.122 Knots in ropes and string.

5.13 For stopping motion - brakes on an automobile.

5.2 Friction ie a hindrance.
5.21 Moving parts in a machine.
5.22 Wear on tires and shoe soles.

6. Types of friction.
6.1 Starting friction7- the friction force that has to

be-over-come to start the object moving is higher
than that needed to keep it in motion.

6.2 Sliding friction.
6.21 The frictional force that has to-be overcome

to keep one object sliding over another.

120
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6.22 Factors
6.221 The direction of the force is parallel

to surfaces which are in cohtact and
opposite in direction to that of the
motibn.

6.222 The amount of the.fbrce-is dependent upon
the force pushing the surfaces together.
(Norimal force)

6.223 The amount of force'is dependent-upan
the types of Materials and the nature
of their surfaces.

6.224 Within the range of medium speeds there
is little effect of speed upon the.force
of friction.

6.225 The area of contact has very little ef-
fect upon the force of friction.

11 dim

6.3 Rolling friction.
6.31 It-is easier to roll one object over another

than to slide.
6.32 For steel the force of rolling friction may be

as much as 0.001 of the sliding fricion between
the twO pieces of steel.

7. Coefficient of.sliding frictioh.
7.1 The ratio of the forbe necessary to overcome 'sliding

friction to the normal force for two particular
surface which are in contact.

7.2 Represented by the Greek letter Mu gAt)
7.3 Equation:

where: /, is the coefficent of sliding friction.
f is the force needed to overcome sliding

friction
N is the force pushing the surfaces together.

7.4 Examples.:
7.41 What is the-coefficient of friction between a

75 lb4 box and the floor if a force of 15 lb.
is needed to slide it across the floor?

4iHigt

0.20

7.42 How mudh force is needed to slide a 150 lb.
box across the floor if the coefficient of
sliding friction between the box and the
floor is 0.30?

0.30 = lb.

f = 150 lb. x 0.30

f = 45 lb.

121 159



8. Reducing friction.
8.1 Using beemings

8.11 Polished bearings The two surfaces in contact
ate machined and polished to smooth surface.

8.12 Zell and roller bearings;
8.121 Make use of the fact that rolling fric-

tion is less thah slidin?. friction.

8.122 Roller"bearings are desi;able where
the load- is high a's they offer' a
larger surface area than the ball bear-
ings.

8.2 Anti-frictioh materials.
8.21 Sc:.a v.atorial combinations offer less fric-

tica thzi others,
8.22 A bixture of lead and-antimohy is used on con-

) necting rod bearings as it has a law friction
coefficient with steel.

8.23 Hylcn ahd teiloh bearings are used in many
small machine parts.

8.3 Lubrication
8.31 Reduce friction by coating the surfaces bith

a thin film over which the partg slide easily.

8.32 Chavacteristibs of a good lubricant
8.321 Must have-sufficient-body to stand up

on the road and operating conditions
of the machine.

8.322 M-ust flat4 freely enough to keep the
parts coated with thin MM.

8.323 Should be of such a chemical "Composition
to prevent corrosion of the parts.

"
I

9. Assignment - Study notes and prepare for a test on machines.
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Experiment9 - BOYLE'S LAW

Purpose of experiment
To study irigFEIgtionship between the pressure applied to

a gas and the volume of the gas.

Apparntus
BO-5717's law apparatus and a mercurial barometer.

Procedure

PreSsure is applied to n gns sample by raising the open tube
of the apparatus. The total pressure on the gas is found by
adding the difference in mercury levels in the apparatus to the
barometer reading.

Ten trials are made with different amounts of pressure.

A graph.will be plotted using the volume values on the y-axis
and the pressure values on the x-axis.

Data

Height of the closed arm cm. cm.Barometer reading

Trial Nbrcury
level in
closed
arm
(cm)

Voluble
of gps

(cm)

Nbrcury
level in
open
arm
(cm)

Difference
in mercury
levels

(cm)

Pressure
on gas

(cm)

Pressure-
volume
product

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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BOYLE'S LA - Page 2

Questions

1. What is the shape of the graph of the data from this experiment?

2. How do the pressure-volume products compare with each other?

3. From the answers to question #1 and #2, whet relationship

exists betcen the volume of a gas and the pressure exerted

upon the gas?

PNYr IM1.10111111W
4. As the pressure increases on a gas what happens to the den-

sity of the gas? +111MMEMIIMIM

Explain

162
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Name Date *submitted

Experiment 10 COMPOSITION OF FORCES'

Purpose of ex eriment
1. To finr t Tequilibrant of .two forces acting at an angle

to each other.
2. To compare the equilibrant with the resultant of the two

forces.
_

Apparatusght hmgers, 2 sets of slotted weights, string, 2 single
pulleys, 2 inotrument rods, cross arm for instrument rods, 2.
clamps for cross arm, 2 collar hooks, protractor and ruler.

J

Procedir:e
----LoThTi are tied in each end of the string and a large loop
tied in the middle of the string. The string is threaded through
the tuo pulleys which are hung from the collar hooks on the cross
arm. 250 grams are hung on one end of the string and 400 grams
on the other end. Weights are then added to the loop in the
middle of the string until the string forms a right angle. The
angle between this downward weight and each section of the string
is carefully measured with the protractor.

A vector diagram is then drawn to scale of the three forces.
The resultant of the two original forces is constructed, measured
and then compared with the value and direction of the third force.

Data

Force A 250 g equals oz. /AOB equals 90°

Force B 400 g equals oz. /AOC equals °

Force C j equals oz. /BOC equals

Resultant of forces A and B equals oz.

Angle between force A and resultant equals

Questions

1. How does the value for the resultant compare with the ex-
perimental equilibrant force C?

2. Mathematically calculate the size and direction of the re-
sultant. Show your method of doing this in a smooth form.

126
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a

a

a

B

Name Table arli "Xte
Partner It..%structor's Approval

F.iperiment qio COMPOSITTON OF nytas ORIGINAL DATA MKT

Force A 250g equals _oz. AOB equals 900

Force B 1400g equals - oz. MC equals
Force C g equals L BOO .

Resultant of forces A and B equals oz.
Anglo betvreen force A and resultant equals o

VECTOR DIAGRAM OF TIM FACES
;

1,27
165



Name
Date submitted

Experimentll THE LEVER

Pprposepf.exnetiment
To study the three classes of levers.

-Neter stick, 3 knife edge clamps, hangers for clamps, spting

balance, weight hanger and slotted weights, 2 instrument rods,

cross nrm, 2 cross arm claalps, and a collar hook.

Procedure

Part 1 - First class lever .

The mter stick is hung from its center of gravity. A re-

sistance load of one kilogrhm is hung ten inches from the ful-

crum. The third clamp is fasteneti 15 inches from the opposite

side of the Yulcrum and the,spring balance is used to find the

force necessay to left the load.

A second trial is made with the resistance at a greater dis-

tance from the fulcrum than ehe effort force.

Efficiency 'of the lever can by calculated froM the ratio of

the actual mechanical advantage to the ideal mechanical advantage

multiplying this answer by 100%.

Part 2 - Second class lever
In this partion of the experiment the fulcrum is moved to

the ten inch mark on the meter stick. The resistance of one

kilogram is hung from the 20 inch mark and the effort.is applied

upward at the 30 inch mark.

For a second trial place the resistance at the 25 inch mark,

keeping the effort and fulcrum positions the same.

Part 3 - Third class levet
The procedure is similar to that for the second class lever.

The-fulcrum remains in the same position. The effort is applied

upward at the 20 inch mark and the resistance at the 25 inch mark.

For a second trial the effort is applied at the 25 inch mark

and the resistance at the 30 inch mark.

166
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THE LEVER Page 2

Data

Class Trial
E

(oz. )

F

(oz.' )

E

n.

LR

(in. )

DIA

1 /1

AMA

Fpit/F

Efficiencyt.
.i

%
!

First'
.

2
:

......_

Second
1

ebOu

2

.-------

Third

AIIIMWAIIIMMINININI=11=10

1
.

9
4,

Questions

1. Under what conditions will a first class lever have a me-

chanical advantage:

a, Greater than one?

b. Less than one?

41700.1

11.11111.111.111111ZSMENNIPIIIMI

2. Why is the mechanical advantage of the second class lever
.

alwrTs 'greater than one?

V. =ma..........=
3. Why is the mechanical advantage of the third class lever

always less than one?

4. For each of the following lover classifications give two

tools in your shop which are applications of this lever type.

a. First class M.A. greater than one.

129
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THE LEVER 7 Page 2

b. First class with 14. A. less than one.

c. Second elasS

d. Third class

1168
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Name Date submitted

Experiment 12 - THE PULLEY

punnepf ex2erimert
To sea-di-the mecEanical advantage and efficiency of pulley

systems.

Apparatus
2 single pulleys, 2 double pulleys, 2 triple pulleys, string,

2 weight hangers and slotted meights, meter stick, 2 instrument

rods, cross arm, 2 cross arm clamps and 2 collar hooks.

Procedure
Puiiey syc3tems with ideal mechanical advantages from one

to six are to be set up. For each system a resistance load

of one kilozram will be used. The effort needed to raise the

load will be laeasured by applying weights to weight hanger

until the resistance moves upward at a uniform rate. The

meter stick is used to measure the effort and resistance dis-

tances.

Efficiency is calculated from the ratio of the work output

to the work input and miltiplying this result by 1on.

Data

Ideal FR

z.)

F

( .) (in.) (in.)

Work
output
V xSR R

Work input

F xE SE

Efficiency
.

7.

2

3

4

5

6
-____,.____,

-

...

9112atima

1. What is a quick easy way of determing the ideal mechanical

advantage of a pulley system?

IWO



THE PULLEY - Page 2

2. What should happen to the afficiency of a pulley system as

the mechanical advantage is increased?

Explain

3. What are two practical applications of a.single fixed pulley?

a.

b.

4. What are three possible used of a pulley system in your
shop area?

a.

b.

C.

5. A 300 pound motor block has to be lifted out of an auto-

mobile. The maximum amount of force that can be exerted is

100 pounds. What should be the ideal mechanical advantage of

a pulley system which could be used to lift this motor without

exceeding the 100 lb.?

In the space below sketch a diagram of the pulley system frr
this problem.
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Experiment 13 - THE INCLINED PLLNE

Purpose of ex2primcnt-
To siA7337tErEEENanical advantage and efficiency of the

inclined plane.

Ap.asItus
Inc-fined plane, instrumpnt rod, right- angle clamp, 12 indh

flexefrnme !NA, Hall's carringe,, weight hangeri set of weights,

string, meor stick., and a'-triple beam balance'.

Procedure

The higher end of the plane is supported by the flexaframe rod

which Is clamped with the right angle clamp.to.the instrument

rod. The weight of the car is foUnd With- the balance. 'The string

attached to the car is placed on the pulley on the inclined plane

end the weight hanger attachedto the end of the.string. .The ef-

fart force ls found by the amount of weight needed to pull the..

car up the plane at a slow uniform speed.

..Three trials are to be .mIde, the first with the empty car,
the second with a 500 gram load in the car and the third-with .

thedsape load ap the second but with the plane Set at a dif7

fe=ent height.

Data

Trial 1 2

Length of plane (in.)

Height of plane (in.)

I .M.A
0/.,=

01.11.10.111111011

41.1010100

Effort farce (oz.)..............."0;1.1.. "Vb
Resistance force (oz.)

M111.1.01.W.110

Onapame

..140/.1011.1.1.0.10/ OOMPr
A .1'4 . i1

................_...............0.sw.aNs.ftwegMbeNew~101.~00.0.
/...lor

Uork output (oz.-in.).......V/ ...1111Yea,t weamaawa

Work input (oz.-in.)

Efficiency ()
.........../ S. Om.. oft es.... PP foe P, A. wi Ow ft WA OW 11....0100

....wt..

173
35
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THE INCLINED PLANE - Page 2

Questions

1. What effect does increasing the height of the plane have

on the mechanical advantage?

2. If the Car was part of the machine instead of part of the

resistance, whet effect would this have on the efficiency of

the machine?

Explain

MIONNIIII=.1=0.1110

3. What are two applications of the inclined plane commonly

found Lround the home?

a.

b.

4. Whnt are two applications of the inclined plane in your

shop mcea?

a.
b.
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Experiment 14- SLIDING FRICTION .

Purpose of experiment
To study the cfrects of normal force and surface area upon

the force of sliding friction.
Apprirtis

WoodThlock 3" X 2" x inclind plane board for friction
surface, spring balarice, set of weights and meter stick.

Procelure---TiF-Uoight: of the block is measured with the spring balance
and the area determitied for each surface with the meter stick.
The block is then placed with the largest surface down on one
end of the friction surface. The block is then pulled at a
slow unifonn speed across the surface with the spring balance.
The force required to move the block at this rate is recorded
as the force of friction. Three additional trials are made
with weight added to the block to change the normal force.

Two more sets of trials are to b'e made using the same nor-
mal forces but different surface areas of the block.

The coefficient of friction for each trial will be calculated
by dividing the force of friction by the normal force.

Data
dip fin

Surface, area
01.9

Trial Normal force(oz.)
Force of friction

(op..)
Coefficient
of Friction

3.

2

3

4

1

2

3

1

2

3

4
_
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SLIDING FRICTION - Page 2

1. How do the values for the coefficient of friction far the

various trials compare with one another?

4.leamon

2. What effect does the normal force have on the force ofsliding friction?

3. !That effect does the surface area have on the force of
sliding friction?

4. Give two examples where friction is helpful in your shop course.
a .

b.

5. Give two examples where friction is not desirable in yourshop course.

a

b.
111.11111.0.11.11

6. How do you attempt to overcome the friction in the examplesgiven in #5?

a
b.
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LESFON 1 - Introduction to Static Electricit

1, Discuss and list situations there the students have en-
counteted static electric charges.
1.1 Walking a-cross a rug and touching a light switch.
1.2 Combing hair.
1.3 Sliding 'across a car beat. _ ..

.
..

1.4 Rubbing an inflatbd balloon on a sweater than having
it stick to the wall.

2. Static electricity is an old, well known phenomena.
2.1 ThIcs

2.11 A wise man of ancient Grecee..
2.12 Observed about 600 B.C. thet amber, when rubbed

vith wool would attract small bits of wood
shavings.

2.2 William Gilbert (1540 - 1603)
2.21 Discovered that thaterials other than amber would .

produce similar affects.
2.22 Credited with naming thd phenomena electricity

from the Greek work for amber, elektron.

3. Types of electric charge.
3.1 Rub a herd rubber rod with fur and bting it near

a euGpended pith ball, note the attraction (doalt
allot; contact)

3.2 Repeat with a glats rod rubbed with silk, note the
similarity bf behavior.

3.3 Repeat 3.1 allowing the pith ball to touch the rod--
the ball will then be repelled and will be repelled
by any charged rubber tod.

3.4 B:Ang the grass tod near the pith ball ahd note that
it is again attracted until contact is made and then
repelled.

3.5 Evolve from the demonstration that* there seem to be
two different kinds of electric charge.
3.51 Hard rubbet when rubbed with fur becomes neg-

atively charged.
3.52 Grass when rubbed with silk becomes positively

charged.

3.6 First 10o of electrostatic-a - objects with similar
electrical charges repel* each7 other while objects
with unlike charges attract each other.

4. Electrification and the structure of matter.
4.1 Briefly'review the basic concepts of the structure

of. the atom-.
4.2 What is an atom?'

4.21 Smallest particle into which a chemical element
can ba dividcd.

4.22 Over 100 different types of atoms.
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4.3 Structure of the atom.
4.31 Nucleus

4.311 Dense central portion of atod.
4.312 Contains most of the atom's mass.
4.313 Particles

4.3131 Protons - positively charged
particles.

4.3132 Neutrons - neutrallY charged
particles.

4.32 Electt:on cloud.
4.321 Occupy space around nucleus.'
4.322 Cohtains the electrons - negatively

charged partibles.
4.323 In a neutral atom the number of elec-

trons is the same as the number of pro-
tons.

4.4 Electrification is dependent upon the elect:on-proton
ra
4.41 Positively chbrged - fewer electrons than protons.
4.42 Negatively chtfrged - more electrons than protons.
4.43 Since protons are held within the nticleus of

the atom electrification is brought about by
the movement of electrons.

5. Production of static electricity.
5.1 Static electricity - electricity at rest.
5.2 Most static 'charge is developed by friction.

5.21 The hbat produced by the friction is sufficient
to enable some eleetrons to leave the atoms.

5.22 Some objects have a greater attraction' for these
free electrons and they become the negatively
Charged bodies.

5.23 The ones with a less attraction become positively
charged.
5.231 With the fur and rdbber - fur becomes

positive, rubber negative.
5.232 With the silk and glass - silk becomes

negative, glass becomes positive.

6. Assignment - Study notes and write up definitions of new
terms.

LESSON 2 - Static Electrtatx.

1. Quiz on material covered in Lesson 1.

2. Transfer of electric charges.
2.1 By contact.

2.11 Some of excess charge moves to the neutral body
until charge concentration is the same on ooth
bodies.

1.42 181
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Quiz for Lesson 1

En tlx... cmt,:e..re f_2:7,2ceLi orite Cm-M.:air the following statements
anvv tvLIti m. .J.:alc:7!..

1, SatIc elet7triety 1.1:. fixst obuerved by William Gilbert.. 1. 41400040

ri2 0 nen L vabbzr rod is rubbed ith fur ttle 2ir becomos nag-ati73 ly c'on -:rl., 2.. ........
a3. Pro'zcias nrIc1 neutron5 641.V. found in the nacleus a on atom. 3. .. 00000 .

4.. 4 e,;ev,..3 ral (2ev:i1.ory:J 4 poilitive cbarge v:lasn iubbec.7 with
(3:7..i.k , 4. .040.0004

5, O'bjc!cts witb. tha same electric charge repel each other. 50 oonoc000n

a6. Objects with a nugativa chirp have a deficiency of
electrons. 64 "......

D7y Static electricity is generated by friction, 7, 00000400

8; Protcns crery a negative clectvical chgrge. 8, 00044000
-1

9, Objects ith unlike charges repel each other. 9,0 00000041

10, rilectrcns carry a neigative electrical charge, 10, 00400/00
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2.12 The chbrged body will have the same sign as

the charging body.

2.2 By induction.
2.21 Chbrging body.does not touch the object to be

charged.
2.22 If the charging body is.negative it causes'

some electrons to be repelled in the neutral
body tb the portion of the body farthest from
the chargimg body.

2.23 If the electrons are allowed to run off (by
grounding) the object will then have a positive
charge.

2,24 With a positive charging body the electrons will
be attracted and grounding will allow additional
electrons to flaw into the object.

2.25 An object chaged by induction has a charge op-
ppsite in sign to the charging body.

3. Discharging a charged body.
3.1 By grounding (contact).

3.11 Object-is connected to the earth.
3.12 Earth acts as an unlimited source or receiver

of electrons.
3.13 If object is negatively charged excess electrons

will move into the ground.'
3.14 If object is positively charged electrons will

be drawn from the ground.

3.2 By electric aro.
3.21 If charge concentratioh is high enough it will

cause the surrOunding air to be ionized.
3.22 Iohized air is a good carrier of charge so the

01ft:ego will jump in the form of a spark or arc.

3.23 Charge concentration must be very high for this

to occur..
4. Movement of charge.

4.1 Electric current.
4.11 Idsolids the electrons are the movable charges.

4.12 Charge will rove between two points if there
is an unbalance of charge between these points.

4.13 Direction of the motion since electrons are the
carriers w1M. be ftom negative to positive.

4.14 Tha movement of charge is called an electric
current.

4.2 Conductors and insulators.
4.21 Support a metal red and 'a glass rod on insulated

stands with one end of each nmar a suspended
pith b0.1.

4.22 Touch the opposite end of each rod with a charged
rubber rod.

4.23 The pith ball will be* attracted to the metal rod.

4.24 EVo1ve the concept that ()ciao matezials will
carry charge while others vil1 not.
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5. Detection
5.1 Pith

5.11

4.241 Conductor - a material which will readily
conduct electrie chatge.

4.242 Insulator - a material whiCh will not
easily.conduct electric charge.

of electtic charge.
ball electroscope.
A charged object brought near the subpended*
pith ball causes the ball to be attracted to
the" object-but upon contact the bell is repelled.

5.12 If a neutral object is brought near the ball
now, the ball will be attracted again but not
repelled.

5.13 Test for charge is repulsion, not attraction.

5.2 Leaf electroscope.
5.21 Construction

5,211 Teo small pieces of metal foil attached
together at one edge and fastened to a
metal rod which has a metal sphere bn top.

5.212 The leaf end of the rod is held in an
enclosure (jar or flask) by means of a
rubber stopper.

5.22 A charged object brought near the ball on top
will cause the leaves to spread apart.

5.23 The amount the leaves spread will depend on
the amount of charge on the object.

5.24 Uses of the electroscope
5.241 Detect the presence of a' charge.
5.242 Determine sign of the charge.
5.243 Measure amount of charge.
5.244 May measure quantities of radioactivity.

6. Assignment - Study notes and write up definitions of any

new terms in notebook.

LESSON 3 - apsizalkarisia

1. The capacitor.
1.1 Charge a Leydon jar and then discharges it.
1.2 Recharge the jar and take the top off.

1.21 Offer the separate parts to different stu-
dehts.

1.22 Reassemble the jar and discharge it.

1.3 Explain action of a capacitor':
1.31 Use a demonstration capacitor and leaf elec-

troscope.
1.32 Amount of charge stored on one plate can be-in-

creased by the nenr by the preience of a secoad

plate.
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1.33 GrOunding second p1ate'further increases amount
that can be stored (leaves diverge farther on
electroscope).

1.34 Insulating material placed'between the two plates
also affects amount that can be stored.

IP

1.4 What is a capacitor?
.

1.41 TWo conducting plates separated by an insulator.
1.42 Can be used to store electric charger.

1.5 Factors affecting the amount of charge.stored.
1,51 Size of plates.
1.52 Distance between the plates.
1.53 Type of insulating material .(dielectric).

1.6 Types of capacitor. (display and explaiu each type)
1.61 Leydon jec.
1.62 F2:1;ed capncitcrn

1.621 Tubular foil and paper types,
1.622 Electrolytee types.

1.63 Wriable capacitors

2, Static electric generators.
2.1 Electrophorous

2.11 A non'conducting base of hard rubber'or wax.
2.12 A metal plate equipped with an insulating handle.
2.13 Babe is charged by rubbing with fur,
2,14 Plate is set oh top of-base'and grounded.
2.15 Plate now has a residual charge developed by

induction.
2,16 If plate is lifted by the-bandle and the frPP

hahd brzought near the pldte a spark will jump
between the plate and the hand.

2.2 Wimshurbt machine
2.21 Babically a continuously (*erating electrophorous.
2,22 Chakgeb developed by the machine are collected

in attached Leydon jars until enough has built
up to produce a good sized spurt.

Or

2.3 Van de Graaf generator
2.31 A large sphere supported on an insulating column

attached to a metal base.
2,32 A rubber belt runs up Over a pulley in the sphere,

through the column to a motor driven pulley in
the base.

2,33 Static charges built up by the belt moving over
the pulleys are collected on the large sphere.

2.34 High charge'concentrations ate developed on
the sphere and very large sparks will occur.
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3. Hazards of static charges.
3.1 Automobiles travelin3 over the road develop" a charge

which is grounded by wires placed in the road near
toll booths.

3.2 Truckc carrying flammable fluids are contihually
grouaded by a chain or strap to prevent charge build
up.

3.3 Belts on trachinery need tb he groundad or they will
ui) a largo co7acentration of charge.

4. Aasigiment - Study for test on Static Electricity.

LESSON 4 - Itaenitism

1. Introductibnii DiIip`r.day a varitty of replete letting the students
examino the shapes, strength, etc of the various
mgnets,

1.2 Vii.er 3 Lw thcy enzountelred wagnats?
1.21 Toys
1.22 Electrical appliances
1.23 rev.: catches en cabinets and refrigerators.

2. Mat is tuagnetirim?
2.1 An ettctive rind repulsive force which affects

certain materia1a.
2.2 A ficld type fol-ce uhich does not require actual con-

tact to be exerted,
2.3 la ver; closely associated with many electrical

3. Whnt ratereirila are bagaetic?
1,LItu-za1 traguet3.
3.11 Called led-atones.
3.12 A form of 3.3.-rn ore (magnetite)
3.12 'ori in r ran:: o ur,tcy (Magnesia) and also

upper part of rat: York State.

3.2 Che:.-Lcal: el-emeut!-, Iron,. nickel gild cobatt.
Sotzb alLoyo steel end ceramic materials.

4. Mimetic roles.
OA the- ca-pntic force In most magnets is con.-

centrritcd in CM: LPin regiona.
4.2 The regiAms on a tragliet vhcre the force is concentrated

are c.:alca
4.3 Susp.nr.d a tagnnt so that it can rotete in a horisontal

plane.
4.31 7.11e frft11,:.t comes to rest in a North South

4.32 One pole %All :11t.r.lys point to the North and is
ref:ert:,.(1 ta r t-hr2 rcrth Pole.

433 ptie in tl-ms called the South Pole.
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5. Interactf.on of poles.
5.1. Using twl large mignetren magnets have two boys try

to pus:1 them together when their same poles are fac-ing each other.
5.2 Have t.111 same two attempt to maintain a very small

buun ot* rpar!e Ixtveon the poles when opposite polesare facing each ocher.
5.3 Prom this evolve the cOncept that like magnetic polestome rad unlike poles repel.

6. The nerrItIc
Cid On nn hid prcjec7:or place a bar magnet with a

sheet of f.;laso over it and bse this with iron fil-inQs to r!et tha nicture (If n rienetic freld.
6.2 f77:72 LO ..:orti into lines concentrated at the

nOlns.
6.3 i;agnetic lines of force.

6.31 S.-.!:.=.1r: in purpose to grid lines on a map orurn1h,
6.32 U.-:cZi to help predict what happens in a magneticfield.
6.33 ;.;nzr:tv:tcristics of those

6.331 litt like stretched elastic bands.
6.332 Have a direction - leave the magnet at

the N pole erd enter at the S pole.6.333 Are closed loops.
6.334 Never intersect or cross other lines.6.333 Exert a sidaclise force on each other.

7. Assignment - Worksheet on magnetic fields.

LESSON 5 -

1. Spat check t`orksheet on magnetic fields.
2. Pfn:-bitity

2.1 Introduce uith a rod of pc.rnalloy and a demonstrationcorxirl
2.11 i1d5z rcd in an E direction show that

c;:thr..r erd zlf the compass needle is attractedto all parts of the rod.i.e.- rbd is made magnetic material but isLot a carpet:
2.12 Hold rod in a N - S direction ond check again

vith corpsas. The rod is now a magnet.
2,13 11,i.v3int-, dll!ection of rod reverses its polarity;
2.14 77-.0 rbd is mado of cn extremely permeable materialwith a low retentivity.

a .

2.2 tz%f5;1:ti_f..n of pelrenbilii7 Mc ability of a materialto coric:;-itrat_c mn6Actic 1-i-ics of ftrce.
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3. WAnetic
3.J. Teat 'the transparency of materials to magnetic fields

by placing a strohg ma!tnet above the material and
try to pick up small manetit objects.

3.2 Normaglietic materials are transparent to magnetic
forces.

3.3 Magnetic materials are opaque to magnetic forces.
3.31 The lines of force are concentrated within

the oz.terIal.
3.?2 A steel watch case will carty the Lines of

fcce an-;uno th,t laechanicm anti thou; prevent
tha nu.chanism from becoming magnetized.

4. kingnrt6.71!-71 cbj^nt.
4.1 By i.1...ctica

4.11 Object is placed in a. ragnotic field but not
in contact with tha izegnet.

4.12 Cbjec c. concentrate the lines of force and
exhib.t the propexaes of a magnet.

4.2 By contact
4.21 Szrcking the bbject in one direction with one

pole of the martet.
4.22 Object will thea display magnetic properties.

5. Residuril magnetism
5.1 Magnetl.c proper:ties

ia re:zsvcd.
5.2 Tel-.7.)wary cits
5.3 Pr.:mtment magnets -

6. Aanippc.nt - Study notes
terms in notebook.

LESSON 6 - Electrortriv.t.sm

rerasininr after the magnitising
very little residual Magnetism,
high degree of residual magnetism.
and write up definitions of new

1. I.Ingnetiil Zield ow:rent carrying conductor.
1.1 p7innnnz.. with a compass and a

vire co...neczt.!3 to a dry alt.
1.2 Field about the conductor was first observed by

Cbiotinn Oerstect in 1819.
1.3 StrantIth of the field dc,penda upon:

1.131 Amount of current
1.32 DiGtrillca from the conductor.

1.4 Dixection of the field.
1.41 Denelid-[. upon tEe direction of current.
1..42. 1`.1nr.i Rule - grasp the conductor with the

left band so thnit the ttiv,..b raints in the direc-
tion cl:=7 the current. The fingera i 11. circle the
cenducf.:cr in the r:rre direction A n the mimetic field
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..1 2. Field about a single loop or helix.
2,1 Apply thr.3 left hcnd rule to a single loop of wire.

j 2.2 On one face of the loop the lines of force will be
coming out of the loop i.e. a N. pole.

2,3 On the other face of the loop the lines will be going
into the loop i.e. a S. pole.

ri 2.4 Reversing the current will result in a reversal of
the polarity.

Oft

3. The solenoid and electromagnet
3.1 A solenntd 1.s a coil of rein), turns of wire.

3.11 Me rrovetic" field about adjacent turns of wire
are in the site direction so they will add to
one anothcrz.

3,12 Thc cof crc7,.ci will behave like a weak magnet
vhnn ce=rrirs? currnnt.

3.13 Diteetion oi field, Left Band Rule for Coils--
F.:rasp the coil with the left hand so that the

the coil in the direction of
the current. The thumb will then point in the
direction of the N. pole.

3.2 The electromatnet.
3.21 Inscrt a permeable core into a current carrying

coil rend observe the effects.
3.211 If only the end of the core' is inserted

the rest will be drawn in rapidly by
the magnetic field.

3.212 The coil will now' be much stronger as
the core concentrates the magnetic field.

3.22 Strength of the electromagnet.
3,221 Increasing the current increases the

strength.
3.222 The more turns of wire the stronger the

masnet
3,223 Referred to as "ampere turns".

4. Applications of electromagnets - discuss construction and
operation a the following:
4.1 Door bell
4.2 Drier: chitila

4.3 Relay cAtehes
4.31 CL:cuit brcnkera
4.32 Po: circu4.t controls

5. Assignment - Study for test on magnetism.
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LESSON 7 - Direct Current Electricity,

1. Electriccl current
1.1 HbVement of clectric charge.
1.2 Quancity'of cizrgc.

1.21 Smallest known quantity of charge is that carried
by ab elcatnma.

1.22 Coulomb
1.221. Bae.c mit of electric charge.
1.222 Aucl to the amount of charge on 6.3 x 1018

electrons
1.3 rurf.ng

1.31 Slaca cm!..ent involves the flow of charge two
factors must be consiiiered.
1.311 Q!12ntity oi charge
1.312 Tira involved

1.32 Current is generally referred to as the rate
of flva of chant:.

1.33 Ampere
1.331 nit of measure for current.
1.332 rvals a flow rate of 1 coulomb per

second.

1.34 The amr3ter
1.341 II instrument used to measure currant.
1.342 Thzee general types

1.3421 Standard ammeter - measures cur-
rent in amperes.

1.3422 taliiammeter -*measures currents
from one milliampere to one ampere.

1.3423 Microammeter - measures very small
currents from one microampere up
to one milliampere.

1.342 Since the ammeter is measuring the cur-
rent through a circuit it wet be con-
nected into the circuit so that the cur-
rent has to flow through the meter as
veil as tiw rest of the circuit.

2. Electrorotive force
2.1 Eleci.ric cliar(3 will not move unless there is some-

thing to move it. (Lesson 2, tart 4.12)*
2.2 In order to davelop this unbalance of charge work

has t..) be drvAo on the charge.
2.3 The cbarga will then have the- potential of doing the

same amount c!!.1;ork as the charge moves back to the
bran-iced condition.

2.4 The mnacure of this work potential is called the
electromotive force or potential difference.
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2.5 The volt
2.51 Unit for measuring amount of electromotive

force.
2.52 Equals a work potential of one joule per coulomb

of charge.
2.53 I1lu5trLtion:

2.531 An ordianary "D" size fladhlight cell
has a potential of 1.5 vblts.

2,5S2 Connect the cell to a small light bulb.

2.533 The bulb will give off heat and light
utich ic duc tb the workwhich is being
done by the charge as it moves through
the ramp. (1.5 joules for every coulomb
of chnrr,l)

2,5.4 Connect to* cells in series.
2.525 The potent!.31 now be 3.0 vekts.
2.536 When connected to the bulb the light

will be brighter since each coulomb of
chargn is now able to do 3 joules of
work.

2:6 suring potential difference (Voltage)
2.61 Instrument used is called a voltmeter.
2.62 Me armeters, voltmeters are graduated for

the tangez tl be measured.
2.621 Kilovoltmer for voltages above one thousand

2.622 Voltmeter for voltages from one to a thousand

2.623 llivoltmenter for voltages for 0.001 to
one

Assibnmant - Study terms and write definitions in notebooks.

LESSON 8 Direct Cty:rent Oln's Law and Resistivity

Note:

1. Ohmt
/.1

This lesnon should follow the experient on Oben Law.

3 Law experiment.
Results
1.11 For e.;n11 conductm tested the voltage to current

ratios v:e conatPnt.
1.12 The graph of volvIge ns a function of current

for each conductor is a straight line.

1.2 Conclusinn Ointa Lay
1.21 In a given conductor, tenperatuTe remaining cows

stont, the ratio of voltage to current is a cons
stant called resistance



1
.1

1.22 equation:

R Where: V is the voltage across the
conductor, I is the current
through the conductor and R
is the resistance.

1.23 Units - if V is in volts and I in amperes then
R will be in ohms.

1.3 Examples:.
1.31. If a potontfkal of 15-volts will maintain a cur-

rent or: 0.5 amp., what is the resistance of the
conductor?
R 1.5 V

117.55
R = 30. ohms.

1.32 Pow ouch nctential ¶dll be needed to provide a
current ok 5 amp. through a 35 ohm resistance?

35 ohm is 3744
V m 5 amp. 35 ohm
V at 175 volts

A 1.33 Vhat current will a 120 volt potential maintain
in a 100 ohm resistance?

. .

12°-Y. 11,J ohm
120 V

-.1 X 1.2 a.

'1 2. Factors affecting resistance.
2.1. Irportrnt. concept - voltage and current have no

control ever the value of the resistance.
2.2 Length of conductor - directly affects resistance.
2,3 CrOP43 .tlectionel area of conductor - inversely affects

resiotance.
2.4 Typ3 of material - some offer more resistance than

others.
2.5 ilemt-,orature - for most conductors', the higher the

temi)croturo tho higher the resistance.
2.6 Renstivity

2.61 rrecivnntly cialcd specific rebtstrince.
2.62 Is the ro.ristancu of a* material of unit length

and unit cross sectional area.
2.63 Equation:

RA

-.1
P T or wore commonly

R se pi
where: R is the resistance, p is the resistivity,

1 is the length and 4 is the cross sec-
tional arca.



2.64 The circular mil.
2.641 A convenient unit of cross sectional area

neasure for wire in the English system.
2.642 Equals the area of a circle one mil in

diameter.
2.6421 A mil ic one thousandth of an inch.
2.6422 Examples:
Diameter (mils) Area (circ. mils)

1 1
2 4
6 36

2.65 Resistivvity units
Eetric system - ohmcm.

2.6.52 English system - ohm..circ% mil/ft.

2.66 Ennmples:
2.631 Whet is the resistance of 100 ft. of wire

with a diameter of 0.01 in. if its re-
sistivity is 20 ohm-circmil/ft.?

0.01 in. so 10 mils and A 100 circ. mils

100 ft.R m 20 ohm-circ. x 100 circ. mil
R m 20 ohms.

2.662 What is the resistivity of 250 cm of wire
if its resistance is 75 ohms and its cross
sectional area is 2.5 cm.2?

_ 250 cmp
2.5 cn2

cm2 x 75 ohms
250 cm

75 ohms

p . 2.5

P 0.75 ohm-cm

3. AssiLnmant Worksheet on Ohm's Law and resistivity.

JESr.ON 9 - &tier CIrcuits

1. Check over worksheet on Ohm's Law and resistivity.

2. Series circuit
2.1 A series circvit is a method of connecting electrical

components so that the current has to flow through
each component in succession.

2.2 Sr:t up P serics circuit with three re-
si5i:.76acen of 6if2ent valuc5, four ammeters, four
volt=ters ;-.71d a variable direct current source.

15A94



Date

17orltzbeet on Ohm'J Law and Resistivity

1, Tc. ...Tointain a rvrent 4i empnen 1:h:cough mutat/ ap-
pilz.JmeJ t1%i gz.11.1.oulng uor6 needezL What is

th e. re3f.r.t4nc ..4. of each cyp11.1nce?

a) 120V. c) 270V, e) 1,5V,

b) 75, d) 95V., f) 18,6 V,

2. A pt..tni:11 a 120 vclta app11A to s nu:ber of cnn-

Jactcrl;- Tititt ts tbo T.asisit8rmi of each of ttast conduc-

tors if thy c.szried fo1LQ:1Jog currerts?

a) 1.2a.

b) 24 mm.

c) 3a.

d) 0,6a,

e) 130 usa.

f) 7,5 me.

3, Mat voltn36 must be apytttd tn a 75 ohm ma/stance in

oi%1Lr uo cbtAn the fc1loirs currents?

a) 2 a c) 120 us. e) 4.5 ne.

b) 15 =A, d) 0.63 a. 0 0.85 a.

4, Whit witl flow tirmugh a 36 obi:resistance when

tbe inl1c41113 wanes appLied?

a) 12V,

b) 40V.

c) 720V,

d) 180V,

e) 1.08V.

f) 36mv.

5. DeterTinc t11.1, reDiltIviuy we a 100 ft. cenductov, 20 mills

in di.1:fAer if it9 resi;ikapce is: 50 arm,

6. Nou ?cn3 a vi...!e with a rcrintivity of 25 ohTs-elro riiL
pur ccc uill b. ilkw.ekd to vec:kic,v a resistancis of 250 ohms

if tho ditmAtr i9 5 mi0?



2.3 Diagram

a.*

Vd~!.cble
DX. Source

..'..b.f.- Al

.
It

_IA 3 .. A.,* st3 N

V
3

i

2.4 From the demonstration circuit two general conclusions

can be draun.
2.41 Th3 current through each component is the same as

the total current supplied
i.e. IT = = I2 = I3

2.42 Tho po:ential difference across the circuit is

equal to the sum of the potential differences

across each component.
i.e. V, in 4.172 m

2.5 Effective resistance cf the circuit.
2.51 From tin cqu3tica for Ohm's law the voltage across

a component can be determ!med by:V=IxR
2.52 Substituting in the equation in 2.42 the equivalent

I x R factors:

IT RY 111 12R2 +13R3

2.53 Bqt frrn 2.41 it is known that all the currents
at! :7rul end can thus be divided out leaving:

2 3

2.54 It cnn thus be 3tnted that the effective resistance

of a sot of resistors connected in series is equal

to the sum of tha values of the individual resis-

tnnttls.
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2.55 Example: Four resistors of 4,6,8, and 12 ohms
respectively aro connected in series to
a 120 volt source. Find the effective
resistance, current through the circuit
and the voltage across each component,

(1) Effective resistance
RT = 4 ohms + 6 ohms + 8 ohms +12 ohms
R1! = 30 ohms

(2) CL:-rent in circuit

120 V
av
.1n

= Onm
IT

= 120 V
T 50 ohms,

(3) Voltage across each component.

(a) 4 ohms (b) 6 ohms

V V
rir m 4 ohms rir m 6 ohms .

V = 40 x 4 ohms V m 4a x 6 ohms

V m 16 V. V sa 24 V.

similarly for 8 ohms, V at 32 V. and for 12 ohms,
V m 48 V.

0J Aasignallnt WO-Acheet on Series Circuits

7.1p§pON 10 - Parallel Circuits

1. Check over mrksi-.cet on series circuits.

2. Paralled circuits
2.1 A parallel circuit is a method of connecting electrical

components co that there is more than one path for the
current.

2.2 Set up a demwstration parallel circuit with three reaise.

tances of different values, four ammeters, four volt-
meters and a variable direct current source.
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2.3 Diabram

0
Vcriable
D.C. Source

T

)
R2 t- c 2 R 3

,
,!-.C.

[ J.
N,

CA2'

2.4 From the demonstration circuit two general conclusions
can be drawn.
2.41 The voltage across the whole circuit is the same

as that across each component.
i.e. VT = Vl = V2 V3

2.42 The total current is equal to the sum of the cur-
rent through each branch of the circuit.
i.e. IT = + 12 + 13

2.5 Effective resistance of the circuit.
2.51 From the equation for Ohm's Law the current ,

throvgh a component can be determined by: I =
2.52 Substituting in the equation in 2,42 the equiva-

lent V/R factors:
VT Nr2 V3.

RT R1 R.2 R3

2.53 But from 2.41 it is known that all the voltages
are the same and can thus be divided out leaving:

43

2.54 It can thus be stated that the reciprocal of the
effective resistance of a set of resistors con-
nected in pnraliel equals the sum of the recip-
rocals of the individual resistors.

2.55 Example: Three resistors of 40, 30, and 120 ohms

are connected in paralled across a 120 volt source.
Find the effective resistance, total current and
current throtklh each component.

fba



(1) Effective resistance.
1

RT 40 ohms 30 ohms 120 ohms

1 30 x 120 + 40 x 120 + 40 x 30
RT

1

0600
RT-

RT = 15 ohms

(2) Tota I current.

120 V = 15 ohms

T 120V
'16T 15 ohms

8 "
(3) Current through each component.

(a) 40 ohms (b) 30 ohms

= 40 ohms
120 V
120 ohms

120 V ,)

= 30 ohms 4I A

1

T 120 V i

30 ohms

1 3 a, I = 4 as
(c) 120 ohms

120iohms = 120 ohms
120
120 oiuns

I
3. Parallel circuit application - house wiring.

3.1 All appliances are designed to operate on a certain
voltige. (120 V.)

3.2 With a parallel. wiring system each will have the rated
voltage and will, draw the current needed for operation.

3.3 Discuss the danger of comiecting too many applicances
in paralled.

4. Assignment - Worksheet on paralled circuits.

bbo
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LESSON 11 - Notoorks

1. Check over worksheet on parallel circuits.

2 4, Ths network circuit.
2.1 A combination of series and parallel circuits.
2.2 Most circuitry involves networks of various degrees

of co.apiraxity.

3. Solving a network problem.
3.1 n2two-,:k ml.tr=t be reduced to a single equivalen re-

3 .2 The circuit

A

3.3 It Trly
livaek:r

Ri
Arf\ANNA.

4.10=1.....101

%alp to
fashion

U

I
R10 E

/ \,

r-
<

R R R *--
6c n

t

redraw the circuit, if possible in a
which may clarify the diagram.

R6

R4 Ci R7 \LID R9
NAA AAA-%

yR 10

2

A/vv.\ --
R3

-L63
202



3.4 Reduce resistance from C to D to one equivalent re-
sistance (It )

CD

A

R4 R5 R9

Vvv\i, NIVVVV
R2 R3'

0 0-

3.5 114, R5, RcD, and R9 are in series and can be replaced
by a t-Jingic :cesistance 114 e, which equals their sum.
R2 and R3 are treated ieb"similar manner.

JWV\.,

R2+3

-0

R10

3.6 Tin resistance from B to E can now by replaced by one
equivalent resistance (RBE)

A

1 BE 10
MAAA

r'""

3.7 The effective resistance of the entire circuit can now
be determined by adding R1, RBE, and R10.

RT

V\AAA,

0 Cr



<

-1

3.8 With RT now determined the total current can be now
calculated using Ohm's Law and voltage and current values
for various parts of the circuit can be worked out.

4. Pass out worksheet on netwo7As and have the group start
working on them. They will continue with them in math
class and complete for homework.

LESSON 12 - Methods of Measuring Resistance.

1. Check over worksheet on networks.

2. Voltinte= - ammeter method of resistance measurement.
2.1 Method that has been used in laboratory activities

and demonstrations.
2.2 By measuring the voltage across the resistance and the

current through it the value of the resistance can be
determined by Ohm's Law.

2.3 Problems with this method
2.31 The ammeter does have some resistance so it will

increase the total resistance of the circuit,
thus reducing the current in the circuit.

2.32 The voltmeter when connected in parallel with the
resistor will cause the resistance then to be less,
causing more current to flow in the circuit than
before.

2.33 These two factors may be only slight but will
prevent the obtaining of very precise results.

3. The Ohmmeter
3.1 From examination of Ohm's Law it can be seen that,

with a fixed voltage, the current is inversely pro-
portional to the resistance.

3.2 The ohmmeter utilizes this effect.
3.21 A dry cell is attached in series to an ammeter

and the resistance to be measured.
3.22 The ammeter's scale is graduated in ohms in-

stead of amperes.
3.23 The higher die resistance the less current and

consequently less needle deflection.

3.3 This method is a quick, convenient method but is not
very accurate.

3.4 Used generally by technicians where approximate values
are sufficient.

4. The Wheatstone Bridge
4.1 A very accurate method of resistance measurement.
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1

r

4,2 Basic circuit

*TN,.

4.3 Analysiz of circuit
4.31 Voltage fromA to B to C is the sama as from

A to D to C or B
+ 17

BC
*v

AD
+ V

DC

4.32 If V,AB = VAD

then VBC rs V DC

4.33 By division NT,AB VAD

ITBC VDC

4.34 From Ohm's Law
4.35 Substitute the

1111.1 I2R3

I R I R,
1 2 2 4

4.36 By canceling

R1 R3

R2 R4

it is known that V m IR
respective I x R values in 4.33

4.4 If Ill and R4 are replaced by one long uniform con-
ductbr and a galvanuniter connected fmn point B to
a sliding contact along the uniform conductor this
dingram evolves:

29,7
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1 2110.4)

4.41 When VA, rs VAn no current will flow from B to D

(CalvanithaeteV"will read 0)
4.42 The resistance from A to D and D to C will be-

cony.: a factor of the lengths and the resistance
ratio R3/1t4 will reduce to 11/12.

4.43 If R1 is an unknown resistance an R2 is a known
value, Ri can be determined by:
4,431 Adjusting contact D until the galvano-

meter reads 0.
4.432 Measuring distances 11 and 12.
4.433 Using the following relationship evolved

from 4.36 the value of R1 can be calculated

R1 fa R2
12

4.5 Have a student form bridge set up and run several
trials for the group.

5. Assignment - Study for test nn direct current electricity.

1,ESSON 13 - Chemical Sources of Electrical Energy

1. Chemical reactions
1.1 An atom has its lowest energy state when the outer-

most energy level is filled with electrons.
1.11 For most atoms this is eight electrons.
1.12 For hydrogen and helium it is only two.

lRos



1.2 Basically two
fied &atc,
1.21 Losing

1.211

1.212

1.213

ways for the atom to achieve this satis-
or gaining electrons.
If the atm needs only one or two electruns
in the outer energy level it may take
them frcm other atoms.
If the atom has only one or two electrons
in the outer energy level it may give them
up.
Exav.ple:
1.2131. Sc.:atm has one electron in the

outer energy level so it will re-
lease that electron and become a
rnnitiya ion.

1.2132 C7-.1c21 t evonolectrcns in.
th3 outer energy level so it will
take the electron released from
the sodium atom and become a ne-
gative ion.

1.2133 Because of the unbalanced charges
tc-:to ions will, attract each other
and form the basic structure of
sodium chloride (common table
salt)

1.214 This mode of combining atoms is called
ionic bonding.

1.22 Shlring electrons
1.221 Atoms with three to six electrons in the

outer energy level frequently will, share
electrons with other atoms.

1.222 Example:
1.2221 Carbon has four electrons in tte

outer energy level and consequently
needs four more.

1.2222 Oxygen has six electrons in the
outer energy level. and consequently
needs two more.

1.2223 The oxygen atom will share two of
its electrons with two of the car-
bon's electrons thus satisfying
thn oxygen's needs,

1.2224 A second oxygen atom will also
shire in a similar manner with
the carbon atom thus satisfying
the needs of the carbon atom.

1,2225 The compound thus formed is the
familiar carbon dioxide gas.

1.223 This mode of combining atoms is called
covalent bonding.

1.23 In actual practice it is not quite as simple as
just outlined but is sufficient for the work at
hand.

1409



1.3 Oxidation - reduction reaction
1.31 A chemical reaction involving the excahnge of

electrons.
1.311 Oxidation - the loss of electrons by an

atcn.
1.312 Reduction - the gain of electrons by an

atom.

1.32 Example: zinc and hydrochloric acid,

1.321 When the zinc is plcced in the acid hydro-
gen bubbles are released from the acid.

1.322 The zinc released electrons to the hydro-
izen ions in the acid.

1.323 ho zinc was oxidized.
1.324 The hydrogen was reduced.

1.33 If the two actions could be caused to happen at
different locations then an excess of electrons
at one point and a shortage at the other could

be developed.

2. The simple voltaic cell.
2.1 A way of obtaining the situation in 1.33.

2.2 Structure
2.21 TT-70 plates of different metals (electrodes)
2.22 A conducting solution (electrolyte)
2.23 A container to hold the elements

2.3 Reaction2.31 Electrodes - zinc and copper
2.32 rlectrolyte - hydrochloric acid.
2.33 Action at zinc electrode

2.331 Zinc releases two electrons per atom to
form the soluable zinc ion.

2,332 Zinc ions move into the electrolyte leaving
electrons behind on the zinc plate.

2.333 This will continue until the plate becomes
so negative that no more zinc atoms can
release electrons.

2.334 Zinc electrode is now negatively charged
and is called a cathode.

2.34 Action at the copper electrode
2.341 Positive hydrogen ions in the electrolyte

are repelled from the area around the
cathode by the zinc ions.

2.342 Hydrogen ions move toward the copper elec-
trode.

2.343 At the copper electrode electrons are
taken frora the copper by the hydrogen
inns.

2.344 The hydrogen ions become hydrogen atoms
and form hydrogen molecules.

210
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2.345 The copper electrode becomes positively
chargaci due to the loss of electrons
and is called the annde.

2.346 This action continues until the anmde
becomes positive enough to repel any
more hydrogen ions.

2.35 The two electrodes now have developed concen-
trations of opposite charge.

2.36 If the two electrodes are connected by a con-
ductor the eiectrons will move from the cathode

to the anode.
2.361 As soon as this happens the reactions at

the t-N7) electrodes can xesume.
2.3G2 Thu3 a continuous supply of electrons may

be developed.

2.4 Cell defects
2.41 Local action

2.411 Impurities in the zinc act as anodes.

2.412 This reduces the action at the cell's
anode resulting in a loss of efficiency
in the cell.

2.413 Prevention
2.4131 The cathode could be made with

zinc of very high purity but would
be expensive.

2.4132 A coating of mercury over the
electrode acts as a shield to
the impimrities but allows the
zinc ions to pass through.
Procesq is called amalgamation.

2.42 Polarization
2.421 Hydrogen gas builds-up as small bubbles

around the anode.
2.422 Bubbles act as a shield, preventing

the hydrogen ions from _eaching the
anode.

2.423 The output of the cell will be greatly
reduced.

2.424 Prevention
2.4241 An oxidizing agent is introduced

into the cell.
2.4242 This agent causes the hydrogen

gas to be combined with oxygen
to form water and thus clear up
the problem.

3. Assignment - Write up definitions of new terms in note-
book and study them.

21.1
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ussal 14 - TI-la.nry Cell end Storw Battery

1. Quiz en chemical re3ctions and the voltaic coll.

2. Voltaic cell action can occur with other material combina-

tions.
2.1 Have cot up a series of cell demonstrations.

2.11 Potatoes with two electrodes inserted

2.12 A lemon call
2.13 A copper coin end a silver coin with wet blot-

tirr7, paper in between.

2.2 Measure the voltages produced by these cells.

3. The dry cell.
3.1 Hav.1 e large ignition type dry cell which has been

cut in half for demonstration.
3.2 Electrodes

3.21 Cazhede - zinc cnn
3.22 Anode - carbon rod

3.3 Electrolyte - moist paste of ammonium chloride and

some zinc chloride.
3.4 Depolarizing agent - manganese dioxide.

3.5 Pcmdered carbon is included to reduce the internal

resistance of the cell.
3.6 Operation of the cell.

3.61 Chemical reactions are essentially those of a

simple voltaic cell.
3.62 Potential difference developed is 1.5 volts and

is independent of the size of the cell.

3.63 Size of the cell determines the amount of cm-

rent available from the cell.
3.64 Polarization

3.641 A heavy drain an the cell will result

in the cell becoming polarized.

3.642 If allowed to sot without a load the

depolarizing agent will be able to re-

store the cell to full potential.

3.643 Because of this the dry cell is designed

primarily for situations requiring small

currents or intermittent use.

4. The lend-acid storage cell
4.1 A voltaic Ceti. that can be recharged repeatedly to its

original conditions.
4.2 Demnstate a storage cell.

4.21 Two clean lend plates immersed in sulpheric

acid.
4.22 Connect the two plates to a direct current

source.

213
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4.23 Hnve group observe the reaction and condition
of the platzs.

4.24 After charging, measure potential between the
plates and than connect them to a door bell.

4.3 Struetere of a ce=crcial storage cell.
4.31 Cazhode - a plate of spongy lead.
4.32 Arrxie - a lead grid filled with lead dioxide.
6.33 Elec.:rolyte - staphuric acid
4.34 Erif of cell - 2.2 volts

44 Di:icharg..-.: nctioa
4.41 Cnthsde reaction - lead releases two electrons

and cr-nbinns th the sulfate ion to form lead

4.42 Anc.3c rnaction lead in the lead dioxide grins
two electrons from thl anode end combines with
a si-Mte ion to produce lead sulfate. The
c-y ri from t;:a le.nd dioxide combines with hy-
drogen ions left in the acid to form water.

4.5 Chnrgng action
4.51 if electric current is sent through the cell

in the opposite direction the cell action is
tevrsel and the cell restored to its original
charged condition.

4.52 At the anode - electrons are removed from the
lecd in the lend sulfate and lead dioxide and
sulphuric acid are formed.

4.53 At the cathode - electrons are added to the
lenci in the lead sulfate to form elemental lead
and sulphuric acid.

4.6 Testing a storage battery
4.61 Whn charged the acid concentration is high

and 6rops off as the battery is discharged.
4.62 The specific gravity of the electrolyte is

used as an indication of the degree of
charge.
4.621 Fully charged the specific gravity is

about 1.300.
4.622 When discharged maybe as low as 1.100.

4.63 Show the hydrometer used for this purpose.

4. Assigpment - in the teat bodk .on page 210 are nine simple
rules for battery care and maintenance. Study these rules
and your notes.
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LESSCN 15 - storage Cells and Cell CombinatIons

1. Review conlepts of a lead acid storage cell.

2. Nickel - cadmium cell.
2,1 More zt.nd thin the leid-acid type.
2.2 Not :1110oct to freezing when discharged.
2.3 Constructicn

- nickel hydroxide on a nickel-plated
&cid.

2.32 Anode - cadmium with some iron oxiee on a

2.23 - potassium hydroxide

2.4 Fr 3f of ^3ll.:1.s 1.2 volts.
2.5 NO17.t Yren.uently used in European manufactured auto-

3. Edison call
3.1 1,14;ht-weight, strong and durable cell.
3.2 Internal resistance about ten times a lead-acid cell.
3.3 Ca7irw: d-iliver the high starting currents needed for

au47omphi1es.
3.4 Holds charge well for long periods and can take con-

siderable abuse.
3.5 Used to provide direct current in unattended locations

and sc.--,s electzically operated truck and fork lifts.
3.6 Construction

3.61 Cathode - iron oxide
3.62 Anode - hyirated nickel oxide and nickel
3.63 Electrolyte - potassium hydroxide

3.7 Emf of the cell is 1.3 volts.

4. Combination of cells.
4.1 Individull cells have fixed emfs and optimum current

ratilk;z: .

4.11 All carbon-zinc dry cells have an emf of 1.5 V.
4.12 The No. 6 dry cell has an optimum current rat-

ing of 0.25 amperes of continuous current.

4.2 Cells may be combined in several ways to provide the
em2 tv.,cessary cnd also the current required for the
load,

4.3 Series combinations
4.31 Ponitive terminil of one cell is connected to

to .the negative terminal of the next -and so an.
4.32 The emf of the battery of cells is equal to

the sum of the individual emf's of the cells.
4.33 The current in each cell is the same and equals

the current in the load.
4.34 This type of battery is used for loads of higher

emf demands than can be supplied by a single cell.



4.4 Parallel cc.Ifoidatlaa.
4.41 All the positive terminals are conneated together,

and all the regltive terminals connected together.

4.42 The emf of the Lsttcry equals the emf of one cell.

4.43 Thn totn1 current delivered is divided equally

among the individual cells.

4.44 This type oP battary is designed to be used where

the load resistance is law and the current require-

ments are preater than that provided by a

sinLle cell.

4.5 Scrins--rsr/1101 cerbinntions
4.51 Tht.re are r;izuations where the emf and current

decands are both mere that can be provided by

c cell.
tI,nc,7! ci:-:cumstances both a series cora-

binntion to p..:oviaa eLif and a parallel com-

b:T_Tr!tion to provide the current is needed.

4.5V 4.53 1;1;:illple: A icad requlres an emf of 4.5 volts

mnd a c=eit cf 0.50 amperes. What codoina-

tion of Ko.6 dry cells is necessary to satisfy

this need?
(1) Tle No.6 cell provides an emf of 1.5 V.

ard a current of 0.25 amperes.

11111- (2) To provide the emf a series of 3 cells is

needed.
(3) This series will provide 0.25 amp. so a

second similar series is needed in.parallel

to provide the 0.50 amperes required.

VVV ildtl- (4) Diagram

5. Assgnment - Worksheet on cell combinations.

LESSON 16 - Force Exerted on a Current Cwrrving Conductim and

tne GaiwIncmeter

L, Check over worksheet on cell combinations.

2. Force on a current carrylmg conductor.
2.1 Demonstrcte this fo::ce by using a large strong magnet

with a srall spacing bet,len the pole faces. A

length of heavy VI re (12 gauge) is bent down on both

ends at right angles. These two ends are inserted in

small cups of cv-rcury placed on each side of the open-

ing between the poles. Direct current is applied to

this wire through the mercury pools and, if in the

right direction, the wire will jump out of the cups.

(Note: A rather high current, better than 10 amperes

will be necessary.)

016



Fame Date

'..7orksheet cn011 Combinaticns

A Iio6 dry cell is de31$ned to provide an exf of 1,5 volt3
anti a cx.crerat of 0..25 tri.:N:res, For the following lc,ad
requirQoents deter-Axle th? number of cells necessary rind
Jrata c diasram of ti-.eir arranzEznt,
a) 4 cV st 0.25a
b.) 1 ,.51- at 1.0,2

c) 6.,011 at

d) 9.07 at 0,51,

2. A small flacblight cell will provide an cid of 1.6 volts
at a current ci: 0,08 amperes, For tba folloArkg bad
rcquizti.menta 4ctermine the nurber a cells needed and
dr.sw a diagram of their arransment,
a) 106V at 0.,32 amperes.,

b) 9,6V at 0.08 amperes.,

c) 4,8V at 0,24 amperes.,

d) 8,0V at 040 amperes..



2.2 Explanation cZ the rraction
2.21 The current carrying wire has a magnetic field

built up around it.
2.22 This !i.eld fry:erects with the field of the mag-

nit ccnsing tVe wire to be pushed up.
2.23 Diagram

.111

2.231 The tuo fields codbine below the conductor.
2.232 The two fields are in opposition above

the conductor so one will tend to reduce
the oth3r.

2.233 With less flux above than below there will
be an upward force exerted on the wire.

2.3 Factors afRecting the force.
2.31 The strength ot tha magnetic field.
2.32 The amount of current.
2.33 The direction of the current.

3. Forle exerted on a current carrying loop.
3.1 If a rectonTilar loop of wire is inserted into the

field a torque will be.exerted on the loop.
3.11 No force exerted on those portions parallel

to the field. (ends of the loop)
3.12 Force vill be opposite on either side since

the current is moving in opposite directions
on each side.

3.2 Mop will tend to rotate until the plane of the loop,
is at right angles to the field.

3.3 If the loop has to clork against a spring to rotate
then the de3tee of rotntion will be dependent upon
the amount of current flowing through the loop.

3.4 The direction the loop rotates will be dependent
upGn the direction of the current in the loop.

3.5 With more turns in the loop the interaction force
will be greater.

3.6 Develop with the group the idea that here is a way
of detecting tha presence of an electric current and
determining the direction of the current.

3.7 With a coil it mny bn easily seen that the coil be-
ccmes a msznct with a N and S pole and the field of
this magnet will attempt to align itself with that
of the permanent magnet.

ism
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4. The galvanometer
4.1 Display and explain the purposes of the parts of a

simple suspension type galvanometer and the more
co'nmon panel type meter movement.

4.2 Purposes of a galvanometer
4.21 Needle is set in center of the scale so that

the direction of needle movement indicates the
direction of the current.

4.22 Mny detect very weak electric currents.
4.23 May be used to measure weak currents.

4.3 Current sen3itivity
4.31 The deflection of the needle is proportional to

the culrent.
4.32 The cu-crent sensitivity is the amount of current

needed to produce a deflection of one scale di-
vision.

4.33 Equat:.on

Im
K = "-s-
where K is the current sensitivity in microamperes
per scale division, Im is the current in themeter
in microampheres and "S- is the number of scale
divisions.

4.4 Voltage sensitivity
4.41 The meter coil has some resistance.
4.42 In order for current to move through the meter

a small amount of voltage is required.
4.43 The voltage necessary to maintain the current

is called the voltage sensitivity.
4.431 It is the voltage necessary to produce

a deflection of one scale division.
4.432 From Ohm's Law it can be seen that the

voltage sensitivity will equal the cur-
rent sensitivity times the coils resis-
tance.
i.e. Voltage Sensitivity mt Rm
where K is the current sensitivity and
R
14

the resistance of the meter.

4.433 Voltage sensitivity is expressed in micro-
volts per scale division.

4.5 E::ample: What current is required for full-scale de-
flection (25 division) of a galvanometer with a cur-
rent sensitivity of 100 microamps per division?

ImK ""'"°'

. S
100 microamps/division = 114

25 divisions

IN m 25 division x 100 microamps/division
Im = 2,500 micoramp.

01.9

Qv'



What voltage would produce this deflection if the
resistance of the meter is 15 ohms?
Vm

11/714If
5. Assignment

tricity.

2,500 microamp x 15 ohms.
37,500 microvolts or 37.5 my.

- Study for test on chemical sources of elec-

LESSV9 17 - Voltmeters. Ammeter and Multi-meters

1. Calvanome!er is the basic electrical measuring device.
1.3. Review basic operation of a galvanometer.
1.2 Voltmeters and ammeters use the galvanometer move-

ment with additional circuitry to perform their
tasks.

2. . 4.)X. voltmeter
88sically a galvanometer with a high resistance con-
nected in series with the meter's coil.

2.2 The value of the resistance is selected so that when
the meter is connected across the points to be measured
only the small current required to deflect the needle
will.flow thrdugh the meter.
2.21 The galvanometer in the example in Lesson 16

required 2,500 microamperes for full scale
deflection.

2 22 If a voltmeter is to be made to measure 100 V.
on full scale deflection then resistance of
the meter Must be high enough to allow only
2,500 microamperes to flow when connected
across the 100 V. potential difference.

2.23 i.e. 100 V
R 275=r3F
R = 40,000 ohms.

2.24 But the meter movement already had 15 ohms
resistance so the additional resistance
necessary is 40,000 - 15. or 39,985 ohms.

2.3 Voltmeter sensitivity
2.31 A way of estimating the loading effect of the

meter.



. . .

2.32 Exprosoed in terms of the resistance required
per volt of potential difference.

2.33 The Neter in discussion will have a voltage
sensitivity of 40,000 ohms divided by 100 volts
or 400 ohms per volt.

2.34 If the meter is placed across a load whose
resistalice is near that of thd meter it will
very se:Leiously affect the operation of the cir-

2.35 The better quclity meters in general have a
sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt.

0.401111.1.: . 0.44

3. The D.C. donate);
3.1 The gaivrinerl,eter movement can be used as an ammeter

just by calibratinz the scale.
3.2 J.:le rcove=ni: under discussion would only be capable

of reading to 2.5 ma
3.3 For use with higher currents a low resistance (shunt)

in parallel is used to carry the rest of the current,
allowing orily the 2.5 ran. to pass into the meter coil.

3.4 If the meter was to read 10 amperes on full scalt
deflection, the shunt would have to carry 10 amp -
2.5ma or 9,9975 amperes.

3.5 Calculating the silunt resistance
3.51 Since the meter movement and shunt are in parallel

then Vm = Vs
where V.4 is voltage across the meter and Vs is
the volienge across the shunt.

3.52 From Ohm's Law it can be seen that:
ImR14 IsRs
where Im is the current in the meter, Is is the
current in the shunt, Rm is the meter resistance
and Rs is the shunt resistance.

3.53 The cm:rent in the shunt is the difference
between the current in the circuit and the
current in the meter or Is = IT - Im where

IT is the circuit current.
3.54 Me shunt rasistence can then be calculated by:

Rs INRN

IT - Im

3.55 For the set up in 3.4 then
Rs 2.5 lc 10-3a x 15 ohms

9.9975a

Rs =7 0.00375 ohms

4. Multi-purpose meters
4.1 With the use of switching mechanisms multi-range

and miu1ti-purpose meters can be developed with only
one meter. movement,

221
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4.2 Illustrate this type of set up with the R.C.A. VOM
dynamic demonstrator a bread board layout of R.C.A.'s
volt-ohm milliamoter.

3. Assignment - Worksheet on meters.

LESSON 18 - Electromagagtic Induction

1. Co csrer wor:csheet on meters.
2. The work of this lesson should be preceded by the laboratcry

exericse on electz-congnetic induction using Cenco's GilleyInduction Coils,
3. How can an emf be induced in a conductor?

311 By moving a conductor through a taagnetic field.3.2 By moving a magnetic field past a conductor.
4. What determines the magnitude of the induced emf?4.1 The speed of the conductor as it moves through the .field.

4.2 The speed of the magnet as it passes the conductor.4.3 The number of turns of wire in the conductor.
5. Explanation of the action.

5.1 Consider a straight conductor moving downward in amagnetic field.
5.2 Diagram Force exerted upon

/electronField about electron.

.
5.3 The free electrons within the conductor will be moving

dmnward and will have set up around them a magneticfield.
5.4 Thia field about the electron will interact withthe magnetic field of the magnet resulting in a

force being er:erted upon the electron'.
5.5 If the conductor is connected to a load a current

will flow through the load.



Nzrxe

Worksheet on. lietiers,.

L.

2,,

bate val

gabanometer current sensitivity of 5 micrenmr.4.:e3
per scs/o divis:i.on and tht.c e.lcate is divl.ded into 25
divisiOnz on etIch side og the cero. If the resistamp
of the muter: ao:Ll is 0 ohms find the resistance a tc:
str.-tnt. neiled to use thio muter to read the foLlowintz,!
=rents tat Tr.exiTaum

a) 1 tailliampear

b) 100 zaillie:ve::es

a) I ampere

(3) 5 aoperes.

The raetor movement in f:61. is to be used es a voameter
Mat series resistance will be heeded to have the meter
read the falowing Ooltagp t ms,:iraurn defleolion?

a) 1 Volt

b) 5 Volts

a) 100 Volts

d) 1000Volts

223
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5.6 If the diagram is viewed from the front it will ap-

pear as follows:

AY AM/ In.!.

(61?
I1--- 0

"NW

111/14

current nuyves away

from observdr.

5.61 The magnetic field about the conductor due to

the trAuced current ..e.einforces the field in

the direction that the conductor is moving

and opposes the field behind the conductor.

5.62 The result of this is a field interaction which

develops a force which opposes the motion of

the conductor.
5.63 The work done in overcoming this force results

in the increased potential energy of the free

electrons.

5.7 Lent's Lew - The direction of the induced current is

always sudh as to oppose the cause of the induction.

(Check over results from the lab to confirm this.)

5.8 Magnitude of the induced emf.

5.81 Determined by the number of lines of force

cut by the conductor per unit time.

5.811 Maximum number of lines are cut when

cmYnductor moves at right angles to the

field.
5.812 If movement is other than a right angle,

the number of lines cut will be less.

5.813 Example: A conductor is moving pt 20

cm/sec at an angle of 300 with a field

which has 100 lines per cm. Eknq many

lines are cut by the conductor per

second? .

Diagram:

cm
20

300
cow:I-actor

224
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To find the number of lines cut, the
velocity at right angles to the field
must be known. This can be found by
use of the sine function where the
decired component (v) equa. the velocity
times the sine of the angle the velocity
vector makes with the field.

v = 20 cm/sec x sin 300
v = 20 cm/sec x 0.500
v = 10 cm/sec

The number of lines cut per second will
then equol this component velocity times
the number of lines per unit distance.
i.e. lines = 10 cm/sec x 100 lines/cm

# lines = 1000 lines/sec
5.814 Since the magnitude of the induced emf

depends upon the number of lines of
force cut per unit time it can be con-
cluded that the emf is also a factor of
the sine of the angle which th'e direc-
tion of the moving conductor makes with
the field.

5.82 Determined also by the number of conductors
which cut the field. (If two conductors are
cotnected in series the emf will be twice
that if the one conductor.)

6. Assignment - Study notes and definitions of terms.

LESSON 19 11.1.9.211MOSIM.Sigrent_-_-.111MaliaM

le Review the factors involved in inducing an emf.
2. Simple generator

2.1 Demonstrate the generator action by rotating in it
magnetic field a coil of wire which is connected
to a" galvanometer.

2.2 Explanation of the action
2.21 Consider a single loop rotating in a magnetic

field.

2,25186



2.22 Diagram

/ O.* II

.. /. /
/ / . _ - '
.7?// )

//v. %
.7'

one.01.40..

. . ww. -

2.23 The current in the left hand portion is moving
away while that in the right hand section is
moving toward the observer.

2.24 When the coil is moving at right angles to
the field the induced emf is a maximum, when
motion is parallel to the field the emf will
be zero.

2.25 If this loop is connected to the load the cur-
rent will be zero when emf is zero and build
up to a maximum and decrease to zero again.

2.26 As the loop continues around the current in
the load will behave in a similar manner to
2.25 but now in the opposite direction.

2.27 The increase and decrease of the current will
follow a sine curve relationship.* (Lesson 18
part 5.81)

2.28 Graph of relationship:

emf:
a

270 460-ahgle of
movrement.

I

2.281 The result of one turn of the loop.
2.282 This is called one cycle.
2.283 Frequency is the number of cycles

which occur in a second.

2.3 Removal of current from loop - discuss strUcture and
operation of slip rings.

226
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3. Poly-phase generators
3.1 In most 'commercial generators the armature is an

electromagnet and the emf is induced in the stator

coils.
3.2 In vost systems more than one set of stator coils

is employed.
3.21 The coil sets are uniformly spaced around ihe

armature.
3.22 Called a.poly-phase generator.
3.23 Results in smother power generation* and more

economical operation (similar in idea to the

one cylinder engine as compared to a four
cylinder engine)

3.3 The three phase generator
3.31 Type most commonly used in power stations.

3.32 Three sets of stator coils spaced 1200
npart.around the armature.

3.33 Diagram:

3.34 Voltage output

1

end

-armature.

227
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3.35 The output from this type of generator is so
connected that only three wires are necessary.
3.351 Delta connection

3.3511 Diagram:

120V

1---WMLr

120V1.MI=a1S
120V

3.3512 The voltage to the load across
any two leads equals the emf of
the coil.

3.352 Y connection
3.3521 Diagram:

3.3522 In tide arrargement the voltage to
the load across any two leads equals
te emf developed across two

. stator coils in series.

4. Assignment - Study notes and definitions of terms.

18228



'MESON 20 - Thn Direct Current Generator

1. Revic,p) basic concepts of the a.c. generator.

2. Simple d.c. generntor.
2.1 Action in rotating coil

generator.
2.2 .A cplit-17inc. -commutator

to' t1,3 e;:tc..nal circuit
2.3 Craph of output:

4emf

is the same as the a.c.

is used tb connect the coil
rather than the slip rings.

,
7 \\V \
7 900 18G° 2700 3606

2.31 The emf still is o varying one, following tosioal-
ly a sine curve relationship.

2.32 The differenccl is that the emf increases and
decrease always in the same direction.

2.4 To provide a smoother current
2.41 Additional electrical circuitry maybe employed.
2.42 Multiple windings

2.421 The armature maybe wound vith several
coils of wire each attached to its own
pair of commutators.

2.422 The brushes will be in contact with this
set of commutators only when the coil is
cutting the maximum lines of force.

2.423 Graph of output:

emf

r // \\ A \
/ / \ \ r /

V
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3. D.C. generators pre self excited.
3.1 Part of the induced current is used to energize the

field coil.
3.2 Scries-wcund generator

3.21 Field, prmnturo nnd load are wired in series.
3.22 All tIle 8enerated current passes through the

field windings.
3.23 Circuit diagran:

d)
tic Field Load

4.. ;)

rmature

3.24 An increase in load results in an increased
magnetic field consequently a.greater induced
emf.

3.3 Shunt-wound generator
3.31 Field iu in parallel with the armature.
3.32 Only u portion of the generated current passes

thteugh the field.
3.33 Diagram:

3.34 An increase in load mill result in a decrease
in field consequently a decrease in the induced



3.4 Compound-wound generator.
3.41 Two field windings are employed, one in parallel

and one in series.
3.42 The potential difference across the load will

2:emain fcirly constant.
3.43 Proper selection of turns of each type results

in a constant ragnetic field under varying load

condiLions.
3.44 Diagram:

(A

Fild
In

Shunt

Field
in

"1/4--- Series

rmature

Load

4. Assignment - Study for test on ElectromagnetidnInduction

and generators

LESSON 21 - The Transformer

1. Review work from.lab on electromagnetic induction con-.

cerning the.indueing of a cdrrent in one coil by a.chang-,

ing current in another.

2. Purposes of a trensformer.
2.1 To provide electriccUrrent at higher potential.

2,11. There will'be's cerresporlding dw.Gase in cur-

rent. -.-

2.12 Called a atep7up transformer.

2.2 To provide electric current at lower potential.

2.21 There will be n corresponding increase in durrent.

2.22 Called a step-down transformer.

3. Basic structure of a transformer.
3.1 Iron core

3.11 Concentrates the magnetic field.

3.12 Laminated of thin sheets to reduce losses due

to induced cUrients in the core.

3.2 PrimarY coil - coil to which n-c current is applied'.

3.3 Secondary coil - coil from which a-c current is obtained.
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4. Operation of a transformer.
4.1 The alternating current in the primary has a con-

tinuously changing magnetic field about it.
4.2 This field is concentrated by the iron- core and will

be cutting the conductor in the secohdary coil.
4.3 This continual cutting of the secondary 'coil by the

magnetic field from the primary induces an emf in
the secondary coil.

4.4 Magnitude of the Induced emf.
4.41. Depends upon the relationship between the num-

ber of turns in the primary and number of turns
in the secondary.
.4.411 Same number of turns *- emf ib the same

the secon&ry as the primary.
4.412 Feer turns in the seconaary emf is

less in the secondary than in the pri-
mary .

4,413 More turns in the secondary - emf is
more in the secondary than in the pri-
mary.

4.42 Calculating the emf in the seconda*.
4.421 The voltage' ratio should ideally equal

the turns ratio.
4.422 Equation:

Vs Ns

Vp Np

where: V8 is the secondary voltage,
Vp is the primary voltage,
Ns is the number Of turns in

the secondary and
N is the number of turns in

the primary.
4.5 Current in the becondary.

4.51 Power in an electrical .cirtuit' is determined
by f3te product of the voltage and cutrènt.
(Prbvided there is no inductive or capacitive
r42.actances)

4.52. Ideally the power input to the transformer
and the power output should be equal.i.e. Pp = Ps

or VpIp = VsIs

4.53 By algebraic rounipulation
Vp

Vs lp

gP2



4.54 Mit in 4.422 'it was shown that the voltage
ratio was equal to the turns ratio so:
Np /s
NS

4.55 ThiS relationship shows- that the gain in
volta5e will result in a lowering of current
and also the reverse.

4.6 Tronsformer losses
4.61 Copper losses

4.611 Energy losses due to the resistance of
tha conductor's.

4.612 Results in heat
4.62 Hycterecio losses

4.621 Eaergy which is tonsumed
the magnetic polarity of

4.622 Proper selection of core
reduce this loss.

4.63 Eddy current losses
4.631 Electric currents which are set up in

it:on core due to the changing flux.
4.632 Laminating the iron core reduces this

to a minimum.

5. D.C. Transformer - The induction coil.
5.1 D.C. 'current cannot be used in a transformer because

the magnetic field does not change.
5.2 If the current is periodically interrupted* there

will then be a changing magnetic' field established.
5.3 This changing- field will induce an alternating emf

in the secondary.
5.4 Discuss the construction and operation of:

5.41 High voltage induction coil.
5.42 Automotive ignition systeni.
5.43 Vibrators for automobile radios.

in reversing
the core.
material will

6. Assignment - Worksheet on transformers.

LESSON 22 - Power Transmission and Distribution

Review worksheet on transformers.

2. Pawer transmissioti and dittribution.
2.1 In the teneratingstation the current produced general-

ly has an emf of about 13,200 volts.

AIM
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Wortoheet on rizesn.I.formers

1 The prina):7y c i tr;smformor 11:45 240. =Ins of wire end
Conn4:c to VO- volt sotrecon fictw miny turn3 are

lac:Kir:kW 5.n tilo seccrtasizy to obn.thw f:o1 lo4ng outpdt
voltz.,T,cg?

a) A IT° d) 720 V.,

) 80 V. e) 12 kv.,

c=t) 560 V, f) 120 V.,

a)
b)

(.0

TA::equantl,y sirgle prim:try inding 0521 be used to etc:avow
several stottaddriesc. Ma following disgma illustrates
thit; set trot, Dean:mina the numbev of turps in Ai se.,
coadau cca.

vclta&is reiou1d ht btAirt'ad from th e. tr,4n5fcrwer in
tzglerailax.tr 44 the folleAnz, Lumbers of: turns?

60 611) 160

360 e) 720

12,000 f) 4,200

120
V.

360T
nem hams.

60aii v
CIJVJY.7416YALUI

titrnd 0
rtlw.....wwwwwwas

4.11

40011 v turns.

.'SV 9 tUri23
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2.2 For distribution this may be stepped up to as high
as 250,000 volts.
2.21 Amount.of step-up is dependent upon the dis-

tance the power is to be carried.
2,22 The higher the voltage the lower the current

and 'consequently the less loss due to the re-
sistance of the transmission lines.

2.3 Area substation.
2.31 The transmission voltage is stepped down to a

lower potential (possibly 26,400 V).
2.32 This lower voltage is then transmitted along

lines to the distributing substations.

2.4 Dis4-,...1ibutins substations
Voltage is further reduced to 2300 or 400 volts.

2.42 This is a safe voltage for distribution through
heavily populated areas.

2.5 Distribution to the home.
2.51 On the utility poles additional transformers

are used. .

2.52 Reduce the voltage of the lines to the amount
needed far home use.

2.53 A three wire output is used.
2.531 120 V between the center and either side

vire.
2.532 240 V between the two side wires.

3. Distribution of current into the home.
3.1 Three wire input to the house.
3.2 WTres pass through the meter to the distribution

panel.
3.3 The distribution panel contains fuses or circuit

breakers.
3.31 Fuses or circuit breakers.prevent too much

current from being drawn /nto the cirCuit.
3.311 Wires in house can only carry a certain

amount of current.
3.312 Too much -current will Cause the wires

to overheat and fire may result.

3.32 Current can be supplied froln the panel in two
voltages.
3.321 120 volts for general lighting and

apOliances.
3.322 240 volts for heavier equipment such as

stoves or driers.

Assignment - Construct a diagram of the transmission of
electric power from the generator to an appliance in
the home.
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LESSON 23 - D C Motors

1. Discuss circuit diagrams assigned in Lesson 22.

Review force exerted on a current carrying conductor which
as developed in Lesson 16.

3. Use a simp:te St. Louis motor to illustrate the action of
a simplc d.c.* motor."
3.1 Use permanent magnets for the field.
3.2 Show importance of position of brushes and commutator

for mr.tximum motion.

Back erg in a motot.
4.1 Since the arw.atUre is a rotating conductor in a magne-

. tic Aeld it t.i3J. have an emf induced in it.
4.2 From Lenz's Law this erd must be such as to oppose

the cause of the indUction so it will be in Opposi-
tion to the voltage applied to the motor.

4.3 Motor running at full speed with no load on it.
4.31 Back emf will nearly equal the voltage applied

to the motor.
4.32 There wil3. be very little current in the motor.

4.4 Motor at less then full speed."
4.41 Back emf will be less than at full speed,
4.42 Voltage difference between the applied voltage

and back emf will be higher.
4.43 More current will flow through the armature.

4.5 Motor with armature at rest.
4.51 No back emf developed.
4.52 Current in the armature will be very high.

4.6 Starting Vircuit for a d.c. motor
4.61 A large motor has considerable inertia in its

rotor.
4.62 It will take time to have it build up speed

to the point where' the back emf will keep
the current at a safe level.

.4.63 The high current which might be drawn in start-
ing the motor could cause the armature windings
to burn out.

4.64 Because of this a variable resistance is' coh-
nected into the supply' circuit and is gradually
cut out as the motor gains speed and develops

. the back emf.

Types of d.c. motors
5.3. Permanent magnet types

5.11. Most of the small inexpensive battery operated
motors iii toys.

5.12 Use a small permanent magnet to develop the
magnetic field around the armature.



5.2 Electromaghet types
5.21 Use a field coil or coil's tb develope the meg-.

netic fields around the armature.
5.22 There are three basic" types

5.221 Series, shunt and compound
5.222 The connections are the same as for the

d.r; generators discussed in Lesson 20.

.Asegnmant - Dere lop circuit diagrams for the three- types

of d.c1 motors and include a starting circuit for each.

LESSON 24 - A C Motors

1. Discuss diagrams from homework assignment.

2. Advvntages of an a.c. motor
2.1 Fewer-operating parts
2.2 . Well ad:ipted for constant speed applications
2.3 Maybe operated on single phase or poly-phase current

sources.

3. The univerbal asc. motor
3.1 Similar in construction to a small series wound d.c.

motor
3.2 Field cores are laminated.-
3.3 WindIngs of the field and armature coils are designed

to haire minimum inductance. .

3.4 Generally used in household applianbes.

3.5 Sometimes used in industrial applications because of

high starting torque.'
3.6 Speed regulation is rather poor.

4. The induction motor
4.1 Most widely used type of a.c. motor.

4.2 Very tugged-but with simple design.
4.3 Two basic parts

4.31 Stator of field coils.
4.32 Rotor

.

4.321 A laminated iron armature
4.322 Copper br aluMinum bars inserted into

the armature and shorted out by a ring
at either end.

4.323 Conductors forM a cylindriCal cRge often
refarred to as a "squirrel cage".

4.4 .
Single phase induction motor
4.41 The pUlsating currents- in the stator coils in-

duce a current in the armature.
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4.42 The polarity of the field established in the
armature is opposite that ih the stator field.

4.43 Under these conditions the armature will not
turn.

4.44 Once the armature is started it will continue
to run.

4.45 A second set of windings is employed to cause
a rotation of the field to get the motor
started.

4.46 Once in motion the -starting-windings are cut
out of the circuit as they ere no longer needed.

4.5 Three rhase induction 'Motor
4.51 three sets od! stator windings are applied at

angles of 1200 to each other.
4.52 When three phase power is applied to the stator

a rotating magnetic field is developed.
4.53 Thes3 fields establish similar fields in the

rotor and it will rotate with the fields.
4.54 The rotor has the tendency to follow the field.

4.541 It cannot keep up with the field or
there woUld be no inductian.

4.542 The actUal speed of the rotor is thus
lets than speed of the rotating field.
(Referred to as slip.)

4.55 Once started a poly-phase. motor will operate
on single phase current but like a-single
.phase motOr will not be able to start on
single phase current.

5. Synchronous motors
5.1 Speed of motor is independent of the load within

the capacity of the motor.
5.2 Speed is determined by the frequency of the alter-

%rafting current applied tO the motor.
5.3 Babic operation is similar to that of the single

phase induction motor.
5.4 Widely used in electric clocks and timing mechanisms.

Assignment - Study for test on power distribution and

motors.
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Laboratory Experiments for Unit 3

At this point in the development of the student it is
felt that exposure to commercially written laboratory activities
is a desirable experience. For certain topics in this unit
laboratory exercise:3 will be utilized from .Phvsics Workbook
by Dull, etcalfe and Williams, 1960 edition. Experiments
written for specific apparatus by the manufacturer will also
be utilized.

E2,...iagritnqnt

#15 Physics Workbook Experiment #53 - MaRnetic Field
About .a Mums..

#16 Physics Workbook Experiment #54 - ragnetic, Field
About a. Conductor.

#17 Physics Workbook Experiment #55 - The Electromagnet

#19 Physics Workbook Experiment #47 - Measurement of
Resistance - Vo ltireter-Ammeter Met'gra)

§22 Physics Workbook Experiment #56 - Galvanometer
Constants

#23 Physics Workbook Experiment #45 - Electrochemical
Cells

#24 & #25 Electromapnetic Induction written by Central
raIatiiic Company tor Ea Gilley Induction Set.

#26 Physics Workbook Experiment #58 Electric Motor



Name
Date submitted

Experiment V18 - OM'S LAW

Eurose pf experiment
L. To study the relationship between the voltage applied

to a conductor and the Current through the conductor.

Apparatus
Variable d.c. power supply, voltmeter, ammeter, four

wire woun zesistr,Js, two spst swItches and wire for making

connections.

1_515IGEM

C)

Variable
D.C. Source

Procedure
Set up the apparatus as shown in the diagram. For each

conductor four trials will be made by varying the amount of

voltage supplied to the circuit.
The voltage and current for each trial is recorded and

the voltage to current ratio calculated.
A graph is made for each trial with the current values

plotted on the x-axis and the voltages on the y-axis.

Data: - next page.

Questions:

1. Vhat is the shape of the graphs

2. How do t e V-I ratios for each con uctor compare with eacl

other?

3. From tae ans57677737177171777757XCalialslon may be

drawn concerning the relntionship between the voltage applidd

to the conductor and the current through the conductor?

111=MMsMINNo.1.0W,
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Experiment #20 - SERIES AND.PARALLEL CIRCUITS

Pqmpe of ExReriment
T676721107176tor involved in series and parallel

circuits.
To gain experience in using multimeters in electrical

circuits.

Apnirtun
Var±able d.c. power supply, vacuum tube voltmeter,

volt-ohm-milliameter, three wire wound resistors, spst

switch and wire for connections.

Procedwcq
bparatus is set up as illustrated for each trial and

the requested measuremsnts are mnde. The vacuum tube volt-

meter will be used for the voltage measurements and the

proper range on the volt-ohm-millismeter will be used for

the current readings.

Digaral and Data:

Trinl I - Series Circuits V . amp.

J\1\141\ /1 gge amp.

Powe
Supply

E)

Ri IS

Power
Supply

0

-MAN\

R

VT

VT .
r=r

112

13,

viv\AN
/**+

N 3/A 3raVAAAAI

11_41_:1 v
V2

R3 = = V3 = v

R
2

A

IT m amp.

12 = amp.

13

VT y

V t2 V

2?413



Trial 2, - Parallel Circuits

Power
Supply

0
illinam..411111110

Power Supply
0

Questions:

Part 1 - Series Circuit
1. How does the total current compare with the current through

each resistalace?
Aralion.wwwliqn1111111101111111111111MNAIIIMIN.EMIINIMIIIIMEMIMINNOMMOIlw

cio*,:;s the total volt:c23e tcumpare wit the voltages across
the individual. resistances?

ialfivem...owina.a.........11111/=1M-1111111111.

1.01 MIIIIMM...
3. How does the total vesistance compare with the individual

=OM, mwoormitoweraewro......

-ON

../MRIMMO=MMOMmli.10111.....11/MIONI=w0m.M1111Mmla

Ismokm.y.w...IM...mm...r.ramoWONowm~a11...we.maw. ...
Parr 2 - Parallel circuit
1. Now' does the tor:ErFirrent compare with the current through

each resistance?le. Awn
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Protests jor Industrial Prelgyl sics
The tests and testing devices are designed to acquaint

the student with ways in which information can be obtained
about these concepts and enable them to then understand what

happens in industrial testing devices.
Experience will also be gained in careful planning of

activities and comprehensive reporting of work and results.
These projects will lend themselves well to correlation

with the areas of math, mechanical drawing, shops end English.
There will be ample opportunity for the growth and

development of the applications of scientific methods to the
solution of problems. Also a good deal of opportunity is .

provided for developing the use of measurement in scientific
and practical applications.

The general nature of the projects is such as to require
the student to improvise and also to devise ways in which to
obtain the desired -information and to determine that information
which is pertinent and that which is not. We feel that this
is one of the more important goals of the program.

Projects have been designed with some degree of complexity

so that a team approach to the project can be utilized. Several

studente will have the responsibility to develop a part of the
project and then will have to assemble and test as a group.
This interdependency will give further insight 'into the indivi-
dua: '; contribution to the whole of an industry.



Exacted outcomps for the student

I. A working knowledge of the specific principals or properties

which he is testing.

2. Skill in designing and developing procedures for testing.

3. A good understanding of the application of measueng.

4. Increased skill in observation and recording of observation.

5. An understanding of and ability to compose a good working

report of an assigned scientific activity.

203247



PROJECT - Bursting St=g112Testing Device Plun er Method

Ob 'feet-Ayes
To develop an understanding of the principle of test-
ing bursting strength

2. To test the bursting strength of paper, plastic film
and metal toils

Description
71-aone quarter inch diameter plunger (dowel) is forced
through a sheet of material which is clamped between
two wooden blocks. The amount of weight needed to do
this is divided by the area of the plunger and record-
ed as the bursting strength of the sample.

Naperials
(standard)

4 - 1/10-20 2" thumb screws
Lj. - 1/4"-20 tee nuts (wood)
L. - 1/1.1." steel / brass washers

(other)
1 - upper clamp 3" x 3" x 1" hardwood
1 - lower clamp 3" x 3" x 1" hardwood
1 - platform 1./4" plywood 1 1/2" x 1 1/2"
1 - plunger 1/Li." dowel x 1. Vie long

209 248



thumb screw

clamp
blocks

tee nut
(wood)
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PROJECT -Hardness ofliets.1.1.3.L.11..11R2 Testing.

ObjecIlvqs
1. Develop an understanding of the nature of the Rock-

well Hardness Test:
2. To test the hardness of various types of mtals found

in the metal shop
Devise a hardness scale for the metals tested

3.

Defxeript.lqp and Prqeedure
The fahlkwelffest involves the degree of impression

a hardened steel ball will make in the surface of a metal

plate under a fixed &mount of pressure.
The apparatus c(nsists of two square metal plates

spaced.one half inch .apart by two narrow rectangular spa-

cer bars which are secured in position by nuts and bolts.

The upper plate is tapped to receive a one half inch bolt.

The threaded end of the bolt is counterdrilled to receive

a ball bearing and a length of drill rod with a diamond
point ground on the tip that protrudes andmakes the im-

precision in the samples.
When testing, this device is clamped in a metal vise-

-(Vise jaws engage the lower plate). A metal' sample is pla-

ced in between the plates and the bolt is tightened down

onto the block with a torque wrench to a selected &mount

of force (torque). The bolt is then loosened, and the

sample removed . the diameter of the impression made by

the diamond point is measured with a microscope equiped

with a measuring reticle. Various metals are so tested

and the diameters of the impressions recorded. From these

diameters a hardness scale can be devised

Materials

1 . 1/2%13 xi 1/2"
3/8".16 x 1 1/2"

4 3/8" washers
1 - 1/2" washer
1 1/8"G x 3/4"

(standard)

Amer. Std. hex bolt
Amer. Std. hex bolt

long drill rod

(other)

2 - steel plates 3" x 3" x 1/2"

2 - spacer blocks 3" x 3/4" x 1/2"

251
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PROJECT Hard

2224...;1Develop an understanding of the nature of the Shore
Scleroscope Hardness Test,

2. To test the hardness of various types of metal found
in the metv.l shop

3. Devise a hardness scale for the metal tested

22.12L1Etio..,and Procedure
scleroscope Test involves the height to

which a mall ball will bounce off the surface being tested.

The apparatus consists of a base upon which the sample

will be placed, behind the drop area is fastened a sheet
of graph paper to indicate the height of the bounce and a
small grooved platform from which to release the ball

Several drops are made -In the surface of the sample

and tho height of the bounce recorded for each trial.
Tho average height is thon determined and this can be com-
pared with results from other samples

Materials
.-----77Thase 6" x 6" 3/14." pine

1 - vertical plate 3/8" plywood 6" x 12"
I. Mi." ID glass tubes, aesorted lengths
1 - platform 1 1/4" x 3. 1/4" x 1/2" wood / support angle
1 - graph paper
4 - paper cl.ps
1 - 1/8" total bearing
4 - 1" x 1" samples
1 - 11" length of flat stock 1/8" x 1/2" steel
1 - Alnico magnet, small
4.- 1/2" # L. P.ti wood screws

1



Magnet imbed_4ed into
the platform

3/6 Plywood back
6" x 12"

1/8 x .1/2 flat stock

Sliding
Platform

ID glass tube

Graph paper placed
on vertical back
behind the tube

3/ 11. pine base

SHORE' SCLEROSCOPE 'TYPE TESTING
Hardness

2A7



PROJFCT - Shear Stronith Testing Device

---r-To develop an understanding of one process of shear
testing

2. To test the shear strength of various samples of woods
and ply sties t

Description
ive pound brass pendulum is released and allowed

to swing down and strike the sample which is clamped at
the base of the pendulum's swing. The measure of the shear

strength will be recorded by the height to which the pen-
dulum swings after shoarin6 the sample

Materials
(standard hardwnre)

2 - 3/8"-16 x LI 1/2" shouldered thumb screws
2 - 3/8"-16 thumb nuts
1. - 3/8"-16 7: 36" threaded stcck
2 - 3/8"-16 American standard hex nuts

6 - 3/8" steel / brass washers
2 - 3/8" spring lock washers
Lj. - 3/8'1-16 x 3 1/2" FH machine screws

- 3/8"-1k Tee nuts (wood)
3 - #10-3/4" FH wood screws
6 - #10-1. 1/2" FH wood screws

(Other materials)
1 - clamp body 3 5/8" x 6" x 2" hardwood

2 - clamp faces 1/8" steel plate 2" x 6"
1 - Forward clamp face 1/14." steel plate 2" x

1 pendulum weight 3"(1 brass x 2 3/8"
1 - pendulum axle 3_44." CC aluminum x 6"
1 - radial scale WV plywood 18" x 18"

1 - radial scale support 30 1/8" x 2" x 1" pine

3. - base 35" x 6" x SA" hardwood
2 - axle supports lt0 1/8" x 3" x 1" hardwood

2ktos
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pendulum axl
supports

radial
scale

pendulum axle

brass weight

SHEAR STRENGTH TES77NG DEVICE
220 259



MATERIALS

1 pc 3 5/8" x 6 x 2 hardwood
2 pea 1/8 steel plate 2" x 6"
3. pc 1/4 steel plate 2" x
2 3/6 x 4 1/2 thtmt screws
2 3/8 thumb nuts
4 3/0 Amer. Std. washers

221 260
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PROJECT - Tensils stren th of materials

altaIllY2B
1. Develop an understanding of the nature of tensile strength

testing
2. Test the tensile strength of various types of paper,

plastic films and metal foils

Description and procedure
'176-717----"imps r-Old the opposite ends of the test sample

are needed. One clamp is fixed to the hoozontal sup-
porting frame. The clamp at the otheil! end has a hole

.into which the spring scale is located. A threaded axle

mounted in the frame draws the scale away from the op-
posite side thereby placing a tensile stress on the

sample material. The force required to break the mater-

ial is recored on the scale via a sliding magnet. The

tensile strength of the nample is found by dividing the

cross sectional area of the sample into the force needed

to break the sample

Materials - (standard)
Quantity Description
1. 3/8-16 bell,orank" iiiichine'handre
1.--3/8-16 steel swivel eyo nut / steel eye nut

2. 3/8-16 American standard hex nut
5. 3/8 American standard steel / brass washers

1. 3/8-16 x 8" steel stock

L. 3/16-24. x 1/2 collar screws
4.. 3/16-24. wing nuts
LI- 3/16 washers
1. 1 3/4 #10 F.H. wood screws

Materials - (other)
2. 3 3/8 x 2 x 3/4 hardwood
2. 31 x 2 z 3/4 hardwood
4. 3,/8 aluminum plate 1 x 2
1. 1/8 0 x 2 3/4 steel rod

263
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We.

- Electrical Conductivity of Liquids

(.212.1249.
o measure the conductivity of various liquids

2. To develop an appreciation of the safety factors
involved in working with electrical equipment

ascrlption
n"-77Te apparatus consists of a circuit board enabling

the insertion of electrodes into various liquids and
measuring the current flowing through the solution.

Various liquids are tested, noting the current
through and voltage across the solution. A light

bulb is also used to give additional visual indica-

tions of the reaction.

Materials
"-'717=base 12" x 9 3/4" x 1/2" wood. Plywood etc.

1 - standard porcelene lampsooket ( surface mount)

1 - 60 watt bulb (clear)
1 - SPST knife switch
6 - bindl.ng posts
1 - 250 ML jar
7 - cover 1/8" masonite (exterior) 4" X 4"
2 - 1/8" dia. copper rod
1 A.C. voltmeter
1 A.C. ammeter
1 - A.C. male plug
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PROJECT - Fuse Load Capacity Apparatus

22.inetives
--17-Tompare and contrast older conventional fuse 'boxes

and the newer circuit breaker type boxes

2. There in a correlation between total ampere rating

of tho service and the number of circuits that
may be provided therein. i.e. 100 amp. = 8 circuits.

3. When a circuit becomes overloaded. why?
I. Safety Vactors

Descriptio.
Tho materials indicated for this project provide

you with all the components of a simple circuit. The

apparatuseonsists of a base board which mounts an

electrical line (circuit). The following components
are hooked up in series along this #18 lampcord line:
buss bar(electrical outlet capable of receiving many

plugs at one time), A.C. ammeter, porcelene lamp

base with a reset type fuse and one knife switch. Upon

introducing an appliance to the buss bar one can check

amps. being drawn off the 15 amp. circuit and so on
until the fuse blows. Check the reaults of a penny

backed fuse on an overloaded fuse; be sure to follow
the instructor's direction carefully and observe all

safety procedures.

Materials

1 - 8" or 10" buss bar
1 - A.C. ammeter
1 Porcelene lamp base (surface mount)

1 - 15 amp. reset typo fuse
1 - 20 amp. reset type fuse
3. - 30 amp. reset type fuse
1 - knife switch
1 - four foot length of # 18 lamp cord

1 - base 5/8" plywood 16" x 8"

22t68
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PROJECT - Insulating Value of Tapes

Objectives
----'177-"Tb measure the insulating value (ability) of

various typos of tape
2. To develop an understanding of transformer op-

eration
3. To develop an appreciation for safety precautions

in working with high voltages

WiSaUlten
The apparatus consists of a high voltage trans-

'former with about an 8000 volt secondary. A testing
arrangement which enables a varying of the dibstance
betwoen the electrodes and a Moans of controlling
the input voltage to the transformer.

The electrodes consist of a rovable copper plate
The sample to bo tested. in fixed to the copper tube
and the metal plate is moved towhA the tube until
an arc occurs

Materials
17:11ase 1/2" plywood it" x 6"

1 - copper plate 2" x 1 1/2" x 1/16"
1 - 1" copper tubing 211 long
1 - 4" section of ruler
2 - terminal posts - binding type
2 - guides 3" x 3/11." x 3/4" with 1/4" rabbet along axis
1 - plate block 2" x 1" x 1"
1 - tube block 2" x 1" x 1 1/411
6 - 3/4" #8 PH wood screws
2 - 8-32 x 1 1/4" machine screws
2 - 8-32 wing nuts
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Project - From Sun to Sound
A scarice EIFIRWiloped by Bell Telephone Laboratories

for use by high school students. This kit will provide same

basic experience in electrical circuitry and construction of
components for an electric circuit.

Project - Solir raler v a science kit developed by Bell Telephone
Laboratories. T ls is an involved activity where the group
will have to construct a simple high temperature furnace and
make their own solar cells.
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Industrial "rep English - Junior Year.

The Unsires fInd NeAds of Studlnts is the Number One

Consideration ior

The past two years in Industrial Prep English has

shaan that a curriculum thot does not specifically take

into account the desires end needs of the students for

whom it i3 intended, cannot be successful. It is

evident that students in this course learn only when
1

they see the need and feel a desire for learning.

The Industrial Prep English Curriculum in the Junior

Year ottempts to start from this point and establishes

a program built around the student.

The purpose is not to fit the student into a

desired mold, but rather to enable each boy to develop

his own abilities and interests as he sees fit within

the broad framework of an Engliah course. Instead of

attempting to change the boy, the philosophy is to

revise the curriculum and school environment so that

the student may naturally develop and take his proper

place in the world.

Though doubts may be cast as to the reality of

such a program, a journey most commence with one step

end this English Curriculum is that initial step.
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The! Atitomohile. arLdffdlea:Le.JaLaer,
:§slasaislor

In the preceding year it was clearly recognized

that the number one interest of the Industrial Prep boys

was cars. Because of this fondness the teaching of .any

number of traditional concepts, even With an exceliant

and stimulatinn teacher, made little or no conceivable

impression because the students simply did not wish

to learn that which they couldnot see as useful. Con-

sequently a curriculum that wishes to be successful

must take this car-mania into consideration.

A significant observed point was that as the boys

matured their interest in the automobile industry as a

meantr of earning a living waned. As the boys approached

seventeen their major interest in life no longer was

cars though their desire for an automobile increased.

The car was no longer desired for itself, but as a

symbol of independence, power, and sex.

Based on these drives the boys took after school

jobs to earn enough money to buy and support their cars

and this opened any number of ancillary fields which

the curriculum planner took advantage of, i.e. taxation,

installment buying, insurance, future jobs and laws.

Another interest of the boys was television. This

was not the television that their teachers watched, but

the shows that many adults would term foolish. Television

was a favorite pastime for the boys because it was free,

near, convenient and a "cool medium." They watched

it not to be motivated, challenged or inspired, but to

relax, dream and be amused.
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The Content and Concern of English Remains the Same,

2131:_alE2.111EEZEDITY4T117--

Because of the preceding observations the purpose

of the Industrisl Prep English program has not neces-

sarily changed from last year. The avowed purpose

remains to teach Industrial Prep students how to read,

write, speak, listen and think with as zuh discernment

and discrimination as possible, so that they will be

able to adequately function in society.

What is changed from last year is the approach

to. achieving these goals. Originally it was thought

'that the broad eight areas of English, reading, litera-

ture, and composition, mass media, critical thinking,

speech, listening and linguistics, would appeal to the

student given an intelligent, interesting teacher who

chose appropriate illustrations from each area.

In most cases the program proved successful. Basical-

ly the boys were willing to respond if the particular

area under discussion was one that they felt filled a

present active need, i.e. reading the help wanted ads

& evaluating car advertisements.

Consequently the current approach is to use the

content of the eight areas as a guide, and to search

for unit topics for the students that will:

1, take into consideration their interests

2. fulfill their present and future needs

3. be sufficiently pragmatic to them

4. place more of a physical burden on the individual

5. broaden their horizons

6. continue to act as a forum for divergent points of view
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1. correlate material with the rest of the Industrial

Prep program

8. keep the philosophy of the Industrial Prep program in

mind

In each of the units, some of the eight areas of

the Hackensack High School English Curriculum are

present, and in the complete Junior Year program all

of the eight areas are included.

A Unit Approach is Suggested

The Junior Year is divided into five units which will

provide sufficient material for the academic year.

Potentially the most far reaching unit is the

one on Work Preparation. Here the boys will not only

read about future jobs and hsar speeches from the work

field, but they will correspond with people requesting

information, go outside the school to interview people

and eventually spend one day "on-the-job" in the field

of their choice.

Since the students spend much time with their

tdhvision sets, the unit on Television provides for

an analysis of the medium considering its effects on

people, viewing it for more enjoyment and understanding

and finally establishing criteria for evaluating shows.

The practical part of this unit will be the preparation

of a television commercial by the students.

In another unit an attempt is made to correlate

English and Physics based upon the Physics Testing Project.

The English contribution to this unit will be to have

students explain their projects in written and oral work
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and to relate them actually to industry. To do this

means that the boys will search for companies that use

their models for actual testing procedures. Firmlly

the boys will vImit the companies and see the practical

application to their project.

The Economics unit is an extention of the curious

attention that students show in a study of the stock

mnrket in the Sophomore Year. For the Junior Year

the topic of consumer credit revolves around dim boys'

desires to buy cars. This unit will correlate with

the mnthematics class where the computations involved

in consumer credit will be taught while the English

teacher presents such elements as car selecting, and

arranging for and maintaining payments.

Finally a unit that takes advantage of the cur-

rent issues of prejudice will round out the year.

The boys, many of whom are Negro, will explore the realistic

situation of prejudice through literature, psychology

and practical experience. The classroom will provide

a sounding board for the boys on many of today's

racial issues.

These units are an attempt to further imprcme the

teaching of English for non-college bound students and

to establish a practical Xndustrial Prep Curriculum in

Hackensack High School. Just as more insight was

gained by the prac.tical application of this curriculum

in the Sophomore Year, so it is expected that increased

knowledge will be gained as a result of applying this

curriculum to the Junior Year.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Junior Year

Industrial Prep..rh

Work PreParation

I. Self-Awareness Exploration (Guidancevot in this section)

II. Scheme for Occupational Analysis

III. Library Research

IV. Letter Writing
V. Interviews

VI. Evaluation of Schools

VII. Automation
VIII. Literature

IX. Projects
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Scheme For Camsional Analysis

I. Information

A. Sources

1. Libraries
2, Corpanies
3. Unions
4. State Employment Agencies

B. Bibliography

1. Nava of Pamphlet or Book, Author or Editor, Copyright
or printing date, Publisher, City, State.

/I. Requirements of the Job.

A. Entrance and Advancement

1. Vnions
2. Licenses
3. Tests
4. D is cr imina t ion

B. Personality Necessary or Essential For Success

3.. Introvert-Extrovert
2. Indoornman-Outdoorsman
3. Group-Solita:ey Setting

C. Preparation necessary and where it may be obtained.

14 Schooling
2, Apprenticeship

D. Abilities necessary or essential for Success
1. Manual Skill
2. Reading Ability
3. Blueprint Reading

III. Demands and Rewards of the Work Environment

A. Physiological. Demands of the Job

1. Bodily Movements and Strain

2. Use of Tools

3. Noise

B. Physiological Rewards of the Job

1. Improvement of Physical Condition
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2. Sharper Reflexes
3. Better Health

C. Psychologial Demaas of the Job,

1. Pressures
2, Mental Effort
3. Deadlines

D. Psycholoaical Rewards of the job.

I. Satisfaction
2. Pride

E. Compensation

1. Range of Pay-hour, day, week, month, year.

2. Amount of timn before top money is reached

3. Fringe Benefits

F. Working Conditians

I. Esclth Roams

2. Recreation

3, Physical Layout of Building

4. Special Unifams Required

G. Advantages and Disadvantages of working in the field.

IV. People in Fisld

A. Bfmkground

1. Amount of Education

2, Age Bracket

3. Ethnical Background

B. Azaociation of Workers

1. Labor Union

2. Credit Unions

3. Social Context

V. Outlook

A. Distributioa of Wm:kers by Number and Geography

1. Company
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-

6.1

3

2. Region

3, United States

4. World

Future trends in employment in the field

C. Rtlated fields for the future.
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The Library

I. Finding Books

A. Dewey Decimal System

1.. 000-099-Genera1 Works-Encyclopedias-periodicals

2. 100-199-Philosophy-psychology-ethics-logic

3. 200-299-Religion-Bible-Churches-Church history-
myth4ogy

4. 300-399-Socia3. Scionce-Economics-law-government

5. 400-499- Linguistics-Dictionaries-gramraars

6. 500-599-Pure Science-Mathematics-Chemistry-Physics.

7. 600-699-Applied Science-Medicine-Aviation-Business.

8. 700-799-Arts and Recreation-Sculpture-painting-music.

9. 800-899-Literature-Nove1s-plays-essay8.

10. 900-999-History-Geography-Travel

B. 600-699- Applied Sciences

1. 6104ledicine

2. 620-Engineering

3. 630-Agricu1ture

4, 640-Home Economics

5. 650-Business

6. 660-Industrial Chemistry

7. 6704Ianufactures

8. 680-Mechanic Trades

9. 690-Building

C . Indus tr ia 1 Chemis tr y

1. 666 Ceramic Technology

2. 667 Cleaning or Dyeing.

3. 668 Other Organic Products
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4. 669 Metallurgy

D . Fiction

1 . Marked F

2 . Alpha beti ca lby. A4thor

3 . Books by same authors are then listed alphabetical
order.

E. Biography

1. Listed by letter "B" or 92

2. Collective Biographies 920
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Exercises-A. Pick the Dewey System Subject Heads for the follow-
ing books.

I. Boris Sokoloff- Miracle Drugs

2. Frank Magruder.- American Government

3. Selig Hecht- Explaining the Atom

4. Will Durant- The Story of Philosophy

5. Thor Heyerdahl- Kon-Tiki

6. Florence Fitch- One God-The Ways we Worship Him

7. Lucile Marshall- Photography for Teen-agers

8. Wilfred Funk- Word Origins and their Romantic
Stories

9, Charles Lamb- Essays of Elia

10. World Book Encyclopedia

B. Som3tImes Non-Fiction books do not give a clear
indication of what they are. Decide which choice
accurately describes each book.

1. 13 Against Odds- 920 (a) hazards of mountain
climbing

(b) collective biography of Negroes
(c) teamwork in rowling

2. 26 Letters-411 a model business letters
b personal letters of T.R.
c the story of the alphabet

3. Fun with Figures Math problems
b exercising for reducing
c modeling as a hobby

4. Green Pastures 812 a play
b a biography of Louis Pasteur
c soil conservation

5. Rameses to Rockefeller 720.9 (a)a collective biography
of outstanding people
in many fields

(b) the story of arch-
itecture

(c) a one volume World
History.



11. The Card Catalogue-Tells student where the book is located
in the library shelves.

A. 3 types of card

1. Title

2. Subject

3. Author

B. Cross Reference

1. "See"- means library lists books under different
subject.

2. "See Also"- Additional Material listed under
another subject.

III. Refenenee Books- they answer Specific questions i.e.

Who is the World Champion discus thrower?

Did Mrs. O'Leary's em start the Chicago fire?

What is the legal voting age in Nebraska?

Mot is required for a fireman's license in N. J.

A. Encyclopedias- Almost any subject-contains general
information-writton by experts.

1. Britannica

2. Collier's Encyclopedia

3. Encyclopedia Amaricana

4. Comptons's Pictured Encyclopedia (high school)

5. World Book Encyclopedia (high school)

B. Biography

1. Dictionary of American Biography (Dead Americans)

2. Dictionary of National Biography (Dead English)

3, Who's Who (English)

4. Who's Wto in America.
1.

5. Webster's Biographical Dictionary
(Alt nations, all times)
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C. Yearbooks-% Facts- Sports records...Award Winners-
important dates.

1. World Almanac

2. Information Please.Almanac.

D. Atlases- Geography

1. Goode's World Atlap

2. Rand McNally- Cosmopolitan World Atlas

3. Hammond Is Library World Atlas

E. Quotations

1. Bartlett's Familiar Quotations (Listed by author)

2. Stevenson's Hame Book of Quotations (listed by
subject)

F. Occupational

1. Occupational Outl00% Handbook-U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

2. Job Guide for Young Workers-U.S. Employment
Service

3. Career Index- Chronicle Guidance Publications

4, Ulrich's Pericaical3 Dictionary-edited by Granes
(Technic:11 Journals).

G. Vertical File- Cu..nt topics-pamphleta-newsclippings

III. Magazines- Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

O'Brien, Robert

Now you can bet on the weather and win, more often
Digest Chlt125-8 Je '66

What's so dit:eazent about CB antennas?
Pop Elect 24:44-61 My '66

Occupations
Boom in jobs for 1966 graduates. U.S. News
60:123 Je 13 '66

"1"........"""..."" See Also
Airlines- Employees



1
J

E4ucation

Europe Western

urapa's SchoQLsgoing American?
6-0

States
Education in Amarica: by P. Woodring- J. Lass
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Window on the World
791.45

C Coombs, Charles I.

Windows on tha World; the story
of television production;
World Pub. 1965
125 p. illus.

791.45 Coombs, Charles I.

Window on the World; the
story of television production;
World Pub, 1965
125 p. illus.

Television: Production and Direction
791.45

Coombs, Charles I.

Window on the World; the story-
of television production;

World Pub. 1965
125 p. illus.
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Letter Writing

I. Facia
A. Heading

B. Inside Address

C. Salutation

D. Body

E. Closing

F. Signature

I/. Letter of Request

A. Request Information i.e. Who? What?
How Many?

B. Supply Accurate Information-i.e. date,

C. Reasonableness
I. Inmestigate your information

2. Know enough to be specific

3. The man you are corresponding wilik knows his field.

D. Be Courteous

Be Brief

Where? When? Why?

time address? title?

E.

III. Letter of thanks

A. Be prompt

B. State thanks

C. Show how the courtesy of the man
to you.

D. Be sincere

will, be beneficial



If

352 Hackens ck
HiLclsw sac. New r se y 07601
eptember 3U, 44-

Iox. Carl Jones
Hackensack High School
First and Beech Streets
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601

42,2e..e.c-e Golvvu'................---
{Dear Mr. Jones: ----

44,44$4.4 This is a standard letter style which you may
use for any business letter. Note that it is wall-
balanced and neat. Some of the areas that students
have trouble with ere pointed out.

Many times the first picture a future employer
may have of you is with your letter or application
or request. Just as a poor picture of yourself in
the school yearbook will make a bad impression on
people, so to a poor letter submitted to a prospac-
wtive employer will not make a very satisfactory
impression. It is really very simple to write a
good letter if you know how. csevae.ee-e

4"44141-e_

°-6.7-ndet-g
oseph Smith

Instructor
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Interview

I. Arrangements for Interview

A. Have I sufficient background to conduct the interview?

B. Is the topic worthwhile?

C. Is the topic stated clearly?

D. What specific information do I seek?

II. Questioning

A. Preparation

1. Prepare as many questions as pcosible.

2. Organize the questions into major topics.

3. Pick the more Important questions as your interview

questions.

B. Questioning procradure

1. Require more than a "yes" or

a. Wrong--"Is a college education necessary?"
b. Right--"What amount of education is necessary

in order to qualify for the field?"

2. Have the interview go into detail-Ovoid Silence)

e. Wrong-"Oh, you say it is necesci*xy to go to
a tcohniztal schooW

b. Right--"If X go to a vashntal school, what
specific cour*aa should I take?"

3. Aak single vestions.

a. Wrong--"When, Where and how does a person
entrAr this field?"

b. Right--"How does one enter this. fteld?"

4. Get an OpinionDo not give one.

a. WrOng--"Since the best paying jobs ere on the

east coast, shouldn't a sbOy look, for
a job on the east coast?"

b. Right--"Whare is the est Region to find a
jOb?"

5. Itske sure questions are pertinent-Stick to the
Topic.

a. Mrong--"Ht.. Bell, do you think Hackensack
hos a good school system?".
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b. RightStick to questions concerning the
interview.

6. Propriety

a. Wrong--"Mr. Bell, how old are you?"
b. Right"Is the field different now than frOm

the time you first entered it."

III. Note Taking

A. Write all questions on 3x5 index cards.

B. Write answers to questions immediately on index cards.

IV. Conducting Interview

A. Know your queations

B. Be bueinesslike

C. Do net ruch

D. Let the interviewer do the talking
E. Listen to the interviewer
F. Stay flexible
G. Stay on topic

H. Take Notes

I. Check your notes with interviewer if something is un-
clear.

V. Tact

A. If the answers are vague have the interviewee restate
his answer.
a.. Wrong "You did not answer my question."
b. Right "I'm sorry I do not understand."

B. Try to keep to the topic by using transitional ques-
tions.
a. Wrong-"Yes, I would like to talk about our foot-

ball team's prospects, but could we get
back to the topic?"

b. Right-"Do you place any particular value in a boy
who participates in extra-curricular activi-
ties?"

21.
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VI, Po,.,t Interview Procedure

A. Organize your infolmation immediately after your
interview.

B. Write a Thank-you note to interviews.

C. Prepare your report to the class.

VII. Grooming.

A. Wear a suit or sport jacket, white shirt and tie.

B. Make sure- clothes are cleaned and pressed.

C. Have a well-groomed hair-cut.

D. Have shined shoes,
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School Evaluation

School Administration

A. What kind of school is it? i.e. Technical, Business,
or Junior College.

B. Who administers the school? i.e. State, City, a
private corporation, or a religious order.

C. Is the school accredited by the State?
. D. Has the school issued a catalogue? Take one.

II. Facilities
A. Where is the school located?.i.e. State, City? What

pert of the city.
B. What did you notice about the building or buildings?

i.e. Layout of building, number of floors, laboratories,
classes.
What kind of furnittrre does the school have in each
classroom?

D. What kind of lighting fixtures in the school?
E. Does the school have a library?
F. Is the school in a state of cleanliness?

III. Costs

A. ,What is the tuition per school year?
B. What is the cost of the school per basic unit of instruc-

tion?
Are there any school. dormitories?

D. If so what is the cost of Room and Board per school
year?$

E. If the school is a commutor school, is there a cafeteria
available in the school?
Is the school easy to rea0 by transportation? Public,.
Private Transportation.

G. If so,_ what is the cost of transportation from your
house? .

H. Is any financial assistance offered to the student by
the school?
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IT, Entrance

A. What tire the entrance requirements? i.e. High School
Dip law, Tests, College Boards.

B..When ur.q a ztudont enter a school to begin instruction?

V. Students

A. How many students are registered for courses?

B. What is the make-up of the student body? i.e. Male-
Female, Young-Old.

C. Where do they live?

D. How do they dress?

E. Are there any social activities available for students?
VI. Program of Study

A. What Prog.xams of Study are offered? i.e. Electronics
Technology, Chemical Technology, Data Processing.

B. Within your Program of Study what are some of the
courses offered to you? i.e. In Chemical Technology-
some of the courses may be General Chemistry, Quantita-
tive Analysis, Organic Chemistry, Geometry.

C. How long is the training program?

VII. Classes
A. How long is class in session for one period?
B. How many sessions a week do the classes meet?

C. How many weeks in the academic year?

D. What are class sizes?
VIII. Staff

A. What type. of teacher in the school? i.e. Male, Female,
Old , Young.

B. What are the Educational and Work backgrounds of the
teachers?

C. Are the teachers certified by the State?
IX. Placement

A. Does the school attempt to place its graduates upon
graduation?

Does the school say it will guarantee its graduates a
job?
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Automation

I. Definition

A. Produation System

B. Uses hydralic, pneumatic, mechanical, electronic
or other related equipment

C. Regulates, Shortens and Coordinates Production
D. Examples of Automation Devices

1. trensraissions in cars
2. thermostats for furnaces
3. street lighting
4. electricity
5. alloying of metals
6. chamic.21 synthesis

II. Need for Automation

A. Massive increase of U.S. population
B. Increased production to meet popular demand
C. Maintaining and improving standard of living
D. Space Program

III. Computers-

A. Speed-7,000 camputations per second

B. Third Generation
1. Mark
2. Eniac-30 tons-1500 square feet of space
3. Tyansistors *- 1958
4. Not human but extends human capabilities

C. What computer does
1. Caluclates
2. Shoulders work assignments
3. Monitors complex processes
4. Prints material

D. What a computer cannot do
1. It must have instructions from humans before it

can function:..
2. Men must draw inferences from information given

by computer; the computer cannot reason independent-
ly.

IV. Industrial Work

A. Employment

14 Becaune or: the many variables involved, can the
influence of automation on employment be adequate-
ly judged?
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2. Has it changed skills needed in labor market?

3. Are jobs less meaningful?
4. Are workers less responsible?

5. Are results lass personally rewarding for a

skilled craftsman? for an unskilled laborer?

6. Do workers become obsolete?

7. la th: human brain devalued?

B. Industry
1. Alternative is obsolescence
2. New products
3. Adaptations of new techniques to traditional

products
4. Adaptations of new materials to traditional

products.

C. Fields of the Future

D. Literary Pieces Witt Work & Automation Theme

le RN...R.1)y Karl Cóprek
2. WEres.for Youth- ed. A.H. Lass & Arnold Horowitz

a. Wrong Guy byWilliam B. Mahoney

b. _Quality by John Galsworthy
c. The Pod of a Weed by Forrest Rosaire

26
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A fine book for students is Stories for Ycluth, edited
by A.H. lass &Arnold Horowitz, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc, N.Y., N.Y.

Here is an exeriple of what discussion questions Quality
can provide.

1.

2.

3.

4. Why doesn't everyone have pride in his work?

5. Can men like Gesler succeed in today's society?

6. Why didn't more people purchase shoes from Genter?

7. Would you have purchased your shoes there?

8. Should Gessler have covered his standards of workmanship?

9. What is success?

10. Was Gessler successful?

11. Do you admire him?

12. If Gessler had a wife and two children would he have had
a different outlook on life?

5

Why is the attitude of Gestler towards his work unusual? ,1

What type of workers take pride in their workmanship?

How is Gessler different from the average factory worker? A
:4

13. Is mass production a desireable characteristic of modern
society?

14. What are some advantages and disadvantages of mass production?

15. What will make an assembly line worker produce superior
quality?

16. The U.S. Department of Labor reports 35,000 jobs go out
of existence everyday, what happens to the men in theae
jobs?

17. Even though 35,000 jobs go out of existence everyday
more than that are created by new industries. Who
fills there new jobs?

300
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Flick Webb
by John Updike

Pearl Avenue runs past the high-school lot,
Bends with the trolley tracks, and stops, cut off
Before it has a chance to go two blocks,
At Colonel McComsky Plaza. Barth's Garage
Is on the corner facing west, and there,
Most days, you'll find Flick Webb, who helps Barth out.

Flick stands tall among the idiot pumps--
Five on a side, the old Bubble-head style,
Their rubber elbows hanging loose and low.
One's nostrils are two S's, and his eyes
An E and 0. And one is squat, without
A heed at all--more of a football type.

Once, Flick played for the high-school team, the Wizards.
He was good-in fact, the best. In '46
He bucketed three hundred ninety points,
A covnty record still. The ball loved Flick.
I saw him rack up thirty-eight or forty
In one home game. His hands were like wild birds.

He never learned a trade; he just sells gas,
Checks oil, end changes flats. Once in a while
As a gag he dribbles an inner tube,
But most of us remember anyway.
His hands are fine and nervous on the lug wrench.
It makes no difference to the lug wrench, though.

Off work, he hands around Mae's luncheonette.
Grease-gray and kind of coiled, he plays pinball,
Sips lemon cokes and smokes those thin cigars.
Flick seldom says a wore to Mae, just sits and nods
Beyond her fac e toward bright app laudicg tiers
Of Necco Wafers, Nibn, and Juju Beads.

1.. What is Flick's job at the time of the poem?

2. What sport did Flick play in school?

3. What does the wore "Flick" suggest? the word Webb?

4. To what does the poem compare or contrast Flick?

5. What does the following line of the poem mean?--
"One's nostrils are two S's, & his eyes
An E and 0.

6. How has. nick used' hip skills & education since high school?

7. How is Flick like Pearl Ave?

8. What kind of life lays ahead for Flick Webb?

9. What does Flick Webb think about himself?

10. What ideas does the poet try to evoke from the reader?

28
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Possible Student Projects for Work-Preparation Unit

Oral

A. Group Interviews

10 Students interview a school administrator or
teacher on some phase of school life.
Students interview a man who works in industry.

3. Students interview a person whO the guidance coun-
selor feels can reenforce a point that has present-
ed in ciass guidance period i.e. a physically
.handica pps d person who has successfully overcome
his handicap,

B. Individual Interviews

1. Studentiqjcitervii.: a person who they personally
know and respect i.e. priest, relative.
Student-g i, sent to interview an industrial
worker on-the-job in a field that it*d.entr 4:retiree to
enter upon graduation.

C. Reports

1. Students follow-up any individual information
they have gathered by reporting to the class.

2, A representative from the New Jersey Employment
Service talks to the students about topics in
which they cannot get information i.e. Further
outlook in the Technical fields, Geographical
Distribution of workers,Unionism in the Work Field.

II, Writing

A. Letters
1. Letters are written to Unions and Companies re-

questing information.

2 Students write to men in industry requesting
interviews,

3.. Students write Thank-you letters to people who
have helped them with their units.

4. In conclusion students write a report about their
chosen field consolidating all the information
they have received.

III.. Schools
A. Students take a trip to a number of technical schools

in the local area and evaluate them,
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I. History
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III. Viewing

IV. Judging

V. Types of Shows

VI. Effects of Television
VII. Projects
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TELEVISION

I. History
A. Samuel F.B. Morse-The Telegraph4844

1. Cables
2. Dots and Dashes

B. Alexander Graham Bell-Telephone-1876

1. Cables
2. Speech

C. Thomas A. Edison-Phonograph-1877-preserved speech

D. Guglielmo Marconi- Wireless- 1901

1. No Cables
2. Dots and Dashes

E. Fessenden de Forest

1. No Cables
2. Speech

F. Post World War I-The Radio

1. Conrad
2. KDKA
3. WEAF- Advertising
4. NBC-1926
5. CBS-1927

G. Orson Welles- October 1935

H. Post World War II. period - Television

I. Government Regulation-F.C.C.

II. Advertising

A. Types
1. Complete Program
2. Participation in a program
3. Spot Announcement

B. Advantages
1. No government control
2. Free Television for the consumer
3. Great deal of money is spent on television shows
4. Choice of programs a vailable

C. Disadvantages

1. Prot-v3m of interest to sponsor
2. Sponsor as censor
3. Interruptions
4. Too much propagando304
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III. Viewing Television
A. The passive viewer

1. merely sensual
2. short attention span

B. The appreciative viewer
I. takes active interest
2. emotionally involved
3. attentive

C. The analytical viewer
1. on an intellectual. level
2. is absorbed into the program
3. questions about program are answered

D. The critical viewer
I. on an intellectual level
2. evaluates plot, theme, and characters
3. compares and contrasts program with

other programs
4. evaluates production level i.e. camera,

lighting, acting

IV. Judging Television

A. Purpose
1, Education
2. Entertainment
3. Propaganda

B. Criteria
1. Originality
2. Reasonableness
3. Message
4. Stimulation
5. Permanent Value
6. Purpose

C. Rating Services

1. Different professional organizations that
rate shows.

2. Division of viewers

a. age
b. economics
c. sex
d. religion
e. race
f. educe t ion
g. geography

D. Influence of television on Ideas of Viewers
1. social customs
2. family life
3. marriage
4, dre s
5. etiquette
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6. cultural and social groups
7. nations

V. Types of Shows

A. General Characteristics of Shows

1. 26 or 52 minutes
2. commerical
3. immediate interest
4. focus on people
5. action
6. family entertainment
7. live or taped

B. Family Shows
1. HOW are the various characters depicted?

a. Parents-
1. job?
2. dress?
3. in-laws?
.4. discipline
5. smoke?
6. drink?
7. sensitivity to problems?
8. interests?
9. friends?

10. who is the smarter?
11. who is the more sensitive?
12. who is the more refined?

of children?

b. Children
1. school?
2. sports?
3. social life?
4. cars?
5. ambitions?
6. friends?
7. relationships with parents?
8. siblings?

2. Economic Status of Family-
1. profttperous?
2. car?
3. house?
4. maid?
5. butler?
6. number of children?
7. vacations?
8. furnishings of house?

3. Cultural Identification
1. religion?
2. politics?
3. racial issues?
4, education?
5. culture?
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4. Problems-
1. social and political issues?
2. What kind of prolaftwa?
3. How are there pL:oblems soLy,..1?

5. Values-
1. friendliness?
2. tolerance?
3, patriotism?
4. respect?

6. Comparism between real families and television

families.

C. Westerns-
1. Comparison of Children's and Adult's Westerns

a. Virtues and Vices
b. Gcmd and bad characters
c. Symbols
d. Plot
e. Thome

2. Historic Value
1. Truth and Falsity of dates, people,

geography, and occupations.

2. Relationship between people.
3. Indian Problem.

Cops and Robbers- Sherlock Holmes' descendants

1. setting
2. number and types of characters

3. characteristics of hero
4. plot
5. moral tone

E. Comedy
1. Shows

a. Mot makes show funny?
b. Is it successful? Why?
c. Popularity.

People
a. What makes a comedian popular?

b. What type of personality does he have?

c. On what does he depend for his humor?

d. Does he amuse?

F. Realism versus Fantasy
I. What is the difference between realisM and

fantasy?
2. Are there more rvaistic or fantasy shows

on television.
3. Any danger of watching fantasy shows on televisior

4. Why have fantasy shows on television?
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VI. Effects
A. On
B. On
C. On

of Television
Children
Adults
othcr media
1. the newspaper
2. the form and use of radio was changed.
3. films- effected quality and amount of films.

a. In 1946-82 million people attended the
movies.

b. In 1955-46 million people attended
c. In 1963-47.5 million people attended



PROJECTS

I. Possible
Harris Survey-1965 more less about same own no t.v.

Total Adults- 34 33

Source of

T.V. Loss:
Suburban Residents 26 38

College Educated 31. 39

21-34 age group 34 40

Income of $10,000 22 48

Source of

T. V. Gain:
Small town residents 43 23

grade school educated 34 23

50 and over age group 44 20

05,000 and number income 42 25

31 2

35 1.

28 2

25 3.

30

32 2

32 2

31 5

28 5

A. Why a 1,oss a gain in many groups? Discuss reasons.
B. Generalizations from statistics?
C. How would this survey effect the television industry?
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XI. Cross Media Analysis Projectac,
Note: Many of the following "pzejists are based on the

following book:
TELEVISION AND TM TEACHING OF ENGLISH

by Neil. Postman and the Committee on the Study of Television:
vrirt4 of the Nntiona 1 Council of Teachers of English- Appleton-

ruitacury, Inc. New York, N.Y. - 1961.

A. Character
. 1. How has the leading character been changed? i.e.

more likeable?, handsome?, younger?, wealthier?,
more forceful?.

2, Have minor characters been eliminated, added, or
substantially altered?

3. Have relationships between characters been changed?
i.e has a brother become a friend in the tele-
vision adoption.
Have other identifying characteristics been altered?
i.e. has a commutast become simply a "radical!"

B. Setting
1. Has the place of the events been changed? i.e. Has

Mississippi become somewhere in the South?

2. Have the settings been made more luxurious or more
poverty stricken.

3. Have names been added. or omitted?

C. Language

1. Have profanity or obscenity been removed?
2. Have simpler or more explicit explanations been

used?
3. Has dialogue been transferred from one character

to another?
4. Has a descriptive passage been transformed into

dialogue?

D . Theme

I. Has the original theme been eliminated or altered?
2. Has the theme been made more explicit?

Structure
1. Have incidents been added or omitted?
2. Have action sequences been expanded or compressed?

P. Ethical and Moral Standards

1. Hi" virtue bean rode to triumph and sin been punish-
ed?
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III. Survey of T.V. Viewing-Audiences
A. What types of television shows are on between the fol-

lowing hours?

1. 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
2. 4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
3. 7:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
4. 11:00 p.m. to ?
5. Weekend television

What specific group of people watch television during
each of these.hours?

C. How does this influence the television industry?

D. Would you say that the audience's viewing habits
influence the industry or that the television industry
influences the audiences viewing habits?

E. Using the chart make a diary of your viewing habits
for one week. See if your habits correspond to your

classmates' habits?

F. Find out why people watch television or why people

do not watch television?

G. List all the different types of television shows
that are available to viewers. i.e.

a. news
b. movies
c. children's shows
d. situation comedy
e. sports
f. interviews
g. quiz
h. drama
i. variety
J. comedy
k. religious
1. teenage dance instruction
m. soap opera
n. detective-police
o. documentary
p. science-fiction
q. spy
r. western
s. adventure-serious
t. adventure-comedy

Why are some types more popular than other types?
Ikluad you say that the audience knows what it wants

and the television industry presents these types of

shows or, that the audience does not know what it
wants but lets the television industry decide for it?
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IV. Advertising- Television and the Teachin of English by Neil
Postman

Provide a description of each comnercial including its
setting, language, music, the type of people in it, or
the activity in which they are engaged.

B. Describe the product being advertised and the responces
of the people in the commercial to the product.

1. Mot needs or Desires are appealed to?:i4k1socia1
gegepta4ce?,. social?, acceptance?, good health?,
independence?, economic?, security?, comfort?,
ttme saving?.

2. Which of the seven propaganda techniques is used
by the advertiser? Why?

Arethtn.e any implied consequences of one's fail-
ing to purchase the product? Willone lose dates?
Fail to get married?, spend money, or time and
energy needlessly?.

Are those consequences of importance to American
Society? to you: end your family?.

Does the comnercial fit in with the content of
the program it serves i.e. Geritol sponsors
Lawrence Welk, but Winston does not sponsor
Captain Kangaroo.

6. Would it matter if this commercial were present-
ed at a different time slot?

This unit does not have to stop here, but can also evaluate
reactions of people to advertising in general i.e. newspapers,
films or books. Included in this night be a unit on stereo-
typing.

V. Criticism--Have students write their own criticism of a
television show based on the following questions
or topics:

A. Sumnerize the plot of the show
B. State the theme of the show
C. Compare and contrast this show with a

stmlaar. type of show based on the fol-
lowing topics--1)plot, 2)theme, 3)char-
acters-(number, type, personality)
4)acting.

VI. Have the students identify the important professional tele-
vision critics in the local area. The students will then
examine the critics' methods of criticism and finally make
a judgement about their general competencev,
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The students will evaluate the critics based in the following

farm:

A. Does tba critic accurately summerize the plot?

B. Does he tell what the theme or purpose of the show is?

C. If he does not tell what the theme or purpose of the

show is, does he say why he does not speak about this?

D. Does he compare or contrast this show with another of

the same type? (characters, setting).
E. Does he talk about acting, producing, directing?

VIIIF Have students produce a 30 second advertisenent on same

particular product or service related to a school activity.

Students can be divided into producers, directors, writers,

actors, and technicians. Its resulting product will be

put on film and presented to the student body.

VIII. G. Take students to a NewYork Television Station.

IX. For the literature part of the unit, read some original

television dramas and discuns them from two points of

view: 1) the purely literary content 2) from the tele-

vision production vlew. Some parts of the plays may be

acted in class. Over the years a number of good plays

have been produced. i.s;.Requietn for a Heavyweight by Rod

Serling, Twelve Anarv Men by Regina1URóse
Visit to 473iiiiiTraZiarry GortVidal

Thi Final 1.Jrar of 011 Erintar by Ronald Ribman

A paperback book to use is Best ;Television Plays-edited
by Gore Vidal



Junior Year

Industrial Prep English
Unit Three

Physics

I. How To Describe

//, How To Define

Critical Thinking - (Inductive Reasoning)

IV, Listening Faults
V. Physics Project

VI, Science Fiction Literature



PHYSICS PROJECT

Haw to Describe

I. Use of the Five Senses

A. SightI. size
2 shape
3 . cblor
4. Can it be recognized by any of the above?

B. Touch
1. What is the weight of the object?
2, What texture does it haVe?
3. Is the texture significant to the object?

C. Sound
1. Does it make a 'sound by itself?
2. What sound is made by striking it? .

3. Are any of those sounds distinctive of the object?
D. Smell

1. Does it have its own peculiar smell?
2. Can the object be identified by its smell?

E. Taste
1. Is there any taste to it?
2. Can it be identified by its taste?

II. What is the purpose of the object?
A. Where can it be used?
B. How can it be used?

III. Parts and their inter-relationships
A. Number of Farts
B. Order of Space.

IV. Objective Description

A. Scientifiolly Precise
B. Define terms
C. Measurements

Exercise - Fully describe the following objects:
1) desk 2) chair 3) scissors

V. Subjective Description Opposite ot Objective
A. What does object do?
B. Where is the object located?
C. May theorize about object based on what is known.
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VI. Description of a Process

A Materia ls
B. Purpose
C. Steps

1, Time
2. Space

D. Conclusion

1. Exercise

a. Describe the cooking of spTashetti..
b. Describe how to get tb Main and Mercer Streetr.
c, Describe how to make a tie knot.
d. Describe how to tie a shositlace.
e. Describe how to change a flat tire.

2, Exercise

a. Describe how a' watch" rims.
b. Describe how a voter faucet works,
c. Describe the inner workings of the starting of a car.
d, Describe how a pulley works.
e, Describe how an automatic transmission works.
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Philosophy of Description

I. Description of an Object

A. Definition

I. paint a word picture
2. give an accurate image
3. a photograph

B. Exercise

Ths description of a car as "beautiful" is
vague. The car description can be made more vivid
by specific definition i.e. A Mustang "Stallion"
G.T. equipped hardtop coup, 225h.p., 289 V-8,
styled steel wheels, red body with white vinyl
roof.

II. Non-allness-We omit many details when we write or talk.
We have a complex universe, but only a small vocabulary
to describe it.

A. Many levels of the Universe

1. Macroscopic
2. Telescopic
3. Microscopic
4. Submicroscopic
5. Thoughts, feelings, relationships.

B. Can you describe all about a pencil? No!

1. wood
2. metal
3. graphite
4. uses
5. types
6. manufacturer
7. erasers

III. Evidence of non-allness

A. Read a story of Louis Aggasiz, who trained one of
his science pupils to see things that people ordin-
arily miss.
Have students look up the number of books about
Napolean and Lincoln.

C. Can you learn all about science?

1. Biological-Living

a. Botany-plant life
b. Zoology-animal life
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2. Physical- Non-Living
a, Chemistry-Composition of matter
b. Astronomy-Sun, moon, stars, planats

C. Materology-wbather
d. Gelogy-earth
a. Metallury -composition and structure of

meta ls .

D. Physics

1. Mechanics
2. Heat
3, Sound
4. Light
5. Electricity
6. Nuclear Physics

IV. Does this mean if we can not know all about something,we

should not act or come to a decision? No!

A. We act OA the knowledge we have

B. There is always more to learn.

V. Details-Since we cannot get all details of anything, we

must select some details and ignore others.

A. Send two pupils to the same office. Mum they
return ask them individually describe the office.

Notice the difference in details.

B, Have each student describe the classroom.

What causes differences in details

C. Have students compare the N.Y. Times, The Record,

and Our Town,. Why are there differenar

D. Have the students look at a picture and describe

it. Do they all see the same thing?

In. The details a person selects tells something about

the item being described but more importantly it

tells something about the person doing the describing.
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Definition

I. There are many different meanings for words in the English

Language.

A. You are always complaining. What a crab you are.

B. He cannot be trusted. What a rat he is.

C. What a mob we have. Our first heistke got nabbed.

D. If you have a little maid, you will lead a wonder-

ful life.

E. He was involved in an auto accident and he kicked-

the-bucket.

F. You may call it soda but from where we come from

its ga.

G. You can go to the mavies today, but I ain't going.

Exercise
1 Before looking up the meaning decide what these

underlined words mean.

2. Find the dictionary definition of the words.

3. What labels does the dictionary gtve far the words?

i.e. Slang, Formal English, Vulgar Englidh, Standard

English, Jargon.

4. Do dictionaries differ as to definitions and labels?

Why?

5. Should a dictionary be a law or a history book?

a. law book
1. set standards
2. sets acceptability
3. legislates

b, history book
1, record common speech
2. record acceptability and unaccepta-

bility
3. describes language patterns

Words that mean different things to different people.

A. What'doea the work strike* meantc:

a. a baseball pitcher automobile driver

b. 'a batter i. a clock maker

co 8 union orawlicmr: *. n perbon ho mints coins

d. a company awner k a cigarette smoker

e, a gold 'prospector I. an autbmobile buyer

f. a Gcneral in the Army a4 a commend= cf a War ship

g. & bowlcr
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B. What doea the word rain. mean to:

a a farmer
b. a picnicker
c. the weatherman
de a hairdresser
e. a baseball pitcher whose team is losing in

the third inningf. a baseball pitcher whose team is winning
in the third inning'
t bench concessionnaire

g a bride
i. the Hackensack. Water Company

Exercises
I. Does a definition really help?
2. What else is involved ±i defihing?
3. What does this tell us about a dictionary?
4. What should we be aware of when trying to

define?

III. Sometimes some words are more specific.)
A. hot rod - car
B. history - Social Studies
C. student - pupil
D. English - communication
E. learning - memorizing
F. books - literature

Exercises
1. What is the difference in meaning between

each set of words?
2. When defining which type of word should be

used?

IV. Formal. Definition
A. terra - word to be defined
B. class - group of similiar things or ideas

to which terms belbngs
C. difference - the way in which a term differs

from other members of the class.
Exercise - Define each cone:rete object.

1. Triangle '4- Polygon with 3 sides
2. Circle - a g..ecsmetric figlire with a set of

pbints equidistant from a given point
3. Water a liquid that is oderiess, taste-

less, and' colorless
4. Pencil a writing instrument with a core

of graphite
5 . Book - a written msterial permanently bound

together
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Define each abstract object
1. Slavery
2. Education -
3. Sportsmanship -
4. Democracy -
5. Evil -

A problem will arise here. The students will fine that
one sentence will not adequately define abstract concepts,
but that the definition must be extended.
V. Problem of Defining - Story of the six blind men and the

elephant
A. A definition cannot say everything about

the term defined.
B. Definitions are in some ways fallacious.
C. Definitions have /imitations.
D. There cre sometimes many definitions for

one word.
B. The deftration we want may depend on the

way we "see" it.
VI. Faults in Defining

Is. Do not be negative, be positive.
B. Avoid the expressions "is when" and "is

where".
C. Do not define a word in terms of itself.

VI/. Extending the Derinition
A. EXereise Whtt is your feelings toward the man as

ix added to a description of him?each part
1, He has children.
2, He is a Negro.
3. He has been in jail.
4. He has a moustache.
5. He is involved with Civil Rights.
6, He writes books.
7. He is e preacher.
8, He won a Nobel Peace Prize.

His name is Martin Luther King.

B. Exercise - We will start this exercise with the man's
mint. Do your feelings of the man change with each
detail?

c.

The man is John P. Kennedy
1. millionaire
2. Etrvard graduate
3. Naval Officer
4. Mval hero
5. U.S. Sento=
6, U.S. Prdaident
7, Assassinated

Exercise
1, WItat do yoi nstize as more information is

added to eabh man?
2. Mat informat: best deccribea the man?
3, when dvawing c=clusions,11-1:4=unt we be aware of?
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VIII. Projects
1. Collect a series of words that fit various

labels of speaking English i.e.

1

1 slang
2 formal
3 vulgar
4 standard
5 jargon

2. Mike a dictionary of teenage terminology.

3. Show instancea where the use of the same

word has caueed trouble between two groups

of individuals.
4, Have the class decide on a wrd Which they

want defined by people and make a list of

the various definitions that people give.

5. Have the class go around to each of their

subject teachers and ask them to define

the Word "test". The definitions will

probably be different. 1) Why? 2) Can

we ever resolve this difference of defini-

tions between people?'
6. Xrwe can not arrive at similar definitions,

what is the next b6st thing to do when we

realize that their are differences.
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Critical Thinking

Interdependence of the Senses - "Sense and Nonsense"

A. Sight - The eyes along cannot give us true knowledgeo

1. Optical Illisions
2. Depth Perception
3, Binocular Vision
4. Show two objects that look alike but do not have

similiar.1 qualities.

B. Sound - Blindfold a student and produce soUnds from
different areas. 'In certain spots students
cannot locate area of the sound.

Co Touch - Put similiar shaped objects in a cloth bag and

have students try to identify the objects.)

D. Smell - Blindfold a student and gtve him some objects

to smell. It will be difficult to identify
the object.

E. Taste - Blindfold a student and stop hie sense of
smell'. Give him some foods to taste. After
this allow him to taste the same food with
the use of his olfactory sense. It becomes
easier to taste with the sense of smell.

II, Black Box and Scientific M,ethod

A. Construct a box with unidentified object's inside.
Students must decide by investigation what these ob-

jects are. Such as:

1. Wooden cylinder
2. Ball with flat side
3. Pyramid
4. Metal cylinder
5. Wo balls of different size and made of different

materials

B. The Scientific Method

1, State Problem
2. Hypothesis

a, Here sight
b. Pravious knowledge
c. 'Based on experience

3. Create 'a test procedure for objects using sight,
sound, and touch in order to find out the fol-
lowing qualities of the unknown objects.

a. siZe
b. shape
c, we:t.ght

d0 numbar
e. compoxition
f, texture
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4. Interpret Data
50 Draw a Conclusion

C. Procedure:
1. Have students work first in their

own groups.
2. After the students have worked-on

their own bring them together and
collectively try to identify an
object that the teacher has in a
box.

3. Once the class has-decided on a
method of attack have them ohce
again break into groups and attempt
to identify the objects in their
respective boxes.

4. Their are many different variations
for this procedure. At some time
the teacher should work wIth the
class as a whole, 'The class should
be conducted so that students iden-
tify objects using the inductive
method.

III. Creating Scientific Games - In order to have students
recognize creativity have thed create daTes using basic
learnings of science. Some examples of those type of
games already in existence are: pki4a1124)..00lv Shuf-
fleiloard,zick-up sticks.

r
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OEM. 11.

Listening Faults

I. Distractions

A. Vecel Sounds

B. Sources

C. Elimination

Exercises

1. Play a record of a short atory and at intervals
cause some sort of distractions. What effect has
this had on their attention and concentration?

2. Have a student teak about something he is interested
in and let two students cause same minor distractions.
Ask the students what the effect of these distrac-
tions aro on: 1) the audience 2) the speaker

3. Divide students i--;to groups and have them discuss
a topic which they have an interest. Ask them to
draw conclusions. At the conclusion show them that
even though the classroom was noisy, they were able
to do their wotk? Why?

4. Students watch a television show and report the
plot. Point out that they know the plot despite
the fact that there maybe many as forty inter-
ruptions in the show. Why?

II. Daydreaming

A. Wandering

B. Note takin

C. (testionlamg speaker

Exorcise

1. Read a passage to the students without telling
them tthy or even to pay attention. At the con-

. elusion ask them questions about wbat was read.
Investigate the source of daydreaming and how
to overcome it.

III, Failure to See Major Issues

A. tmportant points

B. Minor details

C. Emotional influences
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Exercises

1. Have students discuss the idea that many times a
word will have many different meanings to different
people. (Similar exercise is done in Physics Unit.)

2. Have students discuss the idea that many times
differcnt words with nearly bimilar means convey a
different atmosphere.

For example:

big-heavy-fat
lovable-UV-able-nice
guts-bravery-Lahkbone
withdrawretreat-run away

IV. Dull Subject

A. The speaker
B. The personality of listener
C. Differeue between dull and interesting subject

Exercise

1. Have students tell, jokes that they have heard other
people tell. Does the class think the jokes are
funny?

V. Failure to see the point of theanecdote or illustration.
A. Remember the story and miss the point
B. Listener not involved with the story

Exercise
famousI. Tell the class stories of people who in order to

prove a point hare told an anecdote. Have students
try to see the meaning of their.story.

For example:

At the conclusion of tEe Federal Constitutional Con-
vention, Benjamin Franklin rose and said that all
through the convention he had been drawn to the picture
of the sun on the back of the presiding officer's chair.
Re did not know if it was rising or seeting. Now he
knows it is rising.
Rave the students try to tmderstand the anecdote in the
context of the convention.



English Correlation of Science Project

Testing for Properties of Metter

In order to reenforce and correlate the learnings in
the Physics class, and the Physics Project, the English
teacher will have the students do some research and make
written reports and oral prescntations on their projects,
specifical!y for Ekslish class. The following questions
will be answered for the English teacher.

Questiunc

I. Definition and Description

A. Give a definition of your project.
B. What is the purpose of the project?
C. How does it achieve thin purpose?
D. What are the theories r,:s3 principlen behind the

project?
E. What materials are nceded?
F. Physicol ly describe the project end how it works.

II. Industrial Concepts

A. Is the project needed and used in industry?
B. If it is needed and used in industry, how is it used

and needed?
If it is not needed and used in industry? Why not?

C. What are some factors in the construction of this
project? In school? In industry?

D. rind out specific/My what industry and company
uses the project and arrange to visit and see the
project operate.

III. Correlation and Problems

A. In order to make this project what information was
needed from outside the Physics class? i.e. Math-
ematics, Mechanical Drawing, Shop, English, or
History.

B. What information was drawn on from within the Physics
cicsa?

C. What organizing procedure was used in putting the
poroject together?

D. What problems were encountered in the construction
of the project?

E. What has been learned by attempting this project.



Discussion Questions
Fahrenheit 451

L. What is the significance of the term Fahrenheit 451?

2. What are three symbols of Montag's job?

3. How does Clarissa McClellim provide a catalyst for
Montag's life?

4. How does the Mechanical liotInd kill?

5. What is the purpose of the Mechanical Hound?

6. Why does Fun Park exist?

7. What is the significance of the grille in Montag's house?

8. What role does Moatag's Captain play in the book?

9. For what reasons are historical events changed by the
goverment?

10. What is the Importance of Clarisse McClellan's disap-
pearance?

11. What dole does Faber play?
12. Why does he design a "green bullet for Montag?

13. Why is Montag's house his last fire?

14. Who turned in the alarm on Montag? Why?

15. Why is the Captain destroyed?

16. Why do the police show Montag's capture on television?

17. Where Orns Montag eventually find refuge?

18. Is it appropriate that the city is destroyed?

19. What forms of alienation are present in the novel?

20. Mitt is realisite and unrealistic about the novel?

Science Fiction Reading List

EgjgentelLAIL:- by Ray B2adbury

jimol,,shorlds --by 11.0. Wells
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ECONOMICS UNIT-Consumer Credit

Credit

I. Producer Credit-The producer borrows money to make
money.

A. For cquipmsnt
B. To meet peak demands
C. To mike up a deficit

II. Consumer Credit- Debts for goods and services for personal

and family use that mature 6ithin five

years or less.

A. Convenience-gas and electric-
milk-paper-retail stores.

B. Acquire Goods-to improve a way of

life.

C. To pay debts-hard luck

III. Types of Consumer Credit

A. Charge Account

1. promise to pay
2. usually 30 days
3. gentleman's agreement

B. Revolving Credit
1.. maximum amount at one time
2. a payment per month
3. service charge

C. Credit Cards

1.. identifies customer and
permits charge.

2. department stores, oil
companies , air lines .

IV. Advanttiges of Cash

A. Qo anywhere to buy
B. Save credit charges
C. Hay get discounts for cash
D. Do not overbuy
E. Safety margin
F. No debt

V. Advantages of Credit
A. Entablish credit
B. Convenient
C. Better Service
D. 14ot limited by cash
E. 3uy not. and enjoy
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V. Opening a Charge Account

A. By Mail
B. Charge Plate
C. Application

1. name
2. address
3. employer
4. job
5. how long at present job
6. bank
7. references

VI. Credit Burenu

VII. 3C's of Credit

A. Data on credit applicants
B. Receive reports on people's credit
C. Stores can check on credit rating

A. Capital Worth
B. Capacity Earning
C. Character Obligations

VIII. Merchant's Problams
A. May offend
B. May miss aal6
C. Rotavna,on Credit

IK. Films for Unit A. Credit Man's Confidence in Man
B. What Mmkes Us Tick
C. Credit and Loans
D. Personal 14:rney Management
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Installment Buying - Buy-NowPay-Later

I. How it Operates

A. Special charge added to price of goods
B. Formal Contract

1. Down payment
.. 2. Weekly or monthly payment

3. Seller owns title to goods
4. Payments spread over long period of time

II. Cost - For use of goods, a fair price is payed.

A. To seller
1. Interest - money is tied-up by consumer
24 Bad risks
3. Administrative costs

B. To Consumer

1. True rates
a. Unpaid balance

When they say
of 17. per month

3/4 of 17. per month
1% per month
a% per month

per month
2% per month

b. Certain perceratage per

When they say

4%
6%
87.

10%
17. per month

III. Is Inst2:11mtnt Crodit Worth The Cost?

A. Advantages

You
6%

pay

9%
127.
15%
18%
24%

year
You pay

7.47.
11.1%
14.8%
18.5%
22.2%

1. Using the goods ikile paying for them"
2. Rttises staneard-rf-living
3. Encourages saving throzgh the c3ntract
4. nelps reople get Co start

B. Disadvantages
1. Always pay more than price of goods
2. Can overbuy
3. Reduces margin of safety
4. Destroys thrift habits
5. Worries and tensions
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IV. Guides

A. Goods which are most suitable to time punchases

1. Any investment to increase income, i.e. a sales-
man's car.

2. Lasting permanent value that improves family's
standard of living and lasts long after the
last payment charge, i.e. a new living room set.

3. Necessities rather than luxuries, i.e a re-
frgcrator.

4. nigh price articles rather than low.* price
articles, i,e. color television set as op-
posed to a portable radio.

B. Contract - Conditioned Sales Contract

1. Title does not pass to buyer until final
paymmic is mode.

2. Destruction of property does not release
purchaser from his obligation.

3. If tLe buyer is in default the full amount
comas due immediately and repossession may
be impacted with or without notice.

4. Sel)cr may charge expenses of repossession.
5. Seller may flake any article that is part of

the property covered by the original contract,
i.e., radio in a car.

C. Penalties for Non-payment

1. Wage assignment

8. appears in contract
b. nay be from 10% to 257 of salary
c. employer is notified that the wages of

delinquent debtor be paiJ to the creditor.
d. employers frown on thils procedure.

2. Garnishment

.8. Court orpars employer to pay salary of
employeag tovreditor

b. A portion of employees wages.

D. Rules to Observe

1. Make a substantial down payment.
2. Pay the balance as quickly as possible.
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BORROWING MONEY

I. Where to Obtain Loand

A. Commercial Banks, Savings Banks, Savings and Loans

Associations

1. First stop-
2. Loan departnents
3. Passbook loans

a. short time
b. low interest rate

4. Methods of giving loan - fair rates
a. discounting
b. add-on
e. unpaid balance

B. Credit Unions

1. Credit to members
2. Lem rates - Usually certain percentav of

unpaid balance.

C. Consumer Finance Companies

1. More expensive than banks and credit unions

2. Small loans
3. Credit risks
4. Regulated by state laws

D. Insurance Companies

1. Cash surrender of insurance policies

2. Ltm rates
3. Reduces value of policy

E. Pawnshops

I. Leave collateral which can be sold after a set

period of time
2. High rates

F. Unlicenaed Lenders (Loan Sharks)

1. Extremely high rates - i.e. 20% per month or 6 for 5

2. Desperation

II. Advice
A. Shop for credit
B. Value of loan to borrower
C. Ability to pay back loan
D. Reasonable cost
E. Honest Lender
F. Establish crediz

III. Credit rating

A. Name is listed
335

B. Be fr:ink with lender if payments nrc allmed to fall be-
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HOTTEST CARS ON THE LOT

" In the end, it's the one that pleases YOU the most."

Moat usad-cer buyerb venture with some trepi-

dation into the harketplace, not quite sure of them-

selves, ix the car they might fall ih love with,

or the-man with whom they have to deal. 'For any

combination bf these reasons, they seek a source

of supply that they feel will give-tham the greatest

sense of L:rust--and Yor the most part, this turns

out to be tha ulxd-car lot of the friendly neighbor-

hood naw-car dealer.

The logic behind-this belf-reessurance is net-

001: The new-car dealer has a franthise and repu-

tation to protect; he has factory-trained service

personnel, -modern test equipment, authorized re-

placemeht perts; ha-keeps only the better used cars

for resale and has a larger selection in his awn

franchised make.

With the continuing boom in new-car sales; and

the resulting flocd of tzede-ins, the dealer hes to

keen his finger on the pulse of the used-car market.

White his mtperienee may reflect onlyloCal condi-

tions, polling a humber a new-car dealers could

collectivaly reveal preVailing trends and attitudes

of importance to uscd-car buyers.

And so MOTOR TREND Surveyed 50 Of the natint's

tob-volum,a retail used-car dealers, asking questions

that would disclese the thinking on their side of

the desk. Here are their answers on a number of imm

portant subjects...

THE MOST POPULAR CAR?
The significance of the designation "hbttest

seller oh the'lot" has changed in recent years.

In the pa:x-0nd this still applies--the beat sel-

ler vas hot necessarily the bett buy. Since de-

mnnd usualy exbeetled-supply; a premium "overbook"

price could be asked end obtained if the buyer

really wanted to more model that Was "ih" at the

moment. But timesand tastes--change, and quite

often today's hot bird becomes tomorrow's cold

turkey. Only a few-mbdels--led by Chbvy's seem-

ingly legal-Awry Irni1a hardtop-uhave apparently
been blecaed with eternal popularity.

The general picture, however, may be changing.

There are no:4 many more series and kodels contend-

ing for "hotUlst seller" honsrs. Manufacturer
advertisfmg h3s rssed boea "the sizzle and the

tt!2ak," rd cmoticwi favoritism fo= certain makes

and modeis threatens to run wild in numarous direc-

ticus simultaneously. 336
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As would be expected, the reported current hot
sellers on the respective lots are of the make the
new-car dealer sells. This reflects not only brand-
name loyalty on the parts of owners, but also the
dealer's desire to trade, service, stock and sell
used cars which may, in the near future, turn their
buyers into the new-car purchasers (hopefully of
the franchise brand, and from the dealer's own
showroom).

Dealer selections of hottest sellers ranged widely,
depending on the section of the country and even the
immediate community. Judemg by listed order, 2-door
hardtops and coupes seem more popular with Chevy buyers,
while 4-door models are the more frequent choice of
used Chrysler shoppers. A number of dealers listed
"all" or "any" for customer preference in series or
body sttles, indicating that some buyers are just
looking for a certain make.

It's difficult - with so many subjective and market
factors involved - to arbitrarily pick the hottest
sellers on any basis that could be applied nationally,
or even regionally, or to any specific make. A dealer
in St. Pcterrburg, Fla. for example, reports a recent
local "run" on "57 Chevy Bel Air coupes.

In most instances, when cars become available for
recond owners, used-car popularity is related to new-
car sales of two or three years previously. The
average age of the dealers' first choice for the hot-
test senora is. two years old (1964 models). This
finding indicates the increasing importance o: one
consideration when it comes to buying and selling a
used car - and that is the original manufacturer's
warranty...

ANY WARRAVTY LEFT?

A 2-year-old used car with an original 24-month
24,000-mile warranty would no longer be covered by the
manufacturer, and one of the major used-car warranty
plans - or the dealer's own - would have to be applied.
The value of.a longer-term original warranty was sum-
med up by a airysler- P117:4,uth dealer in Miami, Fla:

"The greatest thing to happen to the automobile
used-car industry has been Chrysler's 5-year/50,000-
mile warranty which is transferable to the second and
third owners or more. One of the first questions a
prospective buyer asks when he walks onto our used-car
lot today is whether the car is cornered by the 5/50
warraLty, and if it is, this car will bring approximately
$200 more retail nnd about $100 more wholesale."



Acknowledging this value of the remaining balance
of a long-term warranty in used-car selling, Ford
has announced a regional test of a new warranty plan in
connection with its A-1 used-car program. Ford
dealers will offer buyers of 1963165 Ford, Mustang,
Fairlane, Falcon and Thunderbird cars a warranty extend-
ing two years from the date of used-car resale, o.r five
years from the date of production, or 50,000 miles.
The warranty covers the power-train components on a
$25 deductible basis.

If this trend is followed by other 24/24 warranty
manufacturers, then this feature will become a desired
one by us id-ccr buyers and may have to be considered in
"book" evaluation. As one dealer poi:cited out "The

ivalue of a car still under original warranty s not
truly reflected by the 'book' values."

For the present, the used-car warranty generally
follows the dealer's franchise program - Chevrolet's
"Ole and Ford's "A-1" (both 50% discount on parts/
labor for the first 30 days and 157, discount for the
next 24 months); American Motors' two Select Used
Car plans for Rambler and non-Rambler vehicles; and
Lincoln-Ilercury's Gold and Silver Crest warranties.
Perhaps the most prevalent warranty on used cars is the
Guarantcied Warranty (GW) which provides a 157. discount
for one year on parts and labor.

There are, however, a great variety and combinat:t.on
of warranties offered by individual dealers, depending
on the c:ompetition and the dealer's own faith in his
reconditioning program.

,1

DO ACCESSORIES HELP SELL?

Almost universally regarded as "desirable" are
radio,. heater, V-8, and automatic transmission - with
four-on-the-floor having increasing appeal for the
performance-minded.

Of the dealers surveyed, 93% indicated that power
steerin3 1.0 a definite plus, but only 4570 felt that power
brakes and/ or tinted glass would help in selling the
car. As ould be expected, tinted glass was checked
as desirable by more of the dealers in high-sunshine
areas.

On heavier vehicles, it was felt that power brakes
should be on the list, and on larger, more expensive
cars - or those to be used in intemperate climates - air
conditinning approaches the "must" category.

In general, comfort/ convenience accessories are
being ordered in increasing volume on new cars, and
consequently show up on more used cars. Even though
there is a sliding scale of depreciation loss on ac-
cessories, they still are a desirable feature- whether
you're selling or buying.
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HIV= - HOW IMPORTANT?

Ve asked the dealers, "Is a law-mileage, average

car more saleable than a relatively high-mileage

cream-puff'?" By tabulation, they favored the lower-

mileage vehicle by almost three-to-one. If you're

planning on trading your car, try to keer it in tip-

top conditian, with no more than the national

mileage average of 12,000 for each year...and hope

that tho miner of the car you'd like to buy has been

able to do the svme.

vim S YOUR TRAM?

If you have a resaleable trade-in, the dealer may

warm up his welcome, because that gives him another

car to sell at a profit. If you've come to eiop with-

out n soap, don't worry - you'll be surprised at what

the dealer may accept in trade. Apparently few deals

are turned down, judging by the following list of

items the dealers reported considering or Lzcepting

in trade:

Hi-fi set, vacant lot, motorcycle, gun collection,

mining stock, tow truck, welding helmet, electric train

set ("with lots of extra buildings"), bulldozer,

4-bedroom house, hearee, animals (horses, cows, pigs,

monkeys), hoot, airplane, 5-karat diamond ring (North

$8000), a '65 Rolls-Royce,(on a '65 Plymouth wagon),

and "a 24-year-old blonde girl - a beauty!"(no indication

given whether the deal was made).

Summing it all up, a RamblPr dealer in Pittsburgh,

Pa., reve3ls both sides of the coin at once: "Remember,

the used car business is the monny in any new-car deal.

You haven't made a dime until you've sold that used

car, And ths used-car buyer is eventually a new-car

buyer - so you must keep this in mind always."

--Erv Rosen
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DEPRECIATION WORKS TWO WAYS;

"It all depend on the car you want, and how long you'll keep it."

Depreeintion is your biggest single expense of

car cwnerchip, whether you buy new or used. In the
purchase of a new car, Blue Book figures coldly show

that wiith Cor A, you can drive out of the dealership,
keep it from one to six months e.nd then sell it for
almost what you paid for it. With Car B, the act of
taking Cel!very, pc:r se, coa cost you $1000 or more.

Specifically, let's assume that today you pur-
chased a n7 Lincoln Continental 2-door hardtop at
the f.o.b.' price of $5647. According to the Western

Edition (:irch-April) of the authoritative Kell^v
Blue Book, you could turn around and sell it for

$5145. On the oth2r hand try the same trick with
and Imperial LeBaron at 0706. The minute you sign
your check, it is then worth a top of $5865. Thus

you see that in the case of a- hot, scarce new model,

you theoretically would turn a modest profit and

with the other equally good but less popular car,
yovr immediate loss is a whopping $841.

NOW, Ices turn to two more logical used-car
purcheses. Take a 1964 Buick LeSabre 4-door, which

cost $3367 new, Blue Book figures show that it's
worth $2060- now ut retail. An equivalent 1964 Mer-

cbry Montclair costing $3396 new sells used for a
maximum ef $1595. Which is the better buy?

The answer is simple only if you plan to either
trade- again in a year cr less or, conversely, keep
the Car indefinitely. Once the depreciation pattern
for a given mike and model is fixed (usually within
'a few knonths after its introduction), it hold's for
all* prtzetical purposes up to the point where an aged
cream-puti: of any kind is alweyo Worth a quick $300-
$400. Thus you see that if you want to trade fre-
quently, you best buy is the car that depreciates
the least, but if you keep the car for an extended
period, choose the model with the high rate of de-
preetaLion. There is a diffacence in the example
ebove of a cool $465 for equivalent transportation.
In another four years, both of these tars will be
worth the same token amount--if they are in good

condition.
Any home economist will tell you that you ,

should consider- your car, used or new, a liquid
asset, because an emergency mny require its quick
saIe-. This bit of logic weighs heavily in favor
of paying mete initiany for the caz that dep.:-
cic)tes thie leest.
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Let's a;so be retlistic and assume that you
are making a minimum down payment, which may be
but 10% or loss in many areas,. Once you have
aignod the papers and started the payments, the
alcm rrover likaly will depreciate, at least for
the first year, faster than the rate at which
you are paying, for it'. Thus, in an emergency,
the car would Je a liability rather than an asset.
Also, the finance cornpanie8 are well aware of this
addcd risk and charge interest accordingly.

However. it ia a galling thOught to feel that
you s:lould aiways gbvezri your reactions b:;, the rule
book. Emerger.o4es tro rare, and even so, what econ-
omist could nrgue against the logic of a person
with $2000 to cpend buying a $3.NO0 equivalent car
and bunking ths savings?

In this situation, if the styling or some other
intangible that' draws you to the Buick Le Sabre is
wort.; gr465--by all tnesn3, buy it'. But if yoU think
the '64 Mere is* bettetr-looking (and you are also
.drawn to it beclus'e Darel Dieringer thinks this is
the bett rate ctr aroun4, then buy the' so-called
"dog" and' take a fine vacation on the savings.
Men equal donditions bbth cars are equal in com-
fort, perfortnance and aurability.

Our conclusion is simply this: Buy the "hot
car" if yeu want to trade 'every year, or if you
want to stay protected financially every month.
Buy the "dog" if your initial, thoughts are to keep
it indefinitely.' If you can't make up you mind,
play the quine3.1a0

--Don MacDonald
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HOW TO SPOT A LEMON

"You bring sharp eyes and good ears, and we'll show you..."

There is rxobably no greater bargain on earth

than tne best used car $2000 will buy. But it has

to Le the "best": Any4iing less leads by degrees

to a financially distrca;:ing headache known in

trade parlance as a lemon.

Unlike ao fruit, ycu can't just toss a little

auger 5...to a bura en: to c...±e it sweetsugar, in

this instance, being Lzonsy. If you are buying a

new car, there is nothinc; you can do to protect

yourself agaiwt thn one-in-50,000 chance of getting

a lewon. Men buying a used car, though, there

very definitely is.

Of primary importance is your choice of dealer.

He may or may not be an authorized now-car dealer

as 'mall, but the odds do favor you if you patronize

the wan whose iviary bUsiness is to sell new cars.

The reason Is simply that he looks upon his used-

car lot as a stepping-stone for customers who may

one day buy new cars from him.

If for no other reason than avbrice, this type

of dealer ib sthcerely concerned that nothing but

gbod usbd cars appear on his lot. He will whole-

sale trade-ins that are either too costly or im-

possible to recondition, and he is much more likely

to stand hehilld his Mairchandise despite the wording

of the warranty, if Any, offered.

You sat: 2P that the hottest-car on any

lot was invariabli a used model of the make the

dealer*sells new. Enotigh people, apparently, real-

ize that the logical place to purchase, say, a used

Dodge is at a Dodge dealership. 1..t the original

owner of the used car was happy with it, he is like-

ly to trade it in on e new one of the same make so

chances are, by matching dealer and make, you will

be buying a used car with a record of satisfactory

performance. Also, you can have it intelligently

serviced whore you bought it.

None of this means that you should arbitrarily

bypass the used-cat operation not connected with a

dealership. In small towns, especially, the owner

may be a paragon of virture and quite astute in his

selection of merchandise for resale.

However, aside from cars acquired from prAvate

individuals, his only sotr:ces of supply ara thoue

chnnrAs used by new-car dealers to dispose of their

unwnnted vehicles. Some good cars are wholesaled
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or auctioned tahen a new-car dealer is overstocked
in a p-,rticulat model or needs' to raise cash-wbut
remerebnr thbt also down this path travels every
lemon in oearch of a new sucker.

There la no particulm set of secrets that di's-
tinguichos a quality dealer from the marginal opera-
to::. Lclit first at his ads. Does he emphasize qual-
ity tad reputation, or th3 claim that he undercells
everytiy? Are his TV and radio commercials blaringly
hard Gall, or do they give you the impression that
h..re ..

et a fair price? A quality
dealt :c i:::,:assurn3 his reputation because it is money
in the Lank, Lind thus ha has little real need to emu
ploy e.17y.ansive sales gimmicks to attract customers.

After picking a few promising sources for your
used car, travel to the dealerships and look at their
facilitica before bothering with the merchandise.
Ask the dealer-to show you the reconditioning opera-
tion. If he has one worthy of the name, a number of
cars will be in process at all, times and you can
'easily sea if the procedure's involve jUst a lick
and a pOlish, or if essential repairs are actually
being maele..

Look, also, for trucks being serViced. A' sure
sign of a good repair shop,' and thus a good' dealer-
chips is when the owner oi a truck pi'cks that place
for isis carvite needs. Down-time on a truck often
costs more than the repairs.

The caliber of the salesmen ybu encounter is
a less tangible but equally important clue. It
will soon be apparent whether he wants to help' you
select, or do the selecting for you. Spin 13 car
with a defect', and see if he volunteers a warning.
A gobd salesman and a good prace to buy go togeth-
er, ilnd most of the better dealers nO longer have
a place for employees of the straw hat, cigar and
fancy vest school.

After a wipe choice of dealership, you call re-
lax your guard a little, for the odds are now against
merchandise with known defects being offered for
cale except in "as is" condition. There 4still,
though,' is the very real' possibility that some-
thing ray have slipped past the dealer's own con-
scientious Inspection.* Also, by no means do a
majority of new-tar dealers perform anything that
even approaches a thorough reconditioning proce-
dure.

Oh the pages that follow, we show you how to
guard against the lemon or, conversely, to spot the
cream-puff. Ibis guide, and the chock list on

ib designcd ro Work for you oven if you' ignore

our earlier advice and choose to deal with a swarthy

broker in used caaiela.
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You're on your own, though, if you're interest-
ed in a car belonging to a close friend or your
boss. Any one of the 3.5100 or so parts in the car
stamIs fiendishly ready to break up the friend-
ship, or, if you pursue ycur 'rights under war-
ranty," to cost you your job.

.11001111111.011.111010 al111111111111111....M.11111.11111111111..
,M1111111111

Exte7:ior

"Mechanics' Special" might bc a valid term to
describe a used car that has ssorted internals
ille, and is p::ised aceord:thgly, but no reasonable
araot.Lit of money ccn properly correctt extensive body
deficiencies.

No car is ever quite the szme after the repair
of serl.ous acedent dimege. Whole panels may be
replaced, but the attendant welding impairs the
efficiency of the original factory rust-proofing.
Also, the repainted sections will soon show
evidence of the transplant by fading. Even a simple
bum2ed-out fender presents an Achilles' heel,
bectiuse the corrosion-resistant primer is destroyed
in the process.

In a majority of areas, all cars are subjected
to attack by corrosive snow and ice-removal chemicals.
Seacoast areas, particularly in the semi-tropics,
aro equally deleterious, and so too are the sol-
utio129 coninonly u:3ed to settle dust on dirt roads.
If there is evidence of rust on any major body
panel, do not pay serious money for the car. Rust
no.,:mally works its way from the inside to the out,
and can only be temporarily halted.

Even in Detroit, the center of corrosion as
well as the auto industry, it is possible to buy
used cars that are healthy, but this is because
their ouners washed thcm with vigor immediately
after every excursion upon salt-laden streets,
Since a nut such as this is uncommon anywhere,
much less in the city that bred the myth of trad-
ing-in evz,ry year, a technique of hiding rust
cancer with plastics developed. We say "hiding,"
becc use this does not constitute a permanent
repair..

Fortunately, such a plastic inlay may be
detected by a simple dime-store magnet. Get one
and check the entire area of the rocker panels,
and that part of the fender immediately above
and below the headlight bezels. Also run the mag-
net down the front fenders on a line parallel and
adjecent to the front doors, as well as a.t:ound
the tail-light bezels.

Detection of bumpcdout body panels requires
only a sunny afternoon ansi possible a pair of sun
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glasses. Squint along the sides of the car
against the sun, and you will spot the inevitable
unevenness of a hand-hammered panel. On pinel
replacements, you will have to look for evidence
of welding and repainting. If one door carries
its usual quota of parking nicks and the other
does not, be on your guard. There will be evidence
of over-spray from the repaint on areas that the
paiuter thinks won't show.

Guard particularly against any car less than
four years old that shows evidence of being
entirely repainted. The trick here is to remember
that at the factory, every piece of chrome was

pul: on aftor the car was painted. Perhaps for-
tunately for you, the average body repairman is lazy

enough to skip masking the rather complicated
trade-name scrolls.

1
The exterior presents two other good points

for inspection. Lift the hood and study the

bolts ettaching the grille. If they seem newer
then the rest of the hidden parts, you might be
looking at a refugee Zrom one of those express-
way pile-ups. Then look at the alignment of the

headlamp housings. This is one of the hardest
areas of 'all Tor bodymen to restore to original
factory configuration.

Lastly, as preparation for your look at the
interior, check the play in the driver's outside
door handle. If it's floppy, that 20,000-mile car
either was used as a Chicken Delight delivery
wagon, or the odometer reads 30,000 miles on the
optimistic side.

Interior

Except on Chrysler proeucts with their transfer-
able 5/50 guarantee, you mielt as well assume
that the odometer mileage showing on a used car
is meaningless. The problem is pinpointed in

our national dealer survey Customers
illogically prefer an "avnragen low-mileage car
to a relatively high-mileage cream-puff.

Thels, even the most honest dealers tend to
take the easy way out and spin the odometer back
to where it shows no more than 10,000 miles per

year of car age. Cadillac dealers long ago
adopted the argument-settling procedure of spin-
ning back the mileage on used Cadillacs 'to zero,

but only on those that have been thoroughly re-

conditioned.

Better than the odometer as a mileage indicator
is, surpriEingly enouPql, the windshield. Glass is
softr than you think, and wipers over a period

of time leave their marks. Sight through the glass
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into the sun, and if you see the tracing of the

,wiper emc, you are looking at a 50,000-mile car
in areas of average rainfall. Then check the
window regulator in the left-trent door. If
it's floppy, you can confirm high mileage.

The condition of the driver's arm rest doesn't
mean much, because this is a commonly replaced
part, as are the pedals and floormat. Often over-
loe,:ed by the,dealer, though, are the grease
stickers, andlAither surprised nor discouraged
if they shou sk=rvice performed at a mileage higher
than that totaled on the odometer. Make a note
of thn service station involved. They may remember
the ear and be able to give you some first-hand
information about it.

You won't encounter too many late-model used
cars with seat covers, and when yeu do, be sus-
picious. Some people still install covers on their
new car, but it's still worth the trouble to unsnap
the f5:ont-seat cover and inspect the original
upholstery underneath. A cover could be used to
cover flood damage or a worn seat.

Also be suspicious of upholstery panels that
are obviously fresher and:cleaner than the rest
of the interior, as here again may be evidence
of flood or fire damage. Look, too, at the rear
package shelf. Unlike the covering now used for
padded dashboards, the coated paper material often
used behind the rear seat fades and cracks rapidly
when the car is consistently parked outdoors.

We've saved mention of convertible tops for
this section, because wear and evidence of leak-
age first shaw from the inside. By all mans
operate the top, as repairs to this mechanism are
expensive. If you're looking at a station wagon,
remmber that the covering in the cargo area is
designed for normal wear and tear, but not neces-
sarily usage, as is the trunk in a sedan. Now
to the chassis...

ISM ....MIMMI.....1000.0.1.11.111011111111101111MmIMIO

Power-train

With the car still on the grease rack, preferably
the kind that allows free wheel motion, check for
excessive oil accumulation under the engine, trans-
mission and differential. A neglected, serious
leak from either of the first two mechanisms will
soon bathe the whole underside of the car with oil.

This could be catIsed by such minor motters as
an ill-fitting drain plug or leaknge in a simple
sei-A., but romz:mber thot the iO seal might require
Zour hours' lnbor to replaco. A heavy accumulation
of cominscd oil around th:: blow-by tube is a sure
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sign of a badly worn engine.

Grasp the driveshaft and wiggle it. Excessive
play indicates worn universal joints. This is a
relatively minor problem, but there is still no
point in your paying for its correction. Rotate
each rear wheel separately, with your ear to the
centerpo5mt of the hub. A faint grinding noise
will tell tales on a worn rear-axle bearing, aryl
these run about $20 each to replace onthe average
car

Now, get someone to turn either wheel for you
while you listen to the differential, using a screw-
driver w: other metallic tool as a kind of steth-
oscope. Any heavy grinding noise, steady or inter-
mittent, means eNpensive trouble with the rings
and/or pinion gears or their bearings.

If the car doesn't pasu these tests, bring it
down from the grease rack and forget it. If it
does, bring it down anyway and lift the hood. Ybu
may or may not be greeted by an engine that looks
like new, because many dealers now make it a
practice to steam-clean and paint this area. This
does not, however, necessarily mean that he hos
made needod repairs. This type of dressing up
also makes it difficult to spot such evidence of
a collision as a new radiator.

There is only one way to adequately check an
engine. Pay a mechanic to remove all the plugs
and at cranking speed and full throttle, check the
compression in each cylinder. A car like a Ford
Falcon 6 should produce a reading of about 125
psi, and the more powerful V-8s may read 150 psi
or higher.

The important thing is that these readings
be relatively even. A low reading in one or more
cylinders means serius mnchanical trouble, At
the sme tlaJe, visually click the engine and its
accessories. Batteries, hoses and belts about to
fail look their age. Check' the oil. Black oil,
if not too thick, is normal; gray oil indicates
the presence of gasoline in the crankcase. Now
start the engine 000. 11

Rclas1 testing

libst people drive a used car at lees:: around the
block before they make a decision to buy, but

this is not what we mean by a road test. Neither
do we expect a dealer who does not know you to
loan you the car for the weekend.

Bring the salesman along if he insists--or
even better, your own mechanic--and drive the car
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for at least 15 minutes. Mon you first start it,
watch for exhaust smoke. Don't worry about
black smoke, which just indicates an overly rich
mixture, but be leery of a car that sends out a
cloud of whitish-blue fumes, as this is a symp-
toreatic of an oil-burner.

Check the oil-pressure indicator if the car
is so equipped. Tto needie should not be slug-
gish in rising (or the warning light in going out),
as this could indicate etiler a very dirty engine
or poor bearings. A furthar check on the bearings
comes if the oil pressure significantly drops
after the engine is thoroughly warmed up.

As you move off the lot, watch the temperature
guage which, if the thermostat is working properly,
should soon indieate an increase. Here is a good
tino tc?,check the heater even if it is summer.

If conditions permit, give the brakes a good
workout at the first stop light. Does the car
swerve, or do you hear the motallic squeal caused
by linin;s town down to the rivets? Put in
little tlileage on a freeway to see if the car
tracks ell without excessive correction, and if
the wheels are properly balanced.

Next, pick the roughest road you can find
and hit it hard. Does the suspension bottom, or
is there excessive rebound? This is just shock
absorbers, but they are expensive. How about
rattlea--not just an isolated one, but does it
sound like the whole body is in motion? Do you
get shock beck through the steering wheel, indicat-
ing .worn bushings?

All the time you are driving, test accessories
such as the air conditioner (if any), radio, power
assists and even the cigarette lighter. By now
the engine, transmission and rear axle should be
thoroughly warmed. Do any unusual noises come
from these? A whining axle is $100 worth of trouble,
and so are noisy valves.

Now you can reach for your checkbook with
reasonable safety, but you still may want to take
the car to a car clinic, as we did on the follow-
ing page.
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SPOT TROUBLES ELECTRONICALLY

In this "computerized' age, we're all a bit
prone to believe man-made machines more than men.
This accounts for the tremendous success of elec-
tronic diegnosis centers now in operation around
the country by Mabil Oil, Ford Motors, Shell Oils
Humble Oil, and Goodyear Tire and Rubber.

Highly refined and expensive equipment is used,
as well as men experienced in automotive repair,
to check out cars brought in for diagnosis. The
response to these centers has been so good that
most now have a waiting list, and appointments must
sometimes be made two to three weeks in advance.

Mobile Oil Co. is one of the ploneers in elec-
tronic diagnosis, so we visited their nearby facility
in West Covina, with a car borrowed from the used-
oar lot of Harger-Haldeman in Los Angeles.

Thouh not a great deal. was found wrong with
our test car, nothing was overlooked. With the car
up on the rack, the underbody, front end, rear end,
drive line, steering gear and box, shocks, ball
joints, tires, eros-smembers--just everything--was
scrutinized for damage and/or wear. Two "diagnos-
ticiane checked and rechecked the entire unoerside.
Back on the floor, the brakes--their balance and
lining remaining--were inspected.

After the maze of test equipment was hooked
up, the engine was put 'under load conditions by
spinning the wheels on a dyno. This also' enables
the testers to observe trahsmission slippage and
speedomIter error as well as the fuel ccnsumption,
horsepower, ignition, and performance of the engine
at varied rpm. The test is completed by spinning
the front wheels on a dyno to check the alignment
of the front end. Headlights, tail lights, and
the entire electrical system get a going-over, too.

Almost all diagnoetic centers have a repair
faeility which, because of the minimal profit de-
rived from the analysis, is the backbone of their
business. The customer, though, is under no obliga-
tion to have his car fixed there. He is given a
copy of the diagnosis check-off sheet for reference
by his own mechanic, if desired.

thE.,;vosejl at a prospective car buyer (when.,
and if he can get a convenient appointment), the
list of faults to be corrected could be used as a
bargaining point to get the prIce reduced. Used
cer, new car, your own car--in any case, the clays
Of having to make educated guesses at car problems
are almost at an end. Steve Kelly
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YOU REALLY. FOoL A SALESMAN?

It has been said that lantern-carrying Diogenes
was engaged in a fruitless search for an honest used-
car saLlsman. For this annual Used-Car Issue, it
was suggested by former used-car salesman, Ferris
Hough, that we take a close, hard look at the honesty
of thn used-car buyer. To Hough's own experiences,
we have added the observations of other used-car
salesmen whom we interviewed on this controversial
ubject. The resulting article hulds up a mirror
to the used-car buying public's conscience--and
may cause many heads (including yours?) to be hung
in shame.--Editor
It was my "UP" on the south side of the used-car
lot. A spotless "cream-puff" Buick eased up to
the curb. A 1:ttle old lady slid daintily out
from behind th e. polished steering wheel. She gen-
tly closed the door and stepping back, flicked a
speck of dust off the fender with her handker-
chief. The car had obviously enjoyed ten California
winters. The odometer read a measly 37,693. I
was reaeiy:

Little old Mrs. Foster was somebody's beloved
grandmother. She was a respectable, retired school
teacher, and was ready to trade her old but im-
maculate automobile in on a new Buick. I had 47
new ones on the north lot, and a good market for
her old car.

I waited for her to begin the conversation,
not wanting to appear too eager. She did --and with-
in the ne:ct two hours this innocent little "shyster"
had lied, connived, misrepresented, brow-beaten, and
attempted to cheat me in ways beyond my wildest
imagination.

This was my introduction to the business of
selling automobiles in an average American city.
I was to learn that Mrs. Foster's Buick had a bad
transmission, a ruined radiator, completely
worn-out brake linings and wheel cylinders, and
that the original adomter hod broken and bad
actually read 67,437 when it was replaced the
previous week with the one that was set to read
37,693.

I got the message loud and clears Perhaps
everyone pulls a little shady deal once in a while,
but when people walk into an automobile agency,
they turn into sadistic monsters. Primitive
desires of cunning and craftiness grip their
emotions, their palms get damp with sweat, breath
comes more rapidly and they nrnile with siniater
anticipation. "Chsat him before he cheats me" is
their basic motivation.
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People who are basically honest in every
other area of their daily living will. almost
sell their soul to the devil to get the best of
a car salesman. The auto sales business people
have probably brought this on themselves
in the past, but the caliber of car salesmen has
improved in recent years --just as professional
competence has increased in most other fields,
selling or otherwise. Every car dealer, both new
and lided,would really like to bring auto selling
up to a hilther plano of intelligence and integrity,
and is trying to whenever possible. This vicious
credo of "cheat him before he cheats me" has got
to go.

Many articles have been written on how to
avoid beir3 cheated by a car salesman. Some blunt
things have to be said about how to avoid being
a cheat yourself. Everyone would benefit if the
entire car transaction business were to be up-
graded.

There are any number of ways to cheat or lie
to a used-car salesman in trying to get a better
deal. One of the most common is to ask, "How
much for this car, without a trade?" Often, depend-
ing on the market at the particular time, the price
will be lower. Then the "innocent cheat" will
spring his trade-in on the dealer. He'll. want full
market value for his car --and the "no-trade'
price for the dealer's car. When he can't get it,
he's unhappy.

By this time, the dealer knows he has a "cheat"
on his hands and usually isn't going to go out of
his way to do any further "dealing" with him. Cus-
tomers themselves would become inflamed if something
as low as this were pulled on them, but they seem
to think it's perfectly all right to use such a
tactic against a car dealer.

Car dealers are legitimate businessmen. They
have to do a certain volume of business and make
c reasonable amount of profit in order to keep
operating. Profit from the sale of a car can be
much less than some may realize, by the time a
dealer gets through adding up salesman's commission,
reconditioning, and the rent-value space taken up
by the car while it's waiting to be sold. If you
insist on a "long" (high) price for your trade,
it only means that the car dealer has to hold the
price up on the car you're trying to buy.

It is ridiculous to believe that your used car
is worth more if you trade it in on a luxury or
high-priced used car or a hiew car. Worth more to
whom? The dealer has had to spend more to get a
car that is worth more, just as you would, lle may
have slightly more profit with which to dicker on



his car, but your trade-in still has an actual
value relative only to what the dealer can get when

he sells it.
An over-allowance on your trade turns out to

be just so much hocus-pocus and just means that
you'll not get a' reduction in price on the dealer's

car. The acttrel price difference between your car

and his is the only important financial consider-

ation. TalUng less for yours, and buying his for
less, will save you money, especially if you're
financing it.

In the long run, misrepresenting your car

won t gain anything for you it' you're trying to

get a higher trade-in price for it. Car dealers
are experts in appraising the true value of automo-

biles, even though they're .waxed and highly polish-

ed. Very rarely is a used car worth more than

the wholesale price listing. The dealer may have

to spend sizable amounts in reconditioning your

old car if he plans on reselling it himself, so
very often it is worth much less than the whole-

sale figure.
Don't be blind by unrealistic sentimental

attachments to the old buggy. If it's as good as

you insist it is, the dealer can't help but wonder

why you want to trade it in.
Don't waste several hours of a salesman!s time

before you're ready to buy. Most salesmen work

on straight commission, pith no definite salary,
so their time is very valuable to them. They

don't mind competing --it's a way of life with

them -- end they don't feel too badly in losing

a deal_ Li: a customer plays fair with them. However,

taking se'veral hours of a salesman's time on the

pretenee of immediate purchase, when you have no

intention of buying for quite a while, is like
stealing right out of his pcckets. Yon may suffer

consequenees, should you return at a later date
and eN.pect a "friendly" price from this same

salesetan.
There is one type of "cheat" who is particular-

ly at odds with most car dealers.. lie's the guy who

wants immediate delivery on a car, especially on
week-ends. Most dealers are reluctant to deal with

this type, as it can be a matter of bad credit.
This isn't always the case, but dealers logically
figure that if the customer can't wait until the
following business day, there may be some hidden

factor.e
When the man is loo!cing at a car which has been

stagnent on a lot, the dealer is really torn as to

what to do. The customer way be perfectly reputa-

ble and Om den1er could lose a good chance of sell-

au



ing the car by refusing immediate delivery; or
on the other hand, by the time the customer's credit

can be thoroughly checked and he's found to be a

bad risk, the car may be halfway into the next
state, with the chances of seeing it again very slim.

Do yourself a favor: Don't push for "Satur-

day night" delivery with the thought that you'll
get a good price because the dealer fears he'll
lose the sale. He may be forced to add a little
to the price, charge a higher rate of interest, or

alle;; you less on your trade in order to cover
himself in case of loss. You'll wind up cheating

only yourself in this case.

When buying a used car, be intelligent enough

to realize that in any investment there is a
calculated risk. Find out as much as possible
about the condition .of the car under consideration,
and if possible, have your mechanic check it over.
You should recognize that there may be things

wzong with the car which no human being can detect.

Be sure to have the dealer explain carefully
what is covered in the guarantee and have a writ-
ten copy of it. Know what you'll have to fix and

what he'll have to fix. If the car should break

down after you buy it, be aware that he is going

to fix only what he agreed to at the time of the

purchase. Any insistence on you r part that he

repair more than he agreed to will more than likely
only get his dander up and cause you more trouble

than it's worth. After all, he sold you a used

car--not a new one.

When you first ask the price of a particular
car, two things happen. The salesman &mimes that

1you ll immediately try to get him to reduce the
price as much as possible. This he has come to

believe after many years of contact with car buy-

ers.
On the other hand, you assume that he will quote

you the inflated price, so you won't believe him,

no matter hat the initial figure is, I have some-

times experimented with human nature, for my own

amusement, by quoting a price several hundred

dollars under actual cost. Invariably, without
batting an eye, the prospective buyer will immediate-

ly begin chiseling. This is obviously unnecessary

child's play. It's not important who starts this

vicious circle, but rather, how can it be stopped?

More awareness of the actual. values of automobiles

would help.

Retail price stickers on the windows of new

cars represent a fair mark-up over cost of the unit.

Ml new-car agencies pay the name price for their 353
cars from the factories. The.dealer's selling price
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may vary depending on the season, his present stock,
or his volume of sales, but no matter what his price
to you is, he has to realize at least $200-300 profit
from each car. If you manage to get him below
this amount--watch out: Somewhere along the line,
in service, or some after-sale item, he'll try to
make it up.

Used-car wholesale and retail prices can be

obtained frcm your banker. Remember, a used-car
dealer is like every other businessman in that he
has to buy wholesale and sell at retail in order
to stay in business. Whether buying a new or used
car, keep this in mind, and you're liable to be a

more intelligent buyer and not alienate the dealer.

Most of the tricks to disguise a car's age or
condition cth be spotted by a sharp salesman. Heavy
oil in the differential or transmission, regrooving
the tires, turning back the odometer, body putty
on caved-in panels that'll fall out in a week--and
all, the rest--are almost a thing of the past. Both
car dealers and customers have tried them all,
and have almost outgrown them.

Customers now do more attempted cheating with
their wo-eds, rather than their actions. Misrepresent-
ing themselves, their credit, their bank account,
or any oth,',4r Ceing which would tend to sway the
dealer into giving them a better deal are becoming
more common than a "phony" car. However it's done,
most customers seem to feel that it is up to them

to put on a one-man campaign to get the most for
the I.e.nst out of a car salesman-no reatter how much

deceptioa in involved. Until this thonght is
erased from the minds of car buyers, salee:nen and

cuatome.re eeLll rriinain wary of each other.

You csn avoid many of the frustrations and

confusions involved in automobile transactions.
Inform lourself about car values, financial proced-
ures, and the different kinds of guarantees offered
by de..ere, Yeey,1 beforehand hof his folleei-up
services en3 whet you can expect from him.. Let
the car dealer make an honest buck in a legiti-
mate deal, recognizing the fact that his meth gcal.
is to make a fair deal. with the minkeem ci haggling.
If you can't convince yourself of thle, meve on.

Be completely satisfied that he and you are get-
ting a fair deal, with no one being cheate:?.

Be as honest and frank with the dealer as pos-
sible. Stop gouging, and misrepresenting, and lying,
and cheating, When he gets over the initial shock,
he will probably give you the best deal you've
ever had.
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FINANCING AND INSURANCE TIPS & TRAPS

"The old saying isn't necessarily true...Figures CAN lie."

Usury is defined as the maximum rate of interest

permitted by law. The maximum rate varies in dif-

ferent states, but it's impossible to chart the max-

imums because there are so many other laws permitting

variations. As exemples, small loan acts permit

interest rates o2 30% in sazo states which alleged-

ly have a maxim= interest rate of 12%.

Have you ever wondered why dealers advertise
IPno payment for 45 days"? Most states have laws

which permit an additional percent to be charged

over and above the legal maximum if the first pay-

ment is not due for 45 days or more. The unsus-

pecting buyer gets 15 days of grace for which he

pays 14 of the total contract price multiplied by

the mbar of years the contract is in effect. On

a $2000 balance, financed over a 36-month period,

that extra 15-day period in which to make the first

payment will cost you $60!

The average maximum interest rate is 10% on

used-car paper, although a majority of states permit

higher amounts. Banks and other lending insti-

tutions survive nicely on less than the maxi-

mum, and even in these days of fluctuating prime
interest rotes, it isn't unusual to see banks ad-

vertising car loans at 5%.

Lending institutions usually finance a percent-

age of the wholesale value of the car. You are pay-

ing a retail price, end the difference is usually

your down payment. With good credit, you are a

better risk, and therefore entitled to a lower int-

erest rate. If your credit is bad, or has never

been established, the lending institution charges

an increased amount to compensate far the greater

risk.

Be aware that most dealers have different-
colored rate cards to display to the buyer who

wishes to finance his purchase. Usually, a dealer

opens his drawer and pulls out an orange card which,

when carefully computed, should show the buyer that

he is paying 10%. If he balks, the dealer might

open the drawer and pull out a gray card, which is

nothing more than a chart showing the monthly pay-

ments at 9%. Rest assured that the dealer also has

green, blue, white, and red cards with interest

computed at various percentages all the way down to

5%.

The dealer wants as much interest as the

traffic will boar. You mny wonder why, as interest



is payable to the finance company or bank, but
there is a reason. If ha charges you 87 and the
lending institution is willing to accept 6%, he gets
a kick-back of 27 when you finish paying on the
contract. That 2% on $2000 for a 2-year period is
$80. On a 3-year contract, it is $120. Thus you
see why the dealer so readily reduced the initial
price of the car when you started to bargain.

Don't hesitate to be hard-nosed on the ques-
tion of interest. Unless you are getting a low
rate, demand a better deal. Before he lets you
off the hook, the dealer will put out those other
colored cars - he won't lose the deal because
you insist Upon a reasonable finance charge to which
you are entitled in the first place.

All banks and dealers, but few buyers, know of
another sneakee in the interest chart. If you owe
$2000 on the mortgage on your home, your month-
ly payments include interest on existing principal.
Therefore, eech month, even though the payment is
the same, more is applied to principal and less and
less to interest. But the usual car loan involves
straight interest. If you are paying 6% over a
2-year period, the 6% is computed on the original
loan for the entire 24-month period, The difference
is illustrated by the fact that $2000 on the mortgage
is payable over a 2-year period at approximately $88
per month, while the same $2000 at the same 67 rate
of interest on a car loan is payable at approximate-
ly $93 per month,

There are four main factors that govern interest.
Prevailing interest rates are most important because
if your neighbors are all. paying 8%, it will be
pretty difficult for you to finance at, say, 5%.
Merchants usually try to increase their margin of
profat,, and the car dealer is no emeption. If
all dealers in a given city are writing 8% contracts,
you will have a rough time bargaining for a lower
rate. Nevertheless, argue for yeer rights--the
dealer still may accept your deal.

Ignorance of the buyer is the second in import-
ance, because a majority of buyers don't know that
they are entitled to a lower rate. No one asks for
something if he is not aware that it exists.

Credit rating of the buyer, if bad, is a leg-
itmate reason for the dealer to raise the charges.
And the amount of the loan compared to the value of
the car is closely related to credit rating. If
a lending institution has $1000 loaned on a car which
is reasonably worth $2000, it will probably come
out without loss in the ew:Int of a reporsession.
If, however, the leneler has loaned $1900 on a $2000
car, it is an actuarial trouble, and will charge

ccord ingly.
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The dealnr himself can cost or save you money,

depending on his financial condition. When you sign

your contract, it is usually assigned or sold by

the dealer to a bank or lending institution. The

dealer gets his money immediately, on the "futures"

of your imnthly paywents. Mcst of these contracts
are sold by the dealer to the money lender "with

recourse." This means that if you default, the

dealer vill repay all amounts owing to the money

lender on your bahalf. Money lenders look into

the financial condition of the dealer to make sure
that the dealer can pay ally losses if the car

buyers default. If the dealer is himself shaky,

the rist, is passeJ on to the buyer in the form of

a higher rate.

When it comes to the quoted interest rate, don't

take the salesman's word. Do your own figuring, and

you may be terribly surprised to find that you

are being charged 10% even though the salesman

said the rate was 6%.

Now you know that the purchase of a car includes

mauat more than the cost of the car, and that you

should pay as much cash as you safely tan, financing

thm least possible amount. The more you finance,

the more you pay in interest; the more you pay
in interest, the more you pay for the car. The

buyer who finances everything but 5% or 10% of the

total cost really saves nothing by getting the deal-

er down a couple of hundred dollars in price.

Many buyers make an unfortunate mental mis-

take in cheerfully paying whatever rate of interest

is offered under the assumption that interest is

deductible for Eederal income tax purposes. Interest

is deductible, but no deduction is es good as hav-

ing tha money in place of the deduction. If the

dealer designates the carrying cost as interest, it

is deductible, but many companies call it a "finance

charge" or "service charge" or even "carrying charge"

and Uncle Sam then takes a dim view of the deduction.

There usually isn't any problem with a bank.

Banks are in business to make money, and they make

money by collecting interest. But many finance
companies don't like to use the word. "interest"

because.a phrase like "carrying charge" is less

scary. You may be deprived of a legitimate deduction

simply because of the semantics in your finance

contract.

If you negotiate a poor contract, the amount

you pay for interest will exceed the combined cost

of sales taxes, license Rees and extras on the car.

So, you see, finence chorus are truly of interest

to you.
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FOR SURE, INSURE

Because it is so costly, insurance is a major
consideration in the purchase of any car. During
the life of a car, insurance will cost you more
than the initial cost of extras plus your mainten-
ance on the car. Insurance should be considered
from two angles: insurance on the car to reimburse
the owner (or dealer) in case of damage to the car,
and insurance to protect the owner from liability
in the event of an accident.

The dealer is primarily interested in selling
you the type of insurance that covers damage to the
car itse12, generally known as "material damage"
insurance. After all, i2 a car is wrecked, if you
stop making payments, and if there is no insurance
compeny to pny for repairing the car, the dealer
would hove to repoosess a blob of twisted metal
and attempt to recover the cost of repairs from you.

Not mnny dealers are also insurance agents
or brokers. Those not directly in the insurance
field may have a friend, cousin or brother wham they
recommend to the buyer--or, more often, they smooth-
ly ease you into buying a policy from the insuraLce
subsidiary or associate of the finance company. For
this, the denier receives a commission in one form
or another. Remember, you have every right to
insist upon dealing with your own broker.

Frequently, a buyer recalls that he is paying
some money for insurance and incorrectly assumes
that he is completely covered. You have no idea
how many people find out after an accident that
ttey hol no insurance for the other party. There
is a difference, and the insurance to protect the
other plrty is known as "public liebility" insurance.
Insurance to protect another party's car from
damage is known as "property damage" insurance.
These must be distinguished from "material damage"
insurance, which is the only coverage the selling
dealer cen insist that you carry.

All too frequently, when public liability or
property damise insurance is sold by the decler,it
is sold in incorrect amounts which do not nearly
cover the driver's potential liability. More often
than not, the cer buyer gets $5000 property damage
and $10,000 public liability limits. A broken leg
these days is worth more than $10,000, and if you
are unfortunote enough to cause a Standard Oil tank-
er or Perk Ward Rolls-Royce to flip, the repairs
can exceed $20,000. If you have a $5000 policy,
the insurance company will pay the first $5000, and
you will be stuck for the balance.

The cost for increased limits is abs.olutely
negligible when compared to the initial cost of the
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basic policy, The absolute mininmm for any
driver should be $10,000 property damage and public
liability coverage of $50,000 limit. Watch out for

1
the cost, however, because even with proper limits,
you may be stung financially. Keep reading and
you will learn how.

The dealer, as mentioned, is interested in
insuring the automobile, and his contract will have
a clause providing that you will keep insurance on
thl c3r itself during the life of the contract.
InsurtInce on the car is divided into different
types of policies. We have mentioned the material
damage policy, In addition to collision coverage,
this usually includes fire, theft, and compre-
hensive. You will need all these coverages, and
of course will have to pay for them.

The most costly type of collision insurance
is known as full coverage. Under it, the insurance
company will pay for even a $2 scratch in the paint,
but if you make too many small claims, you will
soon receive a notice of cancellation. The most
popular insurance is known as $50 deductible. It
costs less than full coverage, because you pay
the first $50 for the repair of your car, and the
insurance company pays the rest. A better type of
insurance to have is $100 deductible or even $200
deductible. The premiums on these types are consider-
ably less, and if you can afford to lay out the
first $100 or $200 in the event of an accident,
the law of averages will save you many dollars.

Mbst states have insurance commissionsrs-
public officials who oversee the ins.orance business
to Mo.? it honast. Insurance ccelmissioners general-
ly es.cablieh a minimum rate for insurance, and it
is a violation of law for an agont, troker or insur-
ance company to sell insurance for less then the
minimum rate. Very few states have laws establishing
a maximum premiura for a given policy, and while
an ineurance company cannot cut its price, it can
charge whatever the traffic will bear. It is im-
portant to the used-car buyer to find out whether
tho price he is paying is, in fact, a competitive
price, especially if the cost is added to '4...1s car
payments. Many people have found, after they signed
their contracts, that they were paying twice as
much for the very same insurance as their neighbor.

14..4 that used car is your second car, and its
financ:tal importance is not really large in your
overall financial position, then you should be aware
that there is a type of policy known as Vendor's
Single Interest, referred to in the automotive
trade as VSI. This type of insurance is very in-
expensive and protects only the dealer's interest
in the car. If you can afford to replace an in-
expensive second car, by all means purchase VST,
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because it does fulfill the contract requilemems
of insurance at all times during the existence of
the contract.

Most fire, theft and comprehensive policies
contain an "ACV" clause. In the event of a loss,
the insurance company is liable only for the actual
cash value of the car, and actual cash value may be
a lot less than the car is worth to you or than
you paid for it. Generally, in the event of loss,
the company will pay you the then existing whole-
sale value of your car, but you cannot go out and
replace it with the money because you are buying
fnmn a retailer. To protect yourself against this,
at a minimum increased cost, purchase a fire, theft
and comprehensive policy with a "seated value"
clause. Under this type of coverage, you and the
insurance company agree on the value of your car,
and in the event of a loss, the insurance company
pays you the stated value.

If the newly acquired jalopy is a second or
third car in a family which has less than one
driver for each automobile caned, many dollars can
be saved by purchasing insurance policies with an
endorsement Known as a 'more cars than operators
enJorsement." If one person owns two cars and is
the only driver of the car, he is entitled to
this endorsement, which will save him almost 75%
of the totcl cost of public liability and property
damage coverage on the second car. The drawback
is that If another person should happen to have
an accident while driving one of your cars, the
insurance company can get off the hook by saying
that under the "more cars than operators" endorse-
ment, no one was supposed to drive the car except
the insured party.

Insurance is the greatest thing in the world
for ease of mind if you are at fault and cause an
accident. Assuming that the limits exceed the
amount of damage, the company defends, pays all
court costs end legal fees, and you have nothing
much more to do than cooperate with the company
and possibly appear to testify at a trial or deposi-
tion. That word "cooperate" is an important one,
because failure to cooperate wdth the company will
nullify the liability of the company. Failure to
report an accident within a reasonable time will
also let the company off the hook.

The picture isn't nearly as rosy, however, if
the accident is caused by the negligence of another
person and it is your car that is damaged.

Insurance companies are becoming harder and
harder to deal with, claiming their losses are
excessive in the automotive field. Let's assume
that you are stopped at a signal and someone rams
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the rear of your car. You have the damage appraised
by three different, reputable garages, and all the
estimates are around $400. When you file your
claim with the other party's insurance company, an
adjuster inspects your car and offers you $250
cash in full settlement. Appalled, you argue that
the damage is actually $400, but to no avail.

You can sue, but depending on locality, it may
take you anywhere from three months to three years
to gat into court, and attorney's fees may run as
high as $250. During that period, the car may
not be operable, or if it is, you may be obliged
to drive it in a damaged condition.

You may have no recourse except to claim
physical injury--in which case the insurance company
will probably settle promptly for the full $400 in
order to get a release of your injury claim. This
practice is morally reprehensible and an equally
vicious part of the cycle as the insurance company's
reneging on its real obligations in the first place.

Amos and Andy used to tell a famous joke to
the effect that the big print giveth and the small
print taketh away. While they made a joke of it,
nothing could be more factual from a legal stand-
point. Read -- and understand -- your policy before
paying for it, Realize that an insurance policy
is an agreement, and that all policies are not
similar, For example, some companies will pay for
the value of a car which is stolen if it has not
been recovered in 30 days. Other companies won't
pay for 90 days or longer.

When you shop for a used car, you are, in
effect, comparing value to be received in relation-
ship to cost. You should do the same with insurance
contracts. The used-car buyer will rarely purchase
the very first car he looks at, but that same buyer
often accepts the very first insurance policy
handed to him. It is senseless to buy wisely dur-
ing the first part of the transaction and to act
foolishly during the latter part. Your best bet
is to deal only with a broker whom you know and
trust 4,

Robert Gottlieb
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MOTOR TREND June 1966 - Vol. 18, No.6

USED CAR CHECK LIST

Fill, out this top portion at home before
starting to shopthen take list with you
to car lots.

Honest, maxitnum amount: you can spend

Cash $. Finance-4/mo $

Down payment $
Remember to include taxes, estimated finance

charges, license and insurance
Desired model (classified ads will give idea of
price spread)

Make Year Body style Color

1st choice
2nd choice
3rd choice

After studying

Name

ommosnereellmnons

these ads, which dealers impress you?
New-car

Address dealer? Make

Wiriiiiilet-=--that a .11.1-er will have largest
selection of Fords; a Plymouth dealer, Plymouths,
etc. Also, that a make-for-make trade usually
means satisfactory performance by your potential
used car in the hands of its 1st owner.)

Do you ha ve a trade-in?
Study Elds again for what your car will bring.
Deduct 257 for the difference between the
retail and wholesale figure. Clean your car
up yourself, if you wish, but don't pay to
have this done. The dealer allows for this
on his trade-in offer, but he pays on a down-
time basis, whereas you would pay at retail.
For this reason, never have bodywork repaired.

Condition of Car: If all the left-handed boxes
are checked, you've found yourself a cream-
puff.
Recorded mileage_

Factory warranty remaining and/or
miles

If none, dealer warranty offered
and/or

rIEFEount months miles



Bodywork

Rust ( )
none

Chrome ( )
intact

Damage ( )
none

Paint ( )
original

( )
repaired

( )
pitted

( )
suspected

( )
repaint

( )
visible $.esti

mate to
fix

( )
missing

( )
visible

( )
retouched

4 estimate

WITEEEEF

raiTarg

Tires
Type ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

matched new worn matched mixed retreads

Engine
Type* ( ) ( ) ( )

std. 17-8 big V-8 6
Appearance ( ) ( ) ( )

refinished undisturbed greasy
*Lerge V-8 mamrally requires premium gas,

gives much less mdleage.

Radiator ( ) ( ) ( )
old, refin- new

clean ished

Battery t 3ssessorir

new fair wear

( ) ( )
evidence ; dented,
of boil leaky

( )
need replacement

Interior
Upholstery

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

clean seat faded mixed new
covers? and old

Driver's door handles
( ) ( )

firm sloppy
Driver's side glass & vent

( ) ( )
fina loose

Windshield
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

tinted clear traced by scratched
wipers by wipers

Instruments
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

complete radio no heater drilled
removed panel (taxi)

Mats & pedpls
( ) ( ) ( )

reasonable wear worn brand-new
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USED CAR CHECK LIST
(continued)

Underbody ( with car on rack)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Chassl.s under- normal dirt and oil fresh
(check 2)coated road dirt rust spray welds

Brakes

Engine

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
new wheel undisturbed leakage % lining
cylinders dirt remaining

( )
undisturbed dirt

Transmission

undisturbed dirt

( )
oil seepage

( )
oil seepage

Drive train
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )solid loose loose axle bear-

universals front end ing noise
Exhaust system

Type ( )
single

Condition

Road Test

( ) ( )
dual non-stock

. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
new whole rusty leaking

Ignition &
Easy start

Smoke

key ( ) ( )fair wear sloppy
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

instant hesitant labored weak
battery

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
none black modera te heavy

(rich mixture) blue (oil) blue (oil)
Warm-up ( ) ( )

fast, smooth hesitant
Transmission
(after warm-up)

.. . ( ) ( ) ( )
smooth & slips noisy
silent (a utoma tic) (standard)

Engine
(after warm-up)
(Check 2)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
smooth constant ping? light heavy

& silent oil pressure cla tter cla tter
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Rear axle
(after warm-up)

Brakes ( )
silent,

high pedal

$ teering
(check 2)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
firm no wander wanders loose

( )
quiet

( )
low pedal

( )
noisy

( ) ( )erratic noisy

Suspension
( )

good control
( ) ( )

rebound harsh

Accessory Check List Essential Desirable Non-
(for resale) essential

V-8 engine
Automatic trans-

mission
4-speed or overdrive
Heater
Radio
Mid-line model or

better
Power S teering
Power brakes
Power seats
Power windows
Air conditioning
Automatic headlight

dimmer
Cruise-control
Stereo
Limited-slip dif-

ferential

( )

( )
( )

PurchaseActual final price plus taxes and license $
Less down payment or trade
Add total finance charge (6% per month
equals 12% per annum or original balance;
etc.)
Add all insurance and other charges paid
to dealer
Check "Book" price
(Car plus charges and down payment should
not exceed retail "Book" figure)



Questions to Hottest Cars on the Lot

I. Whet type of used car dealer gives the greatest sense
of trust to a potential buyer?

2. Nome some reasons why people will trust a new car dealer
who sells used cars?

3. Name one used car blessed with a continuing popularity?

4. What used cars were reported es the best sellers by car
dealers?

5. Why do Chevy buyers prefer 2-door hardtops and Chrsyler
shoppers prefer 4-door models?

6. How old were the best selling cars?

7. Why is this so?

8. What are four accessories that almost all dealers agree
are desirable on a used car?

9. What is the most important item that consumeis consider
when determining the value of a used car?

10. Why does the new car dealer who sells a used car especial-
ly want the customer to be happy with his purchase?

Questions to Depreciation Works Two-Ways

1. What is the biggest single expense of car ownership?

2. What is significant about depreciation prices on specific
car models?

3. Generally if a person wants to trade frequently, his
best buy is the car that depreciates

4. Generally if a person keeps the carforan extended period,
choose the model with a rate of deprecia-
tion?

5. For what reasons are the above conclusions considered
valid?
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Questions to Hnw To Spot a Lemon

1. From what type of dealer is it best to buy a used car?

2. For what reasons might one car dealer be considered more
trustworthy than another car dealer?

3. What is the reasoning behind buying a used Dodge from a
new - Dodge dealer?

4. What about a dealer can be discovered by looking at his
advertisements?

5. Why should a dealer's facilities be investigated?

6. According to the article what is one way for a customer
to judge the honesty of a salesman?

Exterior

1. What is one method used to judge if a car has been in an
accident?

2. Where is the source of rust on the exterior of a car?

3. How can rust be hidden?

4. What is the tell-tail detection for hand-hammered panel?

5. State a quick check method for the possibility of a
repaint job?

6. What do the bolts attaching the bumper to the car reveal?

7. What area is the hardest of all for bodymen to restore
to original factory configuration?

8. What can a door handle reveal?

Interior

1. Why is an odometer mileage meaningless?

2. Surprisingly, what indicates mdleage better than the
odometer?

3. What part of the reconditioned car is often overlooked?

4. Of what material is the rear packaged deck composed?

5. Where is the first place to check for wear and tear on
convertible top?
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Chassis

1. How is a chassis inspected?

2. How can new welding be spotted?

3. In what different ways should tires match?

4. What do retreadn indicate?

5. What hints do front tires give?

Power Train

L. What does excessive oil on the underside of the car indicate?

2. What is an indication of a badly worn engine?

3. What i3 an indication of worn universal joints?

4. Why should the tires be rotated on their axles?

5. What is the one adequate means of testing an engine?

6. What do uneven readings on the cylinders reveal?

Road Testing

1. What color should the smoke fumes be?

2. How can inadequate oil pressure be checked if the car is

equipped with warning lights?

3. What other gacge should be checked besides the oil pres-

sure gautge?

4. What are some indications of poor brakes?

5. What is the problem if there is excessive rebounding of

the car?

6. not new type of facility is available for spotting

car troubles?



Questions to Can You Reall F^ol a Salesman?

1. What is the basiccreed of people taking their cars to
a used car dealer?

Mot is the most common way that a potential buyer is
able to get a lower price for his new car?

3. Mat are some expenses of used car dealers?

4. Why would a customer demand immediate delivery?

5. How can an immediate delivery hold disadvantages for
the buyer?

6. In order to make the dealer stand behind what he says,
on what should the customer insist?

7. What does the buyer immedietely consider after the
salesman has quoted a price?

8. How much profit does a dealer with to realize on a new
car?

9. What disadvantage is there if the dealeesprofit is below
his desired figure?

to
10. Since many car buyers have become too sophisticatedAsuper-

fically improve the cars they wish to trade-in, how else
do they attempt to deceive dealers?

11. Mat advice does the article give to the customer to help
him avoid the frustration and confusion in an automobile
transaction?

Questions to Financing + Insurance - Tips + Traps

1. Define usury?

2. Why do dealers allow up to forty-five days for the first
car payment?

3. What is the average maximum interest rate on used cars?

4. Bow can a car buyer achieve lower interest rates?

5. What leeway does a dealer have with interest rates?

6. What advantage is it to the dealer to state higher interest
rates?

7. What are four main factors that govern interest rates?

8.. Mat are two protective safety features of insurance?

9. Why is the dealer concerned with materiel insurance for the
car?

10. For what other reason does the car dealer desire to sell
insurance for the car?
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(continued)

U. What are some reasons for going to a professional insurance

man for car insurance?

12. Why should a buyer be apprehensive about car insurance

salesmen who give cut-rate deals?

13. Why is $50 deductible collision insurance cheaper than

full coverage?

14. What is the advantage of a "E;tated value" clause in an

insurance policy?

15. What is the imporennt point that the author of the

insurance articles states at the conclusion?
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Projects

1. Have a speaker from the local Better Business Bureau
or bank talk to the class on the credit industry.

2. Have the students visit some local banks to find out
what their procedures are for lending money. Find Out:

a. What types of loans are made?
b. What amount of money is the bank willing to

extend on a loan?
c. What type of person is the bank willing to

extend a loan to?
d. What is bank'srate of interest?
e. What is the true rate of interest?
f. How does the bank decide on an'interest rate?
g. What use is made of the local Credit Bureau?
h. What is the manner of collecting on a loan?
i. What happens if a person falls behind in his

loan payments?
j. What does the bank do on defaults?
k. When does the bank repossessan item?
1. How does the bank reposeessthe item?
m. What jobs are available in the credit field?
n. How much of the banks's business is based on

. consumer loans?

3. Have the students visit the local shopping centers and
take a look at their credit procedures. Some questions are:

a. How easy is it to open a charge account?
b. What criteria is used for judging a person

who wishes to open a charge account?
c. What arrangements are made for repayment?
d. How much interest is charged on a charge account?
e. How are repayments collected?
f. What happens if a person falls behind in his

loan payments?
g. How are defaults handled?
h. How are repossessions handled?
i. What jobs are abailable in the credit field?
j. What use is made of the local credit bureau?
k. What amount of the storesbusiness is done on

credit?

Have students
tutions.

chart the rates of various lending insti-

5. Compare the newspaper a
priced item bought for cas
if it were bought on credit.

vertisement prices of a high
to what the item would cost
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Junior Year

Industrial Prep English
Unit Five

Prej udice

I. Background

II. Projection

III. Literature and Prejudice
A . South
B. Tb2_1
C. SEL1112:4_11ith_Loa
D. Negro Poetry

A -

IV. Prejudice and the Mass Media

V. Projets
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Prejudice Unit
Background

I. Definition
A. A prejudgement
B. Little or no facts
C. Stereotype

1. oversimplified
2. exaggerated
3. ridiculous

II. Causes

A. External (Environment)
I.. home
2. school
3. friends
4. television
5. motion pictures
6. books
7. newspapers

B. Internal
1. self-interest (economic)
2. conservatism (habit)
3. radicalism (change)
4. conventionality

III. Patterns - Why?

A. North-Puerto Rican
B. South-Negro
C. Pacific West-Oriental
D. Southwest-Plexican
E. Northwest-Indian
F. South Africa-Negro
G. England-Indian (India)

IV. Organized Prejudice

A. Scapegoat
B. ICKK
C. Certain radical and reactionary groups

Effects of Discrimination

A. Jobs
B. Civil Rights
C. Political Rights
D. Housing
E. Education
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VI. Negro Reaction

A. Organizations
1. National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People (N.A .C.P.)
2. The National Urban League
3. Congress of Racial Equality (C..6A.E.)
4. Southern Christian Leadership Conference

(S.C.L.C.)
5. The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee

(s.n.c.c.)
B . Progress

VII. Intergroup Relations
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I.

A

Projection

I. Theory-Misunderstandings arise when we project our feel-
ings to others. We are projecting our feelings when
we speak or act as if our inside feelings were real
things in the outside world.

A. Examples
1. Mr. Jones dislikes female students.
2. Mickey Mantle is finished as a ballplayer.
3. Opera is boring.

B. Definition of Projection
1. to send forth
2. motion picture screen.

Experiments

A. Ink Blots-Students project their feelings bn to ink
blots.

B. Rumor Clinic of the Anti-Defamation League. Students
see how rumors are spread.

C. "The Man Behind the Door"
1. Tell students there is a man sitting behind

a door. What are their feelings toward that
man?

2. Tell them that the man is a Negro. Now what
are their feelings towards the man?

3. Have them compare their feelings before they
knew he was Negro and after they found out he
was Negro.

D. Man in car behind you honks his horn.--Immediately
a number of possibilities are suggested for his
horn blowing.

E. People project their fear of snakes or the dark.

III. Why should we guard ourselves when projecting?

A. Fear
B. Suspicion
C. Hatred
D. Prejudice
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attfun_a_Lt..ua from South Pacific
by Richard Rodger & Oscar

Hammerstein 11

You've got to be taught to hate and
You've got to be taught from year to
It's got to be drummed in your dear
You've got to be carefully taught.

You've got to be taught to be afraid
Of people whose eyes are oddly made,
And people whose skin is a different
You've got to be carefully taught.

You 1 ve got to be taught before its t
Before you are six or seven or eight
To hate all people your relatives ha
You've got to be carefully taught.
You've got to be carefully taught.
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The tragic subplot of South Pacific is the
romance of Lt. Joseph Cable and the Tonkenese
Liat. They sincerely love each other, but Cable
correctly fears that tha difference in their races
would work against a happy marriage for them.
In Carefully Taught he explains the origin of
prejudice in humarbeings.

I. Are human beings actually taught to hate and fear?

2. Who does Lt. Cable feel is doing the teaching?

3. Where do human hates and prejudices came from?

4. Are human beings born with hates or prejudices?

5. Do we tend to reflect the feelings of our relatives
and friends on issues of race or religious
prejudice?

6. Why does the song say that these teachings must
be done "before you are six or seven or eight"?

7. Does Lt. Cable believe that people actually
teed' their chidren to hate and fear?
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Eakini's Observations from The Teat-otse.A of the Aupust Moon;
by John Patrick

Lovely ladies, kind gentlemen:
Please to introduce myself.
Sakini by name.
Interpreter by profession.
Education by ancient dictionary.
Okinawan by whim of gods.
History of Okinawa reveal distinguished

record of conquerors.
We have honor to be subjugated in fourteenth

century by Chinese pirates.
In sixteenth century by English missionaries.
In eighteenth century by Japanese war lords.
And in twentieth century by American Marines.
Okinawa very fortunate.,

Culture brought to us...Not have to leave
home for it.

Learn many things,
Most important that rest of world not like

Okinawa.
World filled with delighful variation.
Illustration.
In Okinawa...no locks on doors.
Bad manners not to trust neighbors.
In AmericaWlock and key big industry.
Conclusion?
Bad manners good business.
In Okinawa...wash self in public bath with

nude lady quite proper.
Picture of nude lady in private home...quite

improper.
In America...statue of nude lady in park

win prize.
But nude lady in flesh in park win penalty.
Conclusion?
Pornography question of geography.

But Okinawans most eager to be educated by
conquerors.

Deep desire to improve friction.
Not easy to learn.
Sometimea painful.
But pain makes man think.
Thought makes man wise.
Wisdom makes life endurable.
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Sakiniis Observations attempt to treat humorously the kinds
of things that happen When two different cultures meet.

1. Sakini remarks that the History of Okinawa reveals a
distinguished :vecord of conquests and that they have had
the honor to be subjugated by many people. What does
he mean by the words "distinguished" or "honor"?

2. Sakini says that the U.S. Marines "subjugated" the Okinawana.,
The U.S. Government would probably say that the Marines
II occupied" Okinawa. Is there any difference in the
words "subjugated" and "occupied"?

3, What was the most important thing that Okinawa learned
from the rest of the world?

4. Sakini observes that Okinawans trust their neighbors
for they leave their doors unlocked. In America doors
are kept locked. His ,,:onclusion is that Americans do
not trust their neighbors. Is he correct? Which
culture shows a higher degree of ivilization, Okinawan
or American?

5. According to Sakini, is the American or Okinawan approach
to pornography correct? Is any approach correct?

6. How does Sakini feel that the two cultures can reduce
conflict?
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Prejudicial Issue

To Sir, With Love
B7777R. Braithwaite

1. For what reasons did the woman on the bus not sit next
to Braithwaite?

2. Even though Braithwaite is well-prepared for a job, what
reasons do the people give for not hiring him?

3. From what group do you think the hiring procedures emanated?
a) the employers? b) the employees? c) the personnel
departments? d) the unions? e) no one in particular?

4. Why was prejudice forgotten during the war?

5. Why would the British nation think there was no racial
problem?

6. What stereotype statements are made throughout the book?

7. What is the differene in the prejudice attitude between
the U.S.A. end Britain? between the North and the South?
between California and New York?

8. Why do you think that the people are not willing to
trust Braithwaite with =chines, but are willing to let him
educate their children?

9. Why is Braithwaite one of the few Negro teachers in
Britain?

10. Don't we find that certain groups tend to veer toward
particular industries, professions, and fields? For instance
what group is prominent in the sport of Boxing? How many
non-white pro-golfers are there? What is the religious
affiliation of most barbers?

10 A--At the cost of stereotyping, does it appear that in the
U.S. certain religions, ethni.cand racial groups are prominent
in certain fields?

11. State some of Weston's stereotype statements and the
reasons for them?

12. What type of stereotyping is evident on the train when
the class is on a field trip?

13. How does the Globetrotters field trip show how the mass
media have contributed to the stereotyping of the U.S. Negro?

14. How should Braithwaite have reacted to the waiter in the'
restaurant?

15. Why is Gillian hurt more than Braithwaite over the
incident?
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16. The students have appeared to learn much from Braithwaite
about prejudice, but why do they initially react the way
they do upon hearing of Sealas' mother's death and of
Braithwaite's suggestion of the wreath?

17. Does this reaction show that the kids are phonies?

18. Would you say that in general the U.S. white middle-
class is phony in their desire to eradicate prejudice?

19. Could Gillian and Braithwaite really overcome the

problems that their marriage would create?

20. How does Braithwaite show his students that interracial
unity in their community is a possibility?
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What Halvens To A Dream Deferred?
by Langston Hughes

What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
Like a raisin in the sun?
Ot fester like a sore--
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over--
Like a syrupy sr.leet?

Maybe it just sags
Like a heavy load.

Or does it explode?

1. What use do you make of your five
senses when reading the poem?

2. What is a definition for the phrase
a dream deferred"?

3. Give some examples of "dreana deferred"?

4. There are six questions and one statement
in the poem, what does the one statement
do?

5. What is the poeds:primary question?

6. Is the poet's primary question ever answered?

7. Why should the poet write about "a dream
deferred"?
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DREAMS
by Langstan Hughes

Hold fast to dreams
for if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That can not fly.

Hold feat to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow.

Questions

1. What is the poet's comparison in Stanza I?

2. What are the emotlons that the comparison expresses?

3% What is the comparison in Stanza II?

4. What are the emotions that the comparison expresses?

5. Why has the poet chosen to express these emotions?
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140THGR TO SON
by Langston Hughes

Well, scn, I'll tell you:
Life for me ain't been no
It's had tacks in it,
And splinters,
And boards torn up,
And places with no carpet

But all the time
I'se been o-ell.mbin' on,
And reachin' landin's,
And turning corners
And sometimes goin' in the dark
When there ain't no light.

So, boy, don't you turn back.
Don't you set down on the steps
'Cause you find it's kinder hard.
Don't you fall now--
For I'se still coin', honey,
I'se still climbin
And life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

crystal

on the

stair.

floor--

Quastions

1. What type of person is the mother?

2. What is characteristic of her language?

3. What doe:, tar language tell us about her?

4. From where does the women draw her advice?

5. Does the cotter hold any hope for herself? Why?

6. 'How did the mother get these ideals in the first place?

7. Do you think the son will profit from this advice? Why
or why not?
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Brass Spittoons
by Langston Hughes

Clean the Spittoons, bby.
Detroit,
Chicago,
Atlantic City,
Palm Beach.

Clean the spittoons,
The steam in hotel kitchens,
And the smoke in hotel lobbies,
And th3 slime in hotel spittoons:
Part o..i."? ml life.

Hey, boy:
A nickel,
A dime,
A dollar,

Two dollars a day.
Hey, boy!
A nickel,
A dime,
A dollar,.
Two dollars

Buys shoes for the baby.
Horse rent to pay.
Church on Sunday.

My God;

Babie.1 and..bhurch
and women and Sunday
all mixed up with dimes and
dollars and clean spittoons
and hoLse rent to pay.

Hey, boy!

A bright bowl of brass is beautiful to the Lord.
Bright polished brass like the cymbals
Of King David's dancers,
Like the wine cups of Solomon..

Hey, boy;
A clean spittoon on the altar of the Lord.
A clean bright spittoon all newly polished,
At least I can oaer that.

Com'mere, boy;
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I. Why did the poet chose this type of job for the narrator
of the poem?

2. What do the fotir cities indicate?

3. What is the narrator called bY the people?

4. Why has the narrator chosen this type of job?

5. How do we know the narrator is a man and not a teenager?

6. In the last stanza to what is the spittoon compared? Why?

7. What are the feelings of the narrator who polishes the spit-
toons?

8. What can be said about the date of this poem?

9. Would such a poem be written today? Why?
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I, TOO, SING AMERICA
by Langston Hughes

I, too, sing America.
I am the darker brother,
They send me to eat in the kitchen
When company comes,
But. I lough,
And eat well,
And grow strong.

Tomorrow,I'll sit at the table
When comptlny comes.
Nobody'll dare
Say to ma,
"Eat in the kitchen;"
Then.

Besides ,
They'll see how beautiful I am
And be ashamed--

I, too, am America.

DREAM VARIATION
by Langston Hughes

To fling my arms wide
In some place of the sun,
To whirl and to dance
Till the white day is done.
Then rest at. cool evening
Beneath a tall tree
While night comes on gently,

Dark like me--
That is my dream!

To fling my arms wide
In the face c.2 the sun,
Dance: whirl: whirl:
Till the quf.ck day is done.
Rest at pole evening....
A tall, slim tree .
Night coming tenderly

Black like me.



CROSS
by, Langston Hughes .

My old man's a white old man
And my old mother's black.
If ever I cursed my white old man
I take my curses back.
If ever I cursed my black old mother
And wished she were in hell,
I'm sorry for that ev I wish
And now I wish her well.

My old mAn died in a fine big house,
My ma died in a shack.
I wonder where I'm gonna dio,
Being neither white nor, black?

SONG FOR A DARK GIRL
by Langston Hughes

Way Down South in Dixie
(Break the heart of me)

They hung my dark young lover
To a cross roads tree.

Way Down South in Dixie
(Bruised body high in air)

I asked the white Lord Jesus
What was the use of prayer.

Way Dc Am South in Dixie
(Break the heart of tie)

LoV3 i3 a naked slaadow
On a gnarled and naked tree.
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THE WOUNDED PERSON
From Sops of M-rs

by Walt WW.Lmoa

The hounded slave that flags in the race, leans by the fence,
blowing, cover'd with sweat,

The twinges that sting like needles his legs end neck; thc
murderous buckshot and the bullets,

All these I fe(72l or am.

I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs,
Hall and despair are upon me, crk and again crack the marksmen,
I clutch the rails of the fence, my gore dribs, thinn'd with

the ooze of nay skin,
I fall on the weeds and stones,
The riders spur their unwilling horses, haul close,
Taunt my dizzy ears and beat me violently over the head with

whipstocks.
Agonies are one of my changes of sarments.
I do not ask the womded person how he feels, I myself become
- the wounded person.
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THE CREATION
by James Weldon Johnspn

And God stepped out on space,
And He lookedaround and said:
I'm lonely--
I'll make me a world.

And far as the eye of God could see
Darkness covered everything,
Blacker than a hundred midnights
Down in a cypress swamp.

Than God smiled,
And the light broke,
And the darkness rolled up on one side,
And the light stood shining on the other,
And God said: That's good:

Then God reached out and took the light in His hands,
And God rolled the light around in His hands
Until He made the sun;
And He set that sun a-blazing in the healiene.
And the light that was left from making the sun
God gather.ed it up in a shining ball
And flung it against the darkness,
Spangling the night with the moon and stars.
Then down botween
The darkness and the light
He hurled the world;
And God said: That's goods

Then God himself stepped down--
And the sun was on His right hand,
And the moon was on His left;
The stars were clustered about H1A head,
And the eirth was under His feet.
And God walked, and where He trod
His footsteps hollowed the valleys out
And bulged the mountains up.

Then He stopped and looked and saw
That the earth was hot acd barren.
So God stepped over the edge of the world
And he spat out the seven seas--
He batted His eyes, and the lightning flashed--
He clapped His hands, and the thunders rolled--
And the vaters above'the earth Came down,
The cooling waters came down.

Then the green grass sprouted,
And the little red flowers blossomed,
The pine tree pointed his finger to the sky,
And the onk cpread out his arms,
The lakes cuddled down in the hollows of the ground,
And the rivers ran down to the sea;
And God smiled agsin,
And the rainbow appeared,
And curled itself around His shoulder.
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Then God ratsed Hts arm and Be waved His band
Over the sea aad over the Land,
And lie OA: 13ring forth: Bring forth!
And quicaor than God could drop His hand,
Fishes and fowls
And beasts and birds
Swam the rivers and the seas,
Roamed the forests and the woods,
And split the air with their wings.
And God said: That's good:
Then God walked around,
And God looked around
On all that He had made.
He loolted at His san,
And He looked at His moon,
And He looked at His little stars;
He looked on His world
With all its living things,
And God said: I'm lonely still.
Then God sat down--
On the side of a hill where He could think;
By a deep, wide river He sat down;
With His head in His hands,
God thought and thought,
Till He thought: I'll make me a man:

Up from the bed of the river
God scooped the clay;
And by the bank of the river
He kneeled Him down;
And there the great God Almighty
Who lit the sun and fixed it in the sky,
Who flung the stars to the most far corner of the night,
Who rounded the earth in the middle of His hand,
This Great God,
Like a mammy bending over her baby,
Kneeled down in the dust
Toiling over a lump of cloy
Till He shaped it in His own image;
Then into it He blew the breath of life,
And man became a living soul.
Amen. Amen.
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Prejudice and the MMss Nadia

Here are some general evaluative questions to be usedwhen reading, viewing or listening to any of the mass media.
I. Style

A. Are some of the characters in the mmss media depictedas inferior?

B. What are soma of the necessary qualifications for aperson to be termed as inferior?

C. Is the book or film propagandistic or artistic?
D. Is the book or film constructive or destructive inits treatment of the racial problem?
E. Wty do writers resort to stereotyping in the massmedia?

F. Wtu ld you say that the mass media distort reality andcreate illusion about the racial problem?
G. Wtuld you say that the mass media are responsiblefor creating many prejudices?

H. What responsibility does the mass media have towardthe racial problema

II. Acting

A. Why aren't there more Negro actors in televisionand films?

B. Do the Negro actors in television and filmsplay strictly Negro parts?

C. How many Negro actors can you name who play rolesthat any actor can portray?

D. Have you noticed many Negroes in advertisements?
E. Why has it taken so long for Negroes to make itinto the acting phase of show business?
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Sample List of Werial for the Prejudice Unit
BOOKS

1. To Kilockin bird --Harper Lee
2. A P.aiqn in the Simi-Lorraine Hansberry
3, To Sir With Lave--B.R. Braithwaite
4. Black Like MeAft llowurd Griffin

Frans

1 Homo of th o. Meava

2. Blesh.i.i.ike Me

3. A Patch of Blue

121/Is7.03 Mews

1 . I SPY

2 Itrloss Able

3. CBS Playhouse The Final lirar of.4.21.,ymates by Ronald Ribman.

SHORT STORIES z-Stories for Youth - ed. Lass & Horowitz
1. That Greek Dit by Mackinlay Kantor
2. The Teat by Angelica Gibbs
3. The Stepmother by Margaret Weymouth Jackson
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Projects

-1. TIve each studeilt note all the prejudicial expressions

regarding racial, religious, ethnic, and age issues that they

have heard in the last twenty-four hours. Read each list

to the class without indicating who compiled each list. Can

the class select who wrote each list?

2. Students stand outside a large housing development or

apartment house. They note the number of Negro and White

people entering and leaving; also noting, if possible,

whethl,! they live or work there. Can any conclusions be

made fvm these observations?

3. Attempt to obtain some statistics of the numbers and

races of people who have been executed for U.S. crimes in

previous years and of those people who await execution in

this current year. What conclusions, if any can be made from

these facts?

4. Make a list of religious and ethnic backgrounds of

students in a number of classes. See if any conclusions

can be drawn as to:

a) the courses of study that certain groups of people

choose.

b) the towns or sections that certain groups of people

come from?

c) the elective subjects that certain groups of people

choose?

If there are definite trends have the class speculate

as to why these trends exist.
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